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TOHead
of the Department of
Government, this
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book
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WE have endeavored to make

this
volume representative, to show
the life at Iowa State Teachers
College in its essential phases. There has
been no attempt to tell everything; much
has, of necessity, been omitted. But to
you who have lived the life, this brief
epitome of a full year may some day
serve to remind, to bring back once more
"old scenes, old times, old friends."
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DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
The Registrar's office is the center of
administration. It is
here that correspondence pertaining to
college w o r k i s
handled; each student's term schedule
approved; and all
college records are
filed.
During the past
year, 4,138 students
were em·olled in Collegiate and Normal
classes.
'!.'hey were
distributed as follows: College graduat,es, 75; tho;.;e classified on College and
Diploma Courses,
1,564; Special students taking college
w01·k, 27; on Normal
nnd Rural Teacher
Comses, 1,537; Special and Unclassified
(non-colleginte), 935.
On ::'i'overnber 20,
191G, t h e records
showed the enrollment for the year
1!:Jl6-17 as follows:
College graduates,
CHARLES S. CORY, Registrar.
35; College and Diploma Courses, 1,547;
Special students, 36; Normal and Rural Teacher Courses, 1,317; Special and
unclassified (non-collegiate), 880. Total, 4,10D.
The Registrar i,; manager of the Bureau of Recommendations and handles
ihe official conespondence pertaining to the recommending of students for positions. During the past year, about 2,000 students and former students have
secured positions upon direct 1·ecommendation by the Oollege. 'l'hese students
received ,-alaries nggt·egating over $1,000,000 for the year 1916-17.
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DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
Each school _year
strengthen~ certain
customs and develops
certain tendencies.
While our Oollege
has always been
democ1·atic in its atmm,phe1·e, no one
taking p1·eceden<:e except by his own
effort and ability,
this year has seen a
decided advance in
unit.Y and fellowship.
'l'he 01·ganization of
classes has made possible their appearance in chapel; and
woi-king together as
they have, they have
developed much of
the right kind of
''school spirit." 'L'he
establiRlunent of the
Student Oouncil has
continued the idea of
student government
which " "as begun in
Hm·tlette Hall last
year, so that each
one may now share
in the conduct of the
college, and feel himself a factor in its
MRS. MARIAN McFARLAND WALKER, Dean of Women.
management.
}lore
and mo1·e are the college buildings coming into general use.
The society halls are now used for
social as well as literary purposes; and "Recreation Hours" have made the
gymnm:iurn even more popular than before. The coming year will open another
unit in Bartlette Hall; will Rec the new Manual Arts Building in use; and, we
hope, will continue om· prog1·ess in all lines. The "g1·eatest good to the greatest
number" might well be om· motto; and our greatest efl'o1·t toward the ei-tablishment of efficient social control.
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The Sanctum
Above is a picture of the Court Supreme. Many a time and oft' has the
fai1· co -ed stood before this sancturn with feelings that varied diredl.r as
her mission and inve1·sely as her transgreflsion.
Across this desk pass the
names of all gentlemen aspitanis to the social whii-1; and on its oaken top
a pencil of official blue determines, with a Llighting precision ai1d finality , a
man's statm; in society. Here are shattered our fondest "dates"- our wild
plans for social distinction a1·e brought to naught. ("7 e don·t like it.) From
here there is no appeal. It is the final ai·biter-the comt of last resort. ('Ye
don't like it.)
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DEPART ME N T OF ADMINISTRATION
Professor Leslie I.
Reed, Adviser of
3fen, was added to
foe office fo1·ce this
year to assist in executive work . In this
capacity, he has the
1·esponsibility of the
general welfare and
dil'ection of the men
enrolled in the college; and he is consulted by them as to
courses of study, and
i he
making
and
changing of their
schedules. He conl~uctR
college
entrance examinations
and pas,es up,011 all
~·econdary credits
pi-es,ented for college
en ti·ance. He is im1uediateh· connected
with th,e 1·egistrar's
office; and this re<1uires Hrnt he be a
member of various
im1,mtau t connnittees; such as, the
1'rogL"am Committee,
the Athletic Board,
and the Bureau of
Reconnnendation:--.
Professor Reed is
MR. LESLIE I. REED, Adviser of M en.
an alumnus of the
Teachers College, graduating from the M. Di. Comse in 1!)00. Soon after he
attended the Iowa State Universiiy taking the Pb.B. degree. 'l'his educational
\\·ork was later followed by grnduate work at Harvard University; and in
lilOG, he was given the degree Master of Al'ts from the University of Iowa.
Towa State Teachers College has long felt the need for such an officer in
its administrative departments; and the past ~·ear has proved the high worth
and added efficiency of this newly-created position-not merely as an additional executive power, lrnt as a bureau of individual service to the new pupiL
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Oh, how often, oh, how ofte11, has my
"·ild heart missed a beat,
"'hen I stood with pent emotions Lefore
('01·y's Judg1J1ent Seat;
\Yllen I waited for the ve1·dic-t of the Lord
High Fan1Hiei-;,
Heg·,nding rn,r petition- ba,ed on ~everal
little threes.

<:,All Hail! Grand Champion
of the~Big Links -

MISS BROWN

MISS WILD

MISS WILBUR
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DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATIO N
'l'he library, the
cente1.· of all the college adivities, has
had a year of quiet
progress, inCl'easing
gradually its direct
ser·vice to the eollege
in various ways.
gach Ftiday afternoon l:Jetvreen se,-euty-five and one hundr·ed 11e11· books ar·e
plaeed on the new
book shelves where
t he,r are left for one
month that a 11 reader·s may see what the
new additions are.
The library contains
at pre~·ent approximately 50,000 volumes b o n n d and
en ta I ogued,
4,000
pamphlets, and is 1·eceiving regularly :!80
periodicals.
'l'he 1·eference department w01·ks eonstantly p1·epn ring;
bibliographics an d
,;rnalle1' reading lists
fo1· debates and paper·s, and looking up
hundreds of miscelMISS ANNE STUART DUNCAN, Librarian.
laneous q ll es ti ons
which are b1·ought in
daily. All of these lists and many others which are purchased are filed at the
1·eference desk for future use.
'l'he lib1·ary is playing a more and more important pal't in the "·ork of tlre
training; sehool. 'l'eache1·s are bringing their classes to the general libran·,
while many of the students taking w01·k in the training department a1·e con~tant visito1·s.
Besides the w01·k with the immediate college there are seY-eral demonsti-ation schools receiving libraries, each containing about fifty boolrn of all
elas~es from the fi1·st to the eighth grade.
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The Loan Desk
I wanted a book at the Loan DeskI started at three forty-four.
Five hundred girls were ahead of
me;
I felt like a chip on a feminine seal slept- it seemed an eternityI awoke- and fervently swore.

The clock struck two in the morning,
I said more things that were wrong;
1 clutched my slip in a death-like
grip] got it in on the final trip'l_'he book was out! I let her rip!
(How long, 0, Lord, how long!)

READING ROOM
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DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
The Extension Service owes its inceptiou to the broad
mind of President
llome1· 11. Seerley,
who, after 1•ealizing
for rears the need of
teachers in service
for definite help to
meet and solve the
many problems of
the school room,
found in the study
cente,· a way to offer
them the help they
needed.
The fitst study
center was held in
Olarlrnville, Butler
County, on December
G, 1!)1:t From the beginning, the move1uent was under the
guidan ce of Dr. C. P.
Colegrove, to whom
as Dii-ector of Extension Servi oe from
])ec-embe1·, Hll:3, to
2\la.1·, l!JlG, is due the
nedit fot oi-ganizing
the Re1-Yice and placing it upon its present basis of efficiency.
The expense of
maintenance of the
PROFESSOR IRVING H. HART, Director of Extension Service
extension service is
borne by the state through special appropriation for this purpose. Instructors
doing study center work realize that they must deliver to each individual in
attendance a full value in service, the average cost per person in attendance
being about fifty-five cents.
\'iTJ:iile the servfoe is e.,""1::acting in its demand, calling for an unusual expenditure of time and energy on the part of the instructors in addition to their
regular duties in the college, there are many cornpensati,ons, not only in au
opportunity to come to know the great state of Iowa in an intimate way, but
to know each other beter.
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DEPAR TMENT OF EDUCA TION
In a school devoted specially to
teacher trafoing, the
work must, of necessity, be centered around the theory and
practice of edueation. So, from the
eai·liekt years, required eourses have
been maintained along the main lines
of educational theory; and these were
supplement ed later
by the organization
of
the
training
sd10ol.
1'he work of the
department is cared
for by eight teaehers
who l'epi-esent pl'epai·ation in the best
normal sehoolk, colleges and univendties
of this countn, ,Yith
wide experie~ce in
nual, town and eitY
schools and higher
institutions .
1'l1e departmen t
ltandl,es nea1·ly one
thousand students
eaeh term in its
PROFESSOR G. W. WALTERS
classes. 'L'he attempt
Head of the Department of Education
is to center the work
around an accm·ate
and sympathetic lrnowledge of child liature and needs, ::n1d through this, to fit
the pupils for their places in our society.
'L'he required work constitutes one-thii-d of the two-year cour"es, and al most one-fourth of the four-year courses. Electives afford students an opportunity to prepare more fully along lines of special need!<.
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Now, Buffum's class is interesting,
We all •agree.
ViTe never settle anything,
-nre all agree.
In vain we struggle for the light;
From rampant tongues roll words of
might;
And then, b'gosh, thei-e's no one right!
We all agree.

PROFESSOR BUFFUM

Philosophy"? Hai-d to teach,We all agree.
'L'he stuff is far beyond our i-each,
,Ye all agi-ee.
"' e study of the chosen few.
,Just what they did and didn't do;
.\nd after that- why, then we're thru.
\Ye all ag1·ee.

PROFESSOR CHARLES

Ps:ychology is just a fad,
,Ye all agi-ee.
About the worst we ever had,
We all agree.
Some fellow with a taste for fame
Called everything a different name;
Outside of that-it's just the same.
"-e all agree.

PROFESSOR SAMSON
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DEPARTMENT OF TEACHING
'rhe purpose of this
depai-tment is t~vofold. It is to provide
the best possible conditions for children
1o learn and for studeuts to teach.
'l'be foundation of
all the work of the
department iR .the
children's learnmg.
'fhe Critics make it
their first bnRiness to
see to it that all
teaching iR what the
children need; the
room teachers make
it their :fil-Rt busin,e ss
to 8 ee to it that the
chi ldren are developing to the best advantage; and any
cases needing continuouR special attention are plaeed in
tlnnge of the teacher
for special caReR. Not
on l v a 1·e these provision,; arnilable to
inRure progress of
pnpilR, but the 11umbe1' of Rtudent teacbe1·s available alRo
makes it possible to
h a v e ehildren at
COCTOR C. vV. STONE, Head of the Department of Teaching
woi·k in comparatively Rmall groupR.
'l'lie w01·k of eaeh gwmp is graded aceording to the capabilities and needs
of the members of the group.
'rhe wo1·kern of the Department take the poRition that good teaching iR but the counterpart of good learning, and that all
theo1·etical p1·e1,aration, all met-hods, plan8, Rupervision, ete., mu8t be tested
in terms of the ehildren'R learning. This pm,ition enables college 8tudents to
pnt theil- theol"ieR of education to the p1·aetical teRt, and it enables them to do
this nnder favmalllc eondition8 with R_vmpathetic help elose at hand.
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OWED TO 'rHE 'l.'RAINING SCHOOL
Oh, thou den of deep iniquityThou source of my perp]exityPray pass me from thy portals, quick!
Five times a week you make me sick.
You shatter all my worldly joysYou fill my life with little boysOn things I like you place a ban
With that obnoxious lesson plan.
Oh, why, oh, wh.r must such things be!
Thou double-dyed monstrm,ity !

-.

,,.

'Lustrative Teaching's just a fake,
\Ye all agree.
"X o one pretends to stay awake,
\\'e all ag1·ce.
Sometimes we write a plan or two.
'l'hel'e's 11othing definite to do.
\Ye stud)' things we always knew.
\Ye all agl'Ce.
Rell()Ol Management is simply bunk,
\Ye all agree.
Ifs just a choi<:e anay of junk,
\Ye al I ag1•,ee.
Examinations are a bor,e.
"'e tend the book the night befote,
.--.._nd then "·e 1·011 a pei·fett seo1·e.
\Ye al I agree.

MISS LUSE
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DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH
During the current
year the roster of
t he English department has included
eighteen teachers: six
Profesors, seven
Assistant Professors,
and five Instructors.
These teachers reeei ved t h eir education i11 twenty different institutions:
two special schools,
six colleges, and
twelve universities,
including two of the
moRt noted vf European univei·sities.
'l'his wide range of
aeademic experience
gives to the perRonnel of the department a variety of
t h ough t
and a
b1·eadth of view that
fm·nish a 1·icl1 fund
of ideas for the welfal'e of Rtudents.
'1' he department
ltas undertaken Rome
n e ,v plans of administration
th is
year. lnstead of having t he "Provii;;ional"
literai·y Rocietie,; asPROFESSOR S. A. LYNCH
signed· to various
Head of the Department of English
teachers, all of thi,;
,Y<ffk iR now uudei- i he 1supen·isi011 of one teacher. 'l'he same idea ha,; been applied to the rn en 's inco1·pon1ted litenw~- societies. This plan gives uniformity
of standards and crit·ici,:m fo1· theRe ,;ocieties and makes possible the realization
of de,-ira ble re,;u lt,;.
Another depai·ture has been the attempt to classify Freshmen on the basis
of ihe R('Ope and eflieieney of theil- elementary and secondar~- preparation in EngliRh. Judging b~- t he woi-k done in "I<'1·e,-hman F,ngli,-h" and by information
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MISS MARTIN·

MISS LAMBERT

MISS OLIVER

given in answer to certain specific questions, the teachers decided that some
students would need to take a second term of Freshman Constructive English,
while those who did strong work were "passed out" of Engliish I.
Furthermore, these students were classified as to whether or not they might be excused
from the survey course in English Literature on a ccount of their capability to
do more intensive work.
It is hoped that thi s new method of meeting the
needs of Freshmen will greatly increase the benefit that students may receive
from the courses they pursue.

Th e 'intei·pretation of the printed'
page,
rv e all ngrnc.
Is the g1 ·eatcs t stuff i11 tl1is grcnt cige,
\Ve all ayrne.
L-1 v11blic speaker's fa111 e ice scekH7e feel that we iccre bo/'11 to speak('l'he delusion lasts about n week.)
ll'e all agree.

MISS STRAYER
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DEPARTMENT OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
During the school
year 1915-16, as a
tentative measure,
Bible-study classes
were maintained.
The instruction was
given gratuitously
by members of the
faculty, the classes
meeting only once
a
week;
and
credits were given to
students who successfully completed
the courses offered.
So large was the demand for such instruction, that the
catalog for the succeeding
year
announced the Department of Religious
Education as a
permanent feature of
the work of the college.
The courses offered
:ne as follows:
First, a five-hour
subfreshman course.
One of its specific
aims is to equip the
s t u d en t with a
PROFESSOR D. SANDS WRIGHT
knowledge of the
Head of the Department of Religious Education
historical parts of
the Bible, that he
may have a key to the Scriptural allusions that are so abundantly wrought
into the warp and woof of the great English classics.
Second, four college courses as i-hown below:
1. A three-hour course in the Bible Literatur,e.
The Scriptures are
studied through lessons successively illustrative of the Sublime in Literature,
the Beautiful in Lite,rature, Didactic Prose, Descriptive Prose, Narrative
Prose, Argumentation, Oratory, Dramatic Poetry, Epic Poetry, and Lyric
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Poetry.
Some of the parts of the Bible
which will Le intensively studied as illustrative of these literary forms are: the
tirst chapter of Genesis, the folk-lote of
the Jews as found in the early chaptets
of Genesis, the book of Job, the book of
l'roverbs and Ecclesiastes, the Sermon on
the :.\fount, the Fourth Gospel, and the
Hook of Hevelatio11s.
:!. A two-hour course in tlrn Etlli('S of
the Bible.
One lesson or mote is given
upon eaclt of the Ten Commandments
ethitally interpreted in the light of the
dispensation of the Law and of the Gospel.
:{. A coui-se in the Histol'y and Tea('hing of the Bible. This includes means and
methpds of insfruction in morals and manne1·s to children in the prirnal'y rooms and
in the grades, as well as the more f(ll'lual
teaching of the Bible in secondary and
higher schools.
MISS MARGARET H. McCAGUE
Secretary of the Y. W. C. A.

AUBREY C. GRUBB
President of the Y. M. C. A.

4. A course in the Life of Christ.
Stalker's Life of Christ is used as a
text-book.
~ernr before in Christian history has
the Bible been studied so generally or
so univel'sally as now; and never before
has sectai·ianii;m meant less than at the
p1·esenJ-. The men and women of today
ai·e not deeply interest·ed in the denominational doctrines thai differentiate the dmrches; but they are profound!~- inte1·ested in the g1·eat fundamenta 1 tea('hers or the Bible on whi('h
all the (')rnrches ai·e founded, and wlti('lt
are the common bases of hue religion
and 1·ighteom:ness qf life. 'L'hese e0ndiiiorn; create a need ,Yhi('h ihe courses
in Heligious Educnti011 seek to fill. In
all the instl'Uction given ihel'ein the dis('ussion of questions o-f denominational
dogma are sedulously a\'Oided; and no
leaching is introduc-ed that could
offend the religious prepossessions of
any.
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DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE
The Gemrnn Department was organ• ized in 1!-)00 with the
p1·esent head as i1s
one instructor.
Dy
l!)OJ the division had
grown so as to make
an additi01ial teache1· necessary.
By
l!Jl:2 the en roll 1JJent
of the department
It ad increm:.ed to
such an extent that
a third mernbe1· was
added to the teaching staff.
At first only two
Ye a rs of German
~v er e offered.
~\t
present, all the time
of one teache1· is devoted to subcollegiate German, that of
ni1otbe1· wholly to
collegia1e
German,
and that of a third
to G e 1· rn a n a11 d
Prencl1. 'l'en cla1-ses
in German and two
in
French
recite
dailY.
.\11 comses
fo1' · subcollegiate
work in the former
language are offered
PROFESSOR JOHN B. KNOEPFLER
eac h term, as is also
Head of the Department of Foreign Language
the work for students with two _Years
<rf atCl'edited high school German. German for beginning classes is regularly
offered only in the fall term, and is for those students who make their language entrance with some other credit.
A large number of students from this department have secured positions
as teachers of German in high schools; others have been able to use their acquii-ed knowledge of German in the pursuit of advanced degrees in other
highe1· institutjons whe1·e such knowledge is often a prerequisite.
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),_ TRIOLET OP HAPPINESS

1\ 'lt!J shoulcl I be happy clear?
Rc-011tr:::, 111a chern petite ..

It's recison enough tliat you arc here'l'hat's u;hy I should be happy, clear.
! 'ill ahcays happy trhen you w·c

ll(' Ur-

lThcn e'er 1cc e:l1cw e:c to meet.
rou ask irlty I a111 happ_lJ, clear.J c

1:0118

ai111c, II/Cl Ch ere petite.

~ow, Latin is pe<:uliar stuff.
\Ye a 11 agi--ee.
'l'he poor old Homans had it tongh,
\Ye al I agi-ee.
It makes u s labor beastly lateYou see, tbe stutr's all out of date\Ye only gueRs- and ihen translate.
\r e all agree.

.\.. <:lass in P1·e11cl1 is lots of run ,
\Ye all agree.
But it's 11101-e a111nsing; when it's done.
" 'e nll agree.
U. 8. is jnst within 0111· l'each (Bnt dam those rnles of foreign speech !J
The1·e'e1· :-i111pl_1· things that can be
tea<:l1ed,
\Ye all agree.

~-
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DEPARTMENT OF LATIN
S>tuden ts offering
for entrance and
wishing to prepare
themselves to teach
Latin have an oppo;i:tunity in the Latin
Department to continue the study uninterruptedly for four
years in courses dernted to the reading
and interpretation of
Latin authors, to
Latin composition,
to the history of the
language, and to special study of the
workl'l read in the
high school.
The
fundamental educational v a 1 u e of
Latin for all studentR, eRpecinll,r for
all teachers, iR recognized in general
courses of every
g1·ade. In all course~,
whether vocational
or liberal, endeavor
is made to conduct
the work of the depa1·tment in such a
" cay as to develop
DR. FRANK IVA N MERCHANT
the classical spirit.
Head of the Department of Latin
This is conceived as
the attitude of mind
resulting from an intelligent and sympathetic study of classical antiquit~·
through tile mediwu of the classical languag;es. An1,erican students need, as
never before, emancipation from self and from the complexities of the present,
n broad and disinte1·eRted outlook, development of the power of expression,
an aecurate and appreeiative knowledge of their own language, a habit of
putting ernphasiR on what has permanent value, a sane idealism, and a willing-ness to submit to Rerious and prolonged discipline.
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DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS
The history of
mathematfrs iR a
1·ecord of constant
sti-ife lJetween the
p1·actital and the
The
theoretical.
EgyptianR ,rere empiricists; 1he GreekR
g l o r i e d in pure
science and in philosophical speculation.
The SophiRtR of Plato'R time "·ere inte1·eRted i11 compuiation; Plato looked
upon computation aR
a vulgar and childish ai·t. .\..rthimedes
gave to the world
111any p1·aetical inveutions, b u t he
valued more highly
hi s diRcoveries i11
pure sciente. At the
time of the invention
of pl'inting we find
in Em·ope the algorists. emphasizing
computation and
commercial arithmetic: and the abarists, studying the
theory of number
and offering no rules
for computation. So
PROFESSOR IRA s. CONDIT
through the centuHead of the Department of Mathematics
ries the strife has
gone menily on, and we are Riill in doubt as to the proper mixture of practice
and theory. To maintain the proper balance between the two is the problem
of a department of mathematics.
The student of mathematics, and too often the advanced student, gets
merely a glimpse of the beauties of the subject, as his time is so largely occuHe is
pied in leatning the mechanical operations needed for computation.
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told of the wo11de1·s accomplishe d
in mechani('s. in
st u d .r i n g
the
J1ea ,·en ly
bodies,
in
making life
more effective anti
rno1·e
deligh(f'nl,
and d1·eams or the
time when his de1i gh tfu l
aniiei pations of these
wondets will JJlo ssom inio 1·ealiz ation.
It is 1ie1·ha1,s at this point
ihat his toarning
faney is )J1·ough 1
to eal'th b,· a n ew
1·efinement. in the treaiment of i-adi('als, Ol' a problem in \\·bith impossible f'oxek :ne lieing pnn,ued
1·elentlessl.r by hypothetica l honnds.
Computatio n is esseutial and i(s p1·ocesses and
tule.-; must be masteted, bnt (lte s(ude11i also ma,,·
be led to Ree tli:l!
evetything in the
wotld about Uk is
relative and that
the function of
"DICK"
science is to study
the inter-telatio ns of things and to detetmine as fat as J)Ofl8ible the eauses undetlying observed events. To observe, to co1Tclatr, to e,~press in laws and formulas, is
the wnrk of the scientist and he needs a
means of expres8ion. 'l'his need is met by
mathematic s.
It has been said that "all
science as it gtows toward perfection becomes mathematic al in its ideas."
'l'he department of mathematic s is frying
to vitalize the subject and itR teaching. The
problem arising from real life is the center
of attention. Courses in al'iihmetic are being ,y01·ked out in the class room. Algebra
is con-elated with geometry, geometry with
algebra, and both with ph_rsi('s and allied
subjects.
MISS EMMA LAMBERT
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DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY
'L'he present physics and chemistry
department of the
Iowa State Teachers
Col I ege developed
from quite primitive
conditions. In 1884,
Mrs. Maude Gilchrist, the daughter
of President Gilchrist, taught all of
the science as well as
some of the mathem a ti cR in the Iowa
State
Normal
School. At that time
the only sciences in
,,· h i c h systematic
work was done were
JJhysic:s, botany and
physiology. In 1886,
Mrs. Delia Knight,
succeeded MisR Gilchrist as teacher of
scienc:e and English.
Miss !{might was
1succeeded in 188!) by
Professo1· A. C. Page
who devoted his entire time to science
wo1·k. Professor Page
t a u g h t the first
com·Re offered in
Chemistr~- based on
laboratory
practice.
DR. LOUIS BEGEMAN
P1·ofessor
M. F.
Head of the Department of Physics and Chemistry
Arev was added to
the faculty in 1890 and took charge of the natural sciences leaving the physics,
chemistry and minerology in the hands of Professor Page. Frnm 1894 to 1898
Professor Page was supplied with an aRsistant.
In 1899, Pro£ess0t· L. Begeman and Professor S. F. Herse~- took charge of
the work in physics.
'L'he department has a high reputation, and all of its members have had
considerable g1·aduate study in prominent unive1·sities of the country.
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A Picture of " Bobby "
'Ihis is a picture of "Bobby." He is
noted for tbe universal scope of his examinations; for his unparalleled eJficiency
in enhancing the innate usele:-i'meRs of
chemistry formulas; and for a wink, a
i,;mile and a hand-clasp, that fill his
classes on an elective basis. All hail! to
"Bobby" !

"BOBBY"

Chemistry ii; funny stuff,
\Ve all agree.
It isn't safe to run a bluff,
We all agree.
You take an SO something sixYou put it in a tube and mix'l'hen Charon- and the River Styx.
Y\'e all agree.

Ye Gods, that Physics- rather bad-\\' e all agree.
Jt makes us mad, wild-eyed, and sad.
\Ye all ag1·ee.
\Ye study heat, and light, and sound\Ve reason, 1·ound and 1·ound and roundIn search of things that can't be found.
We all ag1·ee.
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DEPARTME NT OF NATURAL SCIENCE
The development
of this department,
like that of others,
has been gradual.
The physical a n d
natural scienees were
intimately associated
fo1· years.
In the
Fall· of 18DO, Profes1s01· A. C. Page who
had been doing the
work of both these
g r o u p s, retaining
Chemistry and Phy:sicR, turned over the
natm·a l sciences to
?II 1·. Atey who had
recently been added
to the corps of in1struetor1s. With the
innease in the number of students and
t he differentiation of
the work, teachers
have been added
from time to time;
u n ti l at present
H1e1·e am eight inRhuctOL·s in these di£fe1 ·e111- buildings. 'l'he
laliorato1·ies are well
equipped for doing
1-mch work as the
various courses call
PROFESSOR MELVIN F. AREY
fo1·, and generous IiHead of the Department of Natural Science
b1·ary facilities supplement the recitation, the lalioratory and the field work.
Recently, an eight-acre tract of
lmid has lieen purchased, which is to be developed as far as possible, into a
natmal habitat fm plants and animals. It also has within its limits outcrops
of rocks and kindred growths that are excellent for -illu,-tration work in
Ph~-,-iograpby and Geology.
'l'he museum of natural history has enjoyed a
steady growth since its institution, and affords, through an excellent collection
of specimens, an unusual opportunity for first observation by our classes.
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· 'The lil' black sheep
dat strayed away Done lost in de wind
an' de rain- "

PROFESSOR PALMER

Geology is hard enough,
We all agr,ee.
Those multi-jointed names are tough,
We all agree.
We trace the long ascent of men
From little cells to us-and thenWhy, then we chase it back again.
We all agree.

Ai;;ti'onorny- a subject vast!
\Ve all agree.
Its problenu; deep elude ou1· grasp.
\Ye all agree.
Just how the universe was wrought,
F1·om out the firi;;t, aby1mrnl naught,
:Xobody knows- it c-an't be taught.
\Ye nil agree.

"AGS"-"MUSTARD" OUT
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DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS
In an address to
the Bankers' Ciub of
Chicago at the Hotel
La Salle of the even ing of December 16,
1916, Mr. Frank A.
Vanderlip, president
of the National City
Bank of New York,
made the following
interesting comment
on the necessity for
a study of political
economy:
"'l'here is a science
of political economy.
Some of its principles are as definite
as the 1 a w s of
mathematics.
It
makes understandable principles and
lawR that can no
more be broken with
impunity by a nation than moral laws
can be carelessly regarded by an individual.
I believe
sound thinking in regard to the principles of political
economy to be one of
the greatest needs of
this nation. A man
PROFESSOR RE UBEN McKITRICK
counting on his
Head of the Department of Economics
fingers may evolve
enough mathematics to carry him th1·ough the needs of a simple life. A man
unable to state a single principle of political economy may still think with
what seems a sufficient degree of accuracy about his ordinary affairs.
"But when that man, ignorant of the principles of political economy,
joined to others equally ignorant, begins en rnasse ai1d nationally to project
his judgmentR beyond directing the simple affairs of hiR life, so that bis discussions are weighed and give substantial direction to the course of society
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or the action of the government, then the
dangei· which may follow from such lack of
understanding is appalling."
'l'he foregoing statement from )fr. Vande1·lip clearly sets forth the importance of a
The teachers in the
eom·se in Economics.
Eeonomfris Depm·trnent regard the development of the istudent's abilitv to think acc:uately and sanely con<:emii".ig questions of
i-oeial mid industi-ial importance as being tlie
thief fundion of such a eouri-e.

McKitl'ick is a man of might,
\Ve all agree.
Ile keepis uis working half the night,
1'' e all agree.
\Ye :;;tudy problems of the nationCu~·s the present 'ministi-ation.\nd then wake up- to realizaticm.
We all ag1·ee.

AD INFINITUM

"Mind is an organic whole made up of a
mass of co-operating individualities."
PROFESSOR MITCHELL
"Then, :;;ir, we have no mind of our own.
Mind is :;;imply a common p1·oduct, pe1·meating the univei·se, and potent only insofar as it is touched with individuality.''

I

·'Yes, that is the statu;-;. Individual mind does not exist. Rodal mind
is the only true mentality. Co-operation is as neeeisisary to mind as an ear is
If a child we1·e to be left alone on a
necessar,1 to the production of sound.
Tf he were deaf,
dei-ert island until maturity, he " 'ould develop no mind.
though an earth-quake shattered the island, there would be no sotmd."
"But, professor, if there can he no sound without an em·; and no mind
without co-operation, is it not fair to aisi-ume that the1·e can be no space without measurement? And, if this be true, then the1·e can be no land without
man. Therefore, there is no such thing as a desert island, and our hypothetical
case is-"
"But time is a product of mind. Space is entirely independent of mind,
and measurement is applicable only to space-."

(uOh, the yea1's tee waste, and the tears tee tcaste- .")
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DEPARTMENT OF GOVERNMENT
The Department of
Government was established eluting the
year l!Jll. Previous
to that date, the
courses in govern ment were given
with those of the Department of History,
Government
and
Economics. In harmony with the aim
an cl pm·pose of the
Teachers College, the
work offered has
been selected with
spet.ial reference to
J-he prepai-ation and
h·aining of teachers
for the gr a cl e cl
N<:hools an cl high
;.;chools of the State.
('ou 1·ses are olfe1·ed
ea<:h term th1·oughout J·he yeai- in Ele111entai·y Civics of
Iowa and of the
l'nited tHate;.;. These
subjeds are required
in teacher's County
c-niform Uertifi<:ates
and 1·he c o u 1· s es
offeted, p1·epare students for County
Certificate examinDR. CHARLES H. MEYERHOLZ
ations.
Head of the Department of Government
Freshman College
com·ses ai·e given in .\rnetican and in Municipal Govemment. Advanced College <:ourses include l:Dngfo,h Government, Modern JDm·opean Govetnment,
Political Patties, Local Government Problems, Constitutional History, Constitutional Law and llltemational Law. Students choosing a major in government, generally ptepare themselves for High School teache1·s, town or city
superintendents, OL" for graduate study in our latge1· universities.
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Constitutional Law
"Now, cJass, what we want are facts. If you considei- yourself an embryo
orator, leave your flowery effusions in the Englir,;;h department. Mr. ,TacobRon,
report Veazie v. Fenno."
( Grand scramble on the back row- Jake fails to bon-ow the ease.)
"I'm-er-not p1·epared today, Professor. (Hopefully) 1 don't think that
you gave me that case."
"Ah-ah-ah-well, who has Veazie v. Fenno?-I'm Rtll"e I aRRigned it. (No
response) Now, see hei·e ~1 oung people, you've simply goHa keep traek of these
cases. This isn't a course in Freshman 1·hetoric. 'rhis is pure, unadulterated
com,titutional la"·, and I don't make these assignments juRt to hear-myselftalk-.''
(Small voice on the front row) "Mi-. \YilRon iRn't hei-e today, perhaps he
has that case."
"Cei-tainly, ~fr. Jewell, and perhaps he
has the th1·ee othetR that wC'i-e not i-eported !
I hardly think Ro, howeve1·. r Rhall dictate.
" ' rite faRt, ~-oung peoplr.''
(:350 \\·ords a minute)
"Veazie v. Fenno, 8 Wallace, 5:32, Lower
Court of Maine, to Rnp1·eme Court of ~[aine,
to United StateR Rupreme Court. The ninth
section of the aet of 18GO paRRed h_v Congress
read aR followr-;- Now, Ree lte1·e, l\fisR
\'11a111er, can'tyer get theRe faets aR I give
'em? Abbreviate--ABBREVJA'l'E--~·ou don't have to ,nite a whole book to
take dmvn the citation."
"But I thought you Raid-."
''Now, elass, see here-Yi1RITE FAST- don't depend on yom· neighbor.
He ma~· not be dependable. A lteady, no\\'-"
(Ibid, 450 words a minute.)
'·That iR all, class. Miss Kiddo, has the Supreme Court jm·isdiction over
mandamus?"
''Er-er-er-er-.''
"It certainly has not! Now, see hei-e, brothers and sisterR, we've gotta
Some of you who haven't reported
have mo1·e reading done in this course.
After this, there will be no moi-e notes m,ed in elass.
lately, get busy.
(Groans from the pit.) You ought to be ab le to remember these simple cases
wi1 hout a t~7 pe-written copy of the Supreme Coui-t record right under your
nose. That's all today."
( Soft music.)
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DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY
"History, in the
broadest sense, is
everything that ever
happened."
ln the midst of disregarding
cussions
educational values,
when giant is warring against giant
over the issues of
what to teach and
how to teach the sub- .
jects chosen, it is not
easy to decide just
what to put forward
as the essential value
of histmy; however,
following the trend
of modem thought, it
ma.v be indisputably
claimed that history
has
a
function
rendering it not only
unique but indespensable; namely,
"to make the world
intelligible."
'!.'hen,
of the muse of history t h e searcher
after trnth will no
longer
Ollly
ask ,
what has the past of
interest, but what
has the past to reveal
of eai·lier forms still
PROFESSOR SARA M. RI~GS
prominent in the
Head of the Department of History
present social orde1·_
Without the perspective given to the present tlnough history, it is meaniugles,;. Societ~- may be seen only as what is, here and now, instead of in the
true light- a living, growing thing, starting somewhere in the ages long past,
passing on tln·ough age after age to the present, and pushing forward into the
unknown future.
'!.'he spirit of history is progress.
"Progress, man's distinctive mark
alone, not God's," and not the beasts; God is, they are, Man partly is, and
wholly hopes to be." In these words of
Robert Browning is the epitome of
/
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Professor Peterson

the aim of history- to show this prog1·e1-:,;,
to teach man his part in the human whole
bounded only b,v the earliest antiquity and the
distant finality of the future, is the aim of
history.

MISS PEARCE

History's an account of things,
\Ve all agree.
It tells of gods, and men and kings,
Y\'e a 11 agree.
Just who were good, and who were wise.
Of whereas and hows and whens and
whysBut mostly-just a pack of lies.
,ve all agree.
MISS RICE
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DEPART MENT OF RURAL EDUCAT ION
About one-half of
the people of Iowa
send theit- children
to country schools,
and are ditectly con ce1·ned in the remm·kable revival of
interest in Rural
Education manifest
at the preseut time.
This g1·oup of people
who educate their
children in nu-al
schools are the workers in Iowa's dominent industi-y - Agi-iAround
cultu re.
the
Agriculture,
other industries of
the state cluster like
foot-hills about a
g1·eat mountain.
It is the purpose of
the new movement in
Rural Education to
bring to the boys and
girls who live in
farm h om es education al advantages
equal to those enb ~, their
j oy ed
cousins who live in
towns and cities.
'l'he n e w rural
PROFESSOR MACY CAMPBELL
school, both the oneteacher and the conHead of the Department of Rural Education
solidated seltool, proposes to so equip educationally the boys and girls who
live in the c-ount1·y that they may take advantage of the largest opportunities
life offers them, whatever those opportunities may be.
It is hoped that better Hm·al Education will increase the possibilities of
~c-ientifie .~g1·ic-ulture in Iowa until it is as desirable a business intellectually
mid finaneiall~· as any other that might be chosen. It is hoped that better
r:.ural Education will make l'ossible home life in the country which is as
~plendid as life anywhere.
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FACULTY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF RURAL EDUCATION
H. L. EELLS
J. C. MCGLADE
MACY CAMPBELL
!DA FESENBECK
L. H. VAN HOUTEN

AT 'J:IIE SNOW-Will'l'E CAFE
While 1'eturnjng from an unappreciated effort toward the refom1ation of a
sati,died rm·al community, severaJ of our extension workers wande1·ed into 1he
city of Fort Dodge in a semi-famished condition. The only 1·estaurant that
defiled the Sabbath by ungodly labor, was the Snow-White Cafe; and so
utilitarian were its ideas of sustinence, that that our weary pedagogs found
only a meager menu offering a chojce between tong11e and brains. (Ye gods, ye
gods, must we endure all this!)

HUDSON CONSOLIDATED SCHOOL
CASTLE HILL SCHOOL
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DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC
The Department of
Music of the Iowa
State 'l'eachers College while not called
a consenator.r of
music, is superior to
most muRic conservatories when considered f r o m the
standpoint of the
student seeking a
musical
education .
'l'he standard is such
tliat none but superior teachers are
acceptable, and the
patronage is so lat·ge
that private leRsons
are obtainable for a
much smaller fee
than the same teachen; could be Recured
for under less favorab le circurnsfanceR.
One outstanding adrnntage in studying
rnuRic in an institution 1 i k e t h e
Teachers College is
the privileg,e of doing
college work in almost any line in connection w i t h the
Rtudy of music. For
a good many years it
PROFESSOR C. A. FULLERTON
has been the policy
Head of the Department of Music
of the department to
induce its students to equip themselves with a reasonably good general education as well as musicianship. Special students in either instrumental or
vocal music may complete courses especially adapted to their needs. Public
School Music is emphasized also. 'l'he new course for supervisors consists of
three ~,ears of work and those who complete it are able with one year's additional study to receive the B.A. degree. This course fully prepares teachers
to do the work in high-school music- harmony, music appreciation, etc.-
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which has recently been placed on au a<:<:redited
basis by the State Board of Edu<:ation and a<:cepted for college entrance by the universities
and colleges. The seat·cbing test that is beiug
applied to all subjects that ai-e to maintain a
place in the curriculum of' the publi<: sd1ools,
~ta shows music to be increasing in favor.
tisti<:s show that approximately six lrnndred
million dollars are annually spent in thi,; con11 try for musical performan<:es and musi<: education. As labor hours are shortened, leii-:ure
hours are lengthened, so that in the futm·e
greater demands will be made on mt1si<: and a
greater opportunity be given to it to contribute
its 1·ightful share in the development of om
Musical education furnishes a
citizenship.
promising field for young men , as well as
young women .
. " IF MUSIC BE THE GOD OF LOVE"
To sing in majestic numbers of music- as the
god of love may satisfy poetic justice; but a
practical and a necessary 1·egard for environ ment compels a rude restriction. \\'hen the OLD
MISS BROWN
GOL]) office Yl'aS placed in that center of harmony bounded by the band, tlte or<:hesti-a, aud
Miss Case's "Federation of Musical Songste,·s," it " ·as probably done with the
idea that such close proximity to celestial strains would somehow promote tlie
Brilliantly conceived
ethical, esthetic and altruistic emotions of the staff.
but poorly executed! The refonuation was attempted on too general a basis.
A band or two
alone--an orchestra
alone- the isongsters
alone- might have
been beneficia I. But
the wnd -discordancy
concomitant with a
general alliance of
indefatigable perm :rnency !- Ye gods, if
the poet is right,
there'll be no wedding bells in the
OLD GOLD office for
sometime to come.
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DEPARTMENT OF ORCHESTRAL MUSIC
'Phe a d v e n t of
'fheodore Thomas in
Chicago forty years
ago was the beginning of orchestral
music in the middle
west. For a number
of years be brought
his New York Orchestra, a n d gave
what were known as
Summer Night Concerts; until finally
big, ditty Chicago,
recognizing the value
of what he stood for,
refused to give him
up. 'l'bousands heard
those early concerts
and out of those
thousands it was inevitable that some
should be converted
and become mi,;sionaries.
School boys
inte1·ested their fellowR and here and
there a High School
Orchestra came into
being.
Most high
schools welcomed
this new thing which
added just the right
touch to their exerPROFESSOR WINFRED MERRILL
cises an d public
Head of the Department of Orchestral Music
entertainments, realizing that it was a
desil-able advanee, even though not included in the curriculum nor initiated
by school authorities.
In fact, this work has always boon done outside of
Rehool supervision until now, the High School Orchestra, being a successful
faet, Rchool managements are clamoring to include it as a part of the credit
RyRtem, manufacturing the extra credit therefore.
'l'he president of this college established a department for the training of
teachers for orchestra work over twenty years ago.
From this department
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The Leader of
T he Band

PROFESSOR McCREARY

scores of teachers have been prepared for positions dernanui11g the couducting
of High School Orchestras, positions paying the teacher having this extra
equipment ten to twenty-five dollars per month mo1·e. This department is now
prepared to train players for all kinds of orchesti-a wo1·k from symphony orchestra to that of the moving picture; and also soloists in violin and other
orchestral and band instruments for the Chautauqua platform; ieacher;; of
violin and orche:stra for colleges and schools, and band masters fo1· comnrnnity
and school bands.

G1-t.\NDSON OF
l'RESIDE~T Ho :uER H. Sb,ERLEY.

· Alas, alas- this must be the thiru
genetation that the economists talk
about.)
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DEPARTMENT OF ART
"\ rithout Art there
can be no civilization,
only a mere plodding
after stem necessity.
But the art-loving is
a big factor in every
human being, and as
soon as an assurance
of s e c u r i t y has
an·ived, an attempt
is alwa:p, made to
gratify this want.
In addition to the
minot arts which
have developed contemporaneously with
those of more importance, the study of
three of the five great
arts of the world, is
the subject ,vi th
which the work of
the art student deals.
Yfith architecture,
the most impressive
of the arts, comes the
histot·)· of the people
who produced it. The
pyramids
and
temples of ancient
Egypt, w i th the
decorations
they
bear, give the most
through knowledge of
PROFESSOR HENRIETTA THORNTON
those who wrought
Head of the Department of Art
them. ,Te thrill with
pleasure today, just as the Greeks did in the time of Pericles, at their glorious
aesthetic achievements. And again at that great period of the Renaissance
we 1·ejoice, because of the work of the master painters of Italy, who gave to us
the wonderful art of painting-the one which has most fully enriched the lives
of the people.
In the Art Department of the Iowa State Teachers College, we aim to
cultivate and enrich the understanding of the pupil, so that it may be possible
to appreciate and enjoy the great art of the world.
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DEPARTMENT OF HOME ECONOMICS
Y\'ith the growing
demand for trained
teachers in Home
Economics work, the
Iowa State Teachers
College established
in the fall of 190-!
tom·sei,; in R o 111 e
Etonomits which led
to a special diploma.
'l'he ai rn of these
courses was to prepare teachers espeeiall,r to teach this
branch in the elementary and secondai·.r sehools of Iowa.
Since l!ll:3, special
attention has been
given to the courses
that prepare rural
teachers to teach
Home Economics in
the rural schools.
'l'he work in Home
Economics has taken
a forward step during the past year and
one whitl1 it is hoped
wi ll build up t he student body of the department. 'rhis step
eonsists in offering a
total
of nineteen
term hours in adPROFESSOR OLIVE M. YOUNG
vanced couorses in
Head of the Department of Home Economics
Foods, Marketing,
Horne ~tnsing, Textiles and Design, in addition to the two ,rear diploma
<·omfe.
T hus it is possib le for those who have previousl~, completed their
diploma eom~e to fake a B.A. degree with a major in Home Economics, and
fo1· new stnden ts to begin a five-year course.
The department is looking forward with keen pleasure to occupying the
new quarters in the Manual Arts Building.
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DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
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"Functiou makes
Strn<:ture" haR been
the motto of this Department since its
01·ganization in l!)O:J
under Prof. G. B ..\..£fleck, who directed its
politieR for the first
five years.
'l' he Department
haR aimed to ,;ecm·e
firRt the health of the
stndentR by prescribing certain forms of
phyRieal and recreational
activities;
Recond, a training i11
mental and nnrncular
coordination,
tog-ethe1· with a sufficient knowledge of
j he theor)- and value
of the physical to
enable our teachers
to intelligently direct
tbe l i f e of their
pupil,;; and finally, a
good poRture, which
iR corning more and
more to be recognized aR one'R card of
intrnduction to soeiety an d to the
wol'ld.
'l'he fii·Rt makes
PROFESSOR R. F. SEYMOUR
fm·
happiness or at
Head of the Department of Physical Education
leaRt contentment in
a large meaRtne. 'l'he Recond brings Relf-reliance which always accompanies
an intelligent ''p1·epai·edne,-1-.'' 'l'he thil-d brings self-re,;peci. Supply a teacher
with the~·e th1·ee attributeR and he or Rbe is phyRically, mentally, and moi-nlly
prepai·ed fo1· their life-work.
Iowa is just beginning to realize the need for a better physieal prepa1·edness fo1· he1· boy,, and gil-li-.
'l'he nrnk and file of the Commonwealth have

·~·

••••..,
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Now Seymore stands fo1· muscles
great,
\Ye all agree.
1''he Stone Age was about his gait,
\Ye al I agl'ee.
Three times a week we must appem· ,
-~nd go thl'u antics, shange and
queerJnRt why we must- it's not quite
dear.
\Ye all agree.

given but little a Hen ti on to their physical and recreational life; au d as
a re1rnlt, rui-al life h::u, been "weighed in tbe balance and found wanting," so
far as its attracfrreness to the young people is concemed. Prominent among
the progresRiYe movements that m·e aimed to countel'act this tondition mid
inaugu1·ate a "Back to the Farm" movement is the development of a Commuuity Spii-it through a better phyRieal and 1·ecreation:1l life.

.·~.
,)
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCIAL EDUCATION
Courses in which
pupils may procure
that special sort of
education and training which fits them
to enter upon business careers, are now
being offered in very
many of the high
schools of this and
other states. ln Iowa
there are comparatively few accredited
schools that do not
offer at least some
elective courses in
commercial subjects,
while in many of the
larger high schools a
full four years' commercial course may
be taken.
The scholastic
value of secondan
comme1·cial studi~s
is being 1·etognized to
a greater degree by
institutions of higher
learning, ai- is evidenced by the inci-eased amount of
entrance ctedit allowed for this class
of work. This tecognition will act as a
PROFESSOR HARRY C. CUMMINS
stimulus to all such
Head of the Department of Commercial Education
com'i-ei-, as a college
degree may be obtained by high school graduates who have taken Rern1·al units
of connnertial, without sacrifice of time.
It was to meet the growing demand for trained commercial teachers that
led to the founding of a Commercial Teachers Course at the Iowa State
Teacheri- College. 'l'his coun;e is of Junior College rank, its graduates being
enabled to complete the B.A. course at this school in two additional years.
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Out of the ninety hours of college work
required for the completion of the two yeai-s'
course, twenty-five hours are given to sub jects which are distinctively commercial.
In addition to the regular work of tlic
co111·~·e, students wlto complete it ai-e gfren
dt·ill in shoi-thand and iypewi-iting tln·oughout their second yeai-, thus making p1·eparntion foi- the work of teaching thei-e technic:al
subjects.
ri-actic:ally all who have g1·aduated fron,
the comrne1:cial coun,e during the JJast m·c
uow loc:ated in good high i-chools, and all are
enthui-iastic: in the work of comrnet·tia I
teaching.
The gl'Owth of the depal'tment, esp ec:ially
durillg the past two ye.us , has been ve1·y
gratifying. 1'he equipment hai- had to he
matei-ially inci-eased and an added teaching
fol'te will be required for the coming .,·eai·.

MISS HOSKINS

)lisi- Hoi-kins: ''.1-re there any qncPtions abou1· the assignment for

tOtllOITOW ?"

K H.: ''Yes, what is it?"

COMMERCIAL ROOMS
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DEPARTMENT OF MANUAL ARTS
Emphasis upon the
manual arts in the
public schools as a
part of general education and upon indm,trial work as n
part of pre-vocational and trade training,
is continually increasing. Great impetus has been given
to this work in our
own state through
the recent legislation
requiring that al!
public schools of the
State should offer instruction in manual
ti-aining, agriculture
and domestic science
The Department of
Manual Arts of the
Iowa State Teachers
College offers courses
designed to meet the
needs of the following clm,ses of teache1·s:
1. Those desiring
to become Rpecial
teachers of manual
· train in g in the
grades or high school.
For these, courses
years and four
two
PROFESSOR CHARLES H. BAILEY
in length are
years
Head of the Department of Manual Arts
offered .
2. Supel"intendents and pl"incipals who wiRh to become better acquainted
with thiR phaRe of school work.
3. P1·imm·)· teacherR who muRt know how to use construction w01·k in
connection with the other work of these grades.
J. 'l'eatl1e1·R who wiRh to meet the demands imposed by legislation with
1·egard to the requil-ements for certificates.
5. Rural school teachers who wish inRt1·uction in manual haining suited
to the special condiiionR under which they must work.
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Lynn Haven, Fla.

JULIA BAHL

BACHELOR OF ARTS

German-Government
0 rchestra-Ch resto.
"Smalt in body, but mighty in spirit."
CHARLOTTE BOCKENTHIEN
Cedar Falls, Ia.
BACHELOR OF ARTS

English-Public Speaking
Shakespearean-English Club- Mid-Winter
Play, '16-Mid-Winter Play, '17-Cecelian.
"Wit is the lightning of the mind."
Janesville, Ia.

JOHN M. BRIDEN
BACHELOR OF ARTS

Chemistry-Physics
Aristo-Schoolmasters Club-Social Science
Club-Science Club-Inter-Society DebateDrake Debate, '17.
"How divine is the blush of young human
cheeks."
Slater, Ia.

MARIE J. BROWN
BACHELOR OF ARTS

Mathematics-Home Economics
Ossoli.
"Not only good, but good for something."
Britt, Ia.

LYDIA BURGART
BACHELOR OF ARTS

German-History
"Sl:e is a v:orthy maiden."
DOROTHY COOLEDGE

Cedar Falls, la.

BACl-lELOR OF ARTS

Kindergarten-Public Speaking
Alpha .
"But here's to the girl with a heart and a
smile,
Who makes this bubble of life ,worth
'l.CJhile."
J:::ORRIS DE BAR

Cedar Falls, la.

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Mathematics-German
Eulalian.
"She 'l.<:as clever beyond most of her kind."
ARTHUR DICKINSON

Shellsburg, la.

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Physica I Education
Philo-T. C. Club-Track, '15, '16; BandBaseball, '13, '14, '15, '16 ( Captain ) -Basketball, "I+, '16, '17.
"A mind content both bro'l.on and kingdom

it.''
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EMMA CHARLOTTE EHLERS
. Davenport, la.
BACHELOR OF ARTS

Mathematics-German
Homerian-Social Science Club.
"She was-but words would fail to tell the
what;
Think what a woman should be, and she
was that."
PAUL RAYMO N D FARLOW, Cedar Falls, Ia.
BACHELOR OF ARTS

Science-Public Speaking
Philo-Track, '1+, '16, '17-Social Science
Club.
"A woman is only a woman, but a good
cigar is a smoke."
LYNNE FORTSCH

Cedar Falls, Ia.

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Mathematics-Chemistry
Aristo-Classical Club-Mathematics ClubBaseball, ' 15.
"That rascal hath good metal in him."
AUBREY GRUBB

Dickens, Ia.

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Chemistry-Physics
Philo-Y. M. C. A. President, '16, '17.
"Not for himself, but for the world he
li'Ves."
HARRIETT MARIE HARKER,
Cedar Falls, Ia.
BACHELOR OF ARTS

Latin-German
Alpha-Classical Club.
"F/7ith mu ch to praise, little to be forgiven."
LAURA HAUSER

Cedar Falls, la.

BACHELOR OF ARTS

German-History
"True as the echo to the sound."
DELILA M. HAYDEN

Cedar Falls, Ia.

BACHELOR OF ARTS

English-Biological Science
English Club-Orchestra.
"Silence is golden."
IONE HELLER

Waterloo, Ia.

BACHELOR OF ARTS

History-English
Shakespearean-Social Science Club-English
Club.
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Plymouth, la.

IRMA HEMPHILL .

···
...
,. . ~
~ •
~SIUllf

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Mathematics-Bio logical Science
Irving-Mathema tics Club.
"A /most to all things could she turn her
hand."
SAMUEL HERSEY

. .

1-9~7,.

I.

-•r

Cedar Falls, la.

BACHELOR OF ARTS

History-Economi cs
Triangular Debate, '14-Aristo--Socia l Science Club.
"There's a divinity that shapes our ends.
Rough-hew them how we cu;i/l."
Waterloo, Ia.

MAE HOWELL
BACHELOR OF ARTS

Mathematics-Pub lic Speaking
Clio-Mathematic s Club.
" IFhatever she thought, said, or did, cu;as
exactly right."
Earlville, la.

IVY E. HUNT
BACHELOR OF ARTS

Mathematics-En glish
Neo-Mathematic s Club-Y. W. C. A.
" Ther e is weight behind her words."
WILLIAM HUNTER

Cedar Falls, la.

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Manual Training-Germa n
Orio.
"I dare do all that may become a man."
Coulter, la.

S. C. JACOBSEN
BACHELOR OF ARTS

Government-Pub lic Speaking
Aristo-lnter-soci ety Debate, '13-Highland
Park Debate, ' 14-Coe-Morning side Debate,
'15-Track Team, '14, '16-Schoolmaster s
Club-Y. M. C. A. Cabinet, '14, '15, '16English Club-Delta Sigma Rho-Editor College Eye, '16-lnter-State Oratorical, ' 16.
"Opinion in good men zs but kno cu;ledge in
the making."
LAWRENCE M. JEPSON

Cedar Falls, la .

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Public Speaking-Econom ics
Orio-Triangular Debate, '13-English Club
-Social Science Club-Schoolmast ers ClubY. M. C. A. Cabinet, '13, '14, ' 15, ' 16-Business Manager Old Gold, ' 16-'17.
" Who can tell for what high caus e,
This darling of the gods q,cas born."
FRANKL!~ S. JEWELL

Cedar Falls, la.

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Economics-Publi c Speaking
Orio-Social Science Club-Cheer Leader, ' 15,
' 16, '17-Mid-Winter Play, '16, '17-Minstrel
Show, '15, '16.

~ : ;""~ 09£ :)
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NELLIE ERTYL JONES

Cedar Falls, la.

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Latin-English
Chresto.
"By the work one knows the workman."
Clarksville, Ia.

FLORENCE M. KITCHEN

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Latin-German
Eulalian-Classical Club.
"The glass of fashion and the mold of
form.''

Rome, Ia.

FRED R. LYON .
BACHELOR OF ARTS

Economics-Public Speaking
Philo-Y. M. C. A. Cabinet, '14, '17-Delta
Sigma Rho-Triangular Debate, '14--Highland Park Debate, '14--Drake University
Debate, '17-Social Science Club-Gospel
Team, '13, '17-Forensic League.
"Enough said."

MARY MARTIN

Douds-Leando, Ia.

BACHELOR OF ARTS

German-English
"Deeds, not words."
Victor, Mont.

MAUDE McVEY
BACHELOR OF ARTS

English-Elocution
Chresto-English Club.
"/ls virtuous as site is charming."
McGregor, Ia.

LEONA B. MEIER
BACHELOR OF ARTS

Latin-English
Eulalian-Cecelian-Classical Club.
"Bright gem instinct with music, vocal
spark."
MABEL E. MILLER

West Liberty, Ia.

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Home Economics-Chemistry
Delphian.
"She is not conscious of her worth."
MAE ADELPHIA MITCHELL

Manly, Ia.

BACHELOR OF ARTS

English-History
Delphian President-Y. \V. C. A. Cabinet,
'16, '17-English Club-Social Science Club.
"Thinking is her fort."
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HAZEL MORRIS

Cedar Falls, Ia.

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Physical Education-Chemistry
Alpha.
"Her ways are ways of pleasantness."
MARGARET MULLARKY .

~
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Fort Dodge, Ia.

BACHELOR OF ARTS

English-Latin
Shakespearean-English Club.
"Solitude is sweet, but I like someone to
whom I may whisper, 'Solitude is sweet.'"
ALICE O'CONNOR

Waterloo, Ia.

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Mathematics-Chemistry
Shakespearean - Mathematics Club-T. C.
Club.
"She will outstrip all praise
/Ind make it halt behind her."

MARY O'CONNOR

Waterloo, Ia.

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Commercial Economics
Shakespearean-Commercial Club.
"No need to rack thy brain for pleasant
things to say of her."
P. VICTOR PETERSON

Coulter, la.

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Biological Science-Chemistry
Aristo-lnter-Society Debate, '13-Coe-Morningside Debate, '15-Highland Park Debate,
'16-President Forensic League, '16-Delta
Sigma Rho.
"The force of !tis ov;n merit makes his
ciuay."
HENRIETTA RADELL

Cedar Falls, la.

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Commercia 1-M athematics
Alpha.
"We r:xpect great things of her."

MARGARET RATT

Cedar Falls, Ia.

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Physica I Education-English
Shakespearean.
"There is not a mom ent v:ithout som e
duty."
WILLIAM LEE RHEA

Crawfordsville, la.

tlACHELOR OF ARTS

Natural Science-Economics
Orio.
" Blessings 011 thee, little man."
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WALTER D. RICH

Cedar Falls, Ia.

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Commercial Education-Governmen t
Philo.
"Eat, drink, and be merry, for tomorro'Lu
we may die."
Creston, Ia.

MERTLE B. RIGGS
BACHELOR OF ARTS

History-English
Homerian-Women's State Forensic Convention, '16-Social Science Club-Y. W. C. A.
Cabinet, '16-Geneva Club-Y. W. C. A.
Conference, Geneva, '16-English Club.
"Fair-haired, azured-eyed, of a delicate,
Saxon complexion."
Dedham, Ia.

VERNARD R. RODERICK .
BACHELOR OF ARTS

Government-Economic s
Business Manager College Eye, '16, '17Football, '14, '15, '16-T. C. Club.
"My days among the dead are past."
Malvern, Ia.

INA SALYERS
BACHELOR OF ARTS

Home Economics-Chemistry
Chor a I.
"A heart of strong faith and pure gold."
JESSE E. SHEDD

Cedar Falls, Ia.

BACHELOR OF ARTS

English-Public Speaking
Philo-Mid-Winter Play, '16, '17-Commencement Play, '15, '16-President Student Council, '16-Minnesingers-Eng lish Club-College Band.
"Behold-a man!"
Waterloo, Ia.

JACK F. SLY
BACHELOR OF ART3

English-Government
Aristo-English Club-Schoolmasters ClubSocial Science Club-Editor, Old Gold, '17.
"If wit were wisdom-ye Gods! Another
Solomon!"
EVA L. SMITH

Cedar Falls, Ia.

BACHELOR OF ARTS

English-History
English Club.
"And knowing much, she burned to know
still more."
RUTH E. SMITH

Spirit Lake, Ia.

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Mathematics-History
Cresto-Mathematics Club.
"Earnestness alone
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M. EDITH SWEET

Des Moines, Ia.

BACHELOR OF ARTS

English-German
Delphian-Student Volunteer Band-Y. W.
C. A. Cabinet.
"Your deeds are known."
MABEL E. TURNER

Elliott, Ia.

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Mathematics-Physics
Homerian-Mathematics Club.
"She is a worthy maiden."
SYLVIA UFFORD

Cedar Falls, Ia.

BACHELOR OF ARTS

English-Natural Science
English Club.
"None knew her but to love her,
None named her but to praise."
IRMA GRACE VAN DERVEER
. Cedar Falls, Ia.
BACHELOR OF ARTS

Latin-English
Shakespearean-Classical Club.
"That's a girl of spirit and we'll drink her
health."
HALLIE \VARD

Cedar Falls, Ia.

BACHELOR OF ARTS

English-Elocution
Neo-English Club-Choral-T. C. ClubDramatic Club-Mid-Winter Play, '17-Commencement Play, '16.
"A daughter of the Gods, divinely fair."
MARY WARD

Cedar Falls, Ia.

BACHELOR OF ARTS

English-History
Ossoli-English Club.
"Gaze into her eyes and you'll see a little
angelGaze longer and you' ll ue a little imp."
MEDA WARNER

Parkersburg, la.

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Latin-History
Classical Club-Socia I Science
phian.
"A man's a man for a' that."
MILDRED \VARNER

Club-Del-

Parkersburg, Ia.

BACHELOR OF ARTS

English-History
English Club-Delphian.
"A maiden with dark-brown eyes."
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Edgerton, Wis.

EARL WHITFORD

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Chemistry-Physics
Aristo-English Club-Football, '13, '14, '15,
'16-Captain, '16-Basketball, '14, '15, '16,
'17-Baseball, '14, '15, '16-Commencement
Play, '15 .
"A workman that needeth not to be
ashamed."

LUCY A. WINTER

Carroll, Ia.

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Latin-English
Neo-Classical Club-English Club.
"Tho last, not least in love."

FLOY AHRENS

Cedar Falls, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

GOLDIE BARNES

Lenox, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

SARAH BLUMER .

Lu Verne, Ia.

Ju NIOR COLLEGE

ETHEL P. BOOTH

Haskin, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

HELEN BORDEWICK

Vinton, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

EUSEBA BOWEN
JUNIOR COLLEGE
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Shell Rock, Ia.

AVIS BRIAR

Mason City, Ia.
JUNIOR COLI.EGE

BESS BRIAR

~=~'.' 4

Mason City, Ia.
JUNIOR COLLEGE

ELOISE BROWN
JUNIOR COLLEGE

Slater, Ia.

Gladbrook, Ia.
PAULI N E BRUENE .
JUNIOR COLLEGE
Social Science Club

MELINDA CASTEN
JUNIOR COLLEGE
Neo

Postville, Ia.

ALINE CLEMONS
JUNIOR COLLEGE

Thornton, Ia.

BLANCHE COLE
JUNIOR COLLEGE
Osso Ii

Stanwood, Ia .

ANNA V. COPLEY
JUNIOR COLLEGE
Shakespearean

Reinbeck, la.
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LUNETTE CRISTY

Des Moines, Ia.

J u NIOR COLLEGE

MAE CROTTY

Dumont, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

PEARL GIDDINGS CRUISE

.

Oline, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

English Club

WINNIE CURRAY

.

Batavia, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

Delphian

ORA DAVIDSON

Afton, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

Clio

MABEL DOBBE

Huxley, la.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

Ossoli

ESTHER EARNEST

.

Remsen, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

Ossoli

LA WREN CE B. EDWARDS
Ju NIOR COLLEGE

Arista
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Doon, Ia.

MARGARET FLEMING

Denison, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

META FRICKE

Guttenberg, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

Delphi an-Choral

RUTH FUNK

Independence, la.
JUNIOR COLLEGE

CALLIE A. GABRIELSON

Harcourt, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

Homerian

MARY GALFORD

.

Clear Lake, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

MINNIE GIFFIN

Shenandoah, la.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

RUBY GILLESPIE

Vinton, la.

JUNIOR COLUGE

HELEN I. HADDOCK

Greenfield, la.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

Irving-Social Science Club
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EDNA HALE

Tripoli, Ia.
JUNIOR. COLLEGE

·
II ~

ZETA HESSELMANN

.

Dyersville, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

Ossoli

MARTHA HIATT

.

.

Sidney, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

Ch res to

MARGARET HOBSTETTER

Tipton, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

LOIS F. HOLROYD

Plymouth, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

~ ORA MAUDE HOWELL

Waterloo, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

GERTRUDE HYNES

Chicago, Ill.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

Ossoli

HILDA JACOB SEN

.

Sioux Falls, S. D.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

Clio-Sioux
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AMY JOHNSON

Lisbon, la.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

Zeta

ALICE JONES

Decatur, Ia.

.
JUNIOR COLLEGE

EDNA KEEFE

Elma, Ia.
JUNIOR COLLEGE

CLARA KIRKEBERG

Eagle Grove, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

LORA M. LEE

.

Eddyville, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

Homerian-Stude nt Volunteer Band

METTA LEFTIVICH

Carlisle, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

Homerian

LEELA LINDER .

.

Libertyville, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

Clio

MARCO A. LUGO

.

Maijagiiez, Porto Rico

JUNIOR COLLEGE

Y. M. C. A.-Gospel Team
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AMBER

B.

MANN

Burt, la.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

FLOSELLA McENANY

.

Coggon, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

Alpha-Orchestra

MARGARET EDNA McKERCHER
Manly, Ia.
JUNIOR COLLEGE

Delphian

MERNA MORSE

Floyd, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

Homerian-Mathematics Club

KATHRYN MURPHY

Reinbeck, la.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

Neo-Newman Cabinet

FLORENCE MURRAY

Sheldon, Ia.

J UNIOR COLLEGE

MARION OATHOUT

Shelby, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

Neo-Choral

HILDA A. PALMQUIST
JUNIOR COLLEGE
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Sioux City, Ia.

CLARA PAULSON

Graettinger, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

Ossoli

FLORENCE PEASE

Farragut, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

DORA M. PENSE

Steamboat Rock, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

ANNE E. PETERS

Parkersburg, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

MABEL PULTZ

Brookings, S. D.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

Sioux

MARIE QUINN

Britt, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

Ossoli

LUELLA M. RAGUE

Green, la.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

LODEMA REID

Farragut, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEGE
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VERA REID

. . .

Farragut, Ia .

JUNIOR COLLEGE

Griswold, Ia.

.

ANN ELLA REYNOLDS

JUNIOR COLLEGE

.

.

HAZEL RICHARDSON

Morris, Minn.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

Malcom, Ia.

....

ELLEN ROBB

JUNIOR COLLEGE

Homerian

PAULINE ROSE

.

.

.

.

Olin, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

RENA G. ROSE

.

.

.

Norway, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

ELLA LAGE

...

Paullina, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

Chresto

GERTRUDE SCHOLTEN .
JUNIOR COLLEGE
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Doon, Ia.

VIVIA N SHEA RER

Goldfi eld, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEG E

Delph ian-E uterpe an-En glish Club - Social
Science Club

RUTH SHEL DON
Home rian

.

.

Ricevi lle, la.

JUNIOR COLLEG E

MARY SHER IDA N

.

i°' ·

Dubuq ue, la.

.

JUNIOR COLLEG E

N eo-Eu terpea n

PANS Y SICKM EYER

.

Wauko n, Ia.

J U NIOR COLLEG E

Shake speare an,

ETHE L STRO NKS

.

.

Sheldo n, Ia.

J U NIOR COLLEG E

FLOR ENCE SULL IVAN
Neo

.

.

.

Boone, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEG E

-PEAR L A. SWAN SON

.

JUNIOR COLLEG E

Stratfo rd, Ia.
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BEULAH TAYLOR

.

Nashua, la.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

Ch res to

ADELAID E E. THEIN

.

Garnaville , la.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

Eulalian

M . HELEN TINKER

Dunlap, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

LUORA WEBER

Ackley, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

Chresto

BESS WILLIAM S

Tipton, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

Delphian

EMMA WILMES

Reinbeck, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

Ossoli-So cial
Orchestra

Science

Club- Euterpea n-

VERA WI N TEROWD

Oelwein, la.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

Homerian -Social Science Club

LOUISE WOLFF
JUNIOR COLLEGE

Irving
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Dubuque, la.

RITA ALLEN

.

De Smet, S. D.
PRIMARY

FLORENC E ANDERSO N

.

Primghar, la.

PRIMARY

Zeta

ELSIE ANDREW

Decatur, la.
PRIMARY

PAULINE ASHLEY

La Porte City, Ia.

PRIMARY

Clio

ALMA ASPEN

Langford, S. D.
PRIMARY

Neo-Siou x-Social Science Club

ALICE A. BAILEY

.

.

Britt, la.

PRIMARY

IRENE BERG

Webster City, Ia.
PRIMARY

Clio

LUCILLE M. BINGEN

.

Ackley, la.

PRIMARY

Delphian
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ETHE L BOUL DEN

.

.

.

PRIMA RY

ESTH ER BROC KSCH INK

;

Peters on, Ia.

PRIMA RY

Zeta

MERL E F. BROC KSUS

.

Maren go, Ia.

PRIMA RY

ESTH ER BROW N
Chres to

Onaw a, Ia.

.

.

.

PRIMA RY

LILL IAN L. BROW N

.

Merri ll, la.

Great Falls, Mont.

PRIMA RY

Cape Girar deau Debat e, '16

. .

EDIT H BRYA N
Chres to

FLOR ENCE E. BURD
Shake speare an

VERA CAFF ALL
Alpha
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Monte zuma, Ia.

PRIMA RY

.

.

PRIMA RY

. . .
PRIMA RY

.

Water loo, la.

Water loo, Ia.

MABEL CARLSON

.

.

Onawa, Ia.

PRIMARY

OLIVE CARTANO

.

Monticello, la.

PRIMARY

. Homerian

LOLA CARTER

Clarksville, Ia.
PRIMARY

Delphian

BERTHA CHARLSON

Lake Mills, Ia.

PRIMARY

Chresto

ESTHER COLBURN

Clear Lake, Ia.

PRIMARY

Irving-Stude nt Council

GRACE M . CURRY

.

.

Elkpoint, S. D.

PRIMARY

Cresto-Chora l-Sioux

LILLIS DAY

.

Brighton, la.

PRIMARY

Delphian

MARCIA DAIGNEAU

.

Austin, Minn.

PRIMARY

Zeta
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ELIZABE TH DEW

.

Reinbeck, Ia.

PRIMARY

Ossoli

ETHEL DULL

Cherokee, Ia.
PRIMARY

GRETCH EN EGLI

.

.

Onawa, Ia.

PRIMARY

. .

HILDA FREY

.

Rockford, Ia.

PRIMARY

Neo

MRS. CORA A. GARRET T

Cherokee, Ia.

PRIMARY

IRENE GUETZLA FF

.

Bassett, Ia.

PRIMARY

Cecilian-C horal

L. EDXA GIBBS

.

.

Greenfield , Ia .

PRIMARY

Shakespea rean

GRACE GILLETT

.

PRIMARY

Pa9e Ninety-six

Forest City, [a.

KATINK A GJELLE FOL

Forest City, la.

PRIMARY
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HAZEL GOLTRY

9l7

Newell, Ia.
PRIMARY

IDA M. GREEN

Middleto wn, Ia.
PRIMARY

Ossoli

IVA GREEN

Reinbeck, la.
PRIMARY

Choral

EDNA A. GREGOR SON, Missouri Valley, la.
PRIMARY

ESTHER GRONE WEG

.

Council Bluffs, Ia.

PRIMARY

Clio

MABEL CLA YRE HARKIN

Aurora , Ia.

PRIMARY

Homerian

MARYE . HATHW AY

Waukesh a, Wis.

PRIMARY

Homerian

P :(le Ninety-se ven

MARIE A. HERM AN

Algona , Ia.

PRIMAR Y

Homeri an

VELMA HIATT

Sidney, Ia.
PRIMAR Y

Chresto

STELL A MAIDE N

Ruthven , Ia.

PRIMAR Y

Clio-E nglish Club-C ommen cement Play, '16
-Mid-W inter Play, '17

MAUD E HIGH
Irving

Janesvi lle, Ia.
PRIMAR Y

LENA HOSKI NSON
lrving

Corning , Ia.

PRIMAR Y

DALE HUNT LING

Cresco, Ia.

PRIMAR Y

Neo

JENNI E JEPSEN

Cedar Falls, la.
PRIMAR Y

FERNE JOHNS ON
Eulalia n
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Dow City, Ia.
PRIMAR Y

KATHERINE JOHNSON

.

Clark, S. D.

PRIMARY

Sioux

Jl~'l 7

GRACE KARGES

.

w
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.
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Council Bluffs, la.

PRIMARY

Chresto

ALMA C. KOSTER

.

.

Gladbrook, Ia.

.

Oskaloosa, Ia.

.

Oskaloosa, Ia.

PRIMARY

Ossoli-Social Science

BERNICE LAW
PRIMARY

Homerian

MARIE LICHTENHE LD
PRIMARY

MARY LOVITT

.

Coin, Ia.

PRIMARY

Ossoli

EMMA LUCAS

.

Alton, la.

PRIMARY

MAHALAH L. McCULLOCH

Postville, Ia.

PRIMARY

Ch res to
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DORIS MERRICK

Dougherty, Ia.
PRIMARY

MARJORIE METCALF

Primghar, Ia.

PRIMARY

Zeta

MILDRED MOTT

.

Marengo, Ia.

. PRIMARY

N eo--Cecilian

MARGUERITE MOTTET

Ottumwa, Ia.

PRIMARY

Delphian

MAE NERVIG

H umbolt, Ia.
PRIMARY

GERTRUDE NOBLE

Blencoe, Ia.

PRIMARY

Homerian

AUGUSTA NORDSTRUM .

Fort Dodge, Ia.

PRIMARY

ELSIE O'HARA

Desmet, S. D.
PRIMARY

Sioux
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GERTR UDE OSTRA NDER

Glenwoo d, la.
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PRIMARY

I

Decorah , Ia.

PRIMARY

Eulalian

,;

JANE RAMSE Y
M.

.

.

.

Garner, la.

.

DI-PRIM ARY

MYRTL E REDDI NG

.

Farley, Ia .

PRIMARY

Eulalian

MYRL I. RISTIN E

.

M <!,quokata , Ia.

PRIMARY

Eulalian

N. JEAN ROBI N SON

.

.

Au stin, Minn .

PRIMARY

Chresto

ALICE ROSS

.

Oelwein , Ia.

PRIMARY

Homeria n

FLOREN CE RUSSEL L

.

Waterlo o, Ia .

PRIMARY

Shakesp earean
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EDITH E. SCHOF IELD

.

Griswol d, Ia.

PRIMARY

MABEL SCHWA RTZ

.

.

Vega, Texas

.

Decorah , la.

PRIMARY

DAGMA R SPERA TI
PRIMARY

BLANC HE I. STEELE

.

.

Marion, la.

PRIMARY

FLOREN CE SYLVE STER .

Sioux Falls, S. D.

PRIMARY

Sioux

ANNIE ELIZAB ETH TERRIN K

.

Alta, Ia.

PRIMARY

RUTH TITUS

Clark, S. D.
PRIMARY

Eulalia n-Sioux

EDITH UNDER WOOD
PRIMARY
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Cylinder , Ia.

GERTRUDE A. VAN DEEST
. New Hartford, la.
PRIMARY

Cedar Falls, la.

INEZ M. WALKER
PRIMARY

MARIAN WALLACE

Rock Rapids, la .

.

PRIMARY

Neo

Forest City, la.

RUTH WATSON
PRIMARY

MARJORIE E. WHITE

.

.

Olin, Ia.

PRIMARY

WANDA WILLITS

.

Castana, la.

PRIMARY

Chresto

NINA WILLIAMS

.

New Sharon, Ia.

PRIMARY

Colo, Ia .

MARIE WILSON
PRIMARY
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MINA WILSON

Cedar Falls, Ia.
PRIMARY

Clio

MAMIE WRIGHT

.

Salix, la.

PRIMARY

Zeta

VIRGIA ALLISON

Seymour, la.

HOME ECONOMICS

Ellen Richards Club

MYRTLE ALVERSON

.

.

Batavia, Ia.

HOME ECONOMICS

Ossoli

ALICE BEANBLOSSOM

Whiting, Ia.

HOME ECONOMICS

Delphi an

GRACE I. BELL

Allison, la.

HOME ECONOMICS

ETHEL BENNETT

Humboldt, Ia.

HOME ECONOMICS

M. IRENE BRADY
HOME ECONOMICS

Ossoli
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Anamosa, la.

DOROTHY BROWN

Grinnell, Ia.

HOME ECONOMICS

Zeta

THELMA CARLSON

Leland, la.

HOME ECONOMICS

CAREY CLARKE

Stanley, Ia.

HOME ECONOMICS

CLELLIE COLEMAN

Seymour, Ia.

HOME ECONOMICS

Ellen Richards Club

ELMA J. COZZENS

•

Colo, la.

HOME ECONOMICS

Ellen Richards Club

ELVA S. COZZENS

.

Colo, Ia.

HOME ECONOMICS

Ellen Richards Club

BESS DAVIS

Cresco, la.
HOME ECONOMICS

Neo-Ellen Richards Club

GRACE DAY

.

Pocahontas, Ia.

HOME ECONOMICS

Shakespearean-E llen Richards Club, President

~==t?_
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PHILOMENA DUGGAN

Dubuque, Ia.

HOME ECONOMICS

Zeta-Ellen Richards Club

LA URA D URST

.

.

Darbury, Ia.

HOME ECONOMICS

Ossoli

ZYLPHA M. ERSKIN

.

Prairie City, la.

HOME ECONOMICS

Chresto

LOIS FITZGERALD

Sioux City, Ia.

HOME ECONOMICS

Chresto-Ellen Richards Club

MARGARET FITZGERALD .

Waterloo, Ia.

HOME ECONOMICS

Alpha-Ellen Richards Club

HOPE FOOTE

Cedar Heights, Ia.

HOME ECONOMICS

Alpha

ALICE FOWLER

Hampton, la.

HOME ECONOMICS

Delphian

HELEN GOODENOW . .

.

Battle Creek, Ia.

HOME ECONOMICS

Irving-Ellen Richards Club

Pag e On e hundred six

BERTHA R. GREINER

Farlin, Ia.

HOME ECONOMICS

Ellen Richards Club

ESTEL HALE

Hornick, la.
HOME ECONOMICS

Eulalian-Science Club--Ellen Richards Club

HAZEL HAMILTON

Independence, Ia.

Ho:-.1E ECONOMICS

Ellen Richards Club

MARIAN HENDERSON

Coggon, Ia.

HOME ECONOMICS

Clio-Social
Club

Science

Club-Ellen Richards

RUTH IRVINE

Oelwein, la.

Ho,i,IE ECONOMICS

Ellen Richards Club

MILDRED JOHNSON

Seymour, la.

HOME ECONOMICS

Ellen Richards Club

OLA M. KAFFENBERGE R, Plattsmouth, Neb.
HOME ECONOMICS

·

Neo

CAROLYN KEN MAN

Lowden, Ia.

HOME ECONOMICS

Delphian
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AXNA M. KRAMER

Remsen, la.

HOME ECONOMICS

Irving-Y. W. C. A. Cabinet-Ellen Richards
Club

FLORENCE LAXSON

.

Canton, S. D.

HOME ECONOMICS

Ellen Richards Club-Sioux

EDITH LIEK

Dubuque, Ia.
HOME ECONOMICS

Clio-Ellen Richards Club

BERTHA JANE LOGSDON

Ames, Ia.

HOME ECONOMICS

Delphian-Ellen Richards Club

ORPHA E. MILLESON

Prairie City, la.

HOME ECONOMICS

Clio-Ellen Richards Club

ANNE I. MASTERS

Dubuque, la.

HOME ECONOMICS

Neo-Ellen Richards Club

KATE MASTERS

Seymour, Ia.

HOME ECONOMICS

NADINE G. McCLUNG .

Garden Grove, la.

HOME ECONOMICS

Ellen Richards Club
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LOTTIE McPHERSON .

Hornick, Ia.

HOME ECONOMICS

Eulalian-Science Club-Ellen Richards Club

LORENA MEEK

..
~=~

Bonaparte, Ia.

HOME ECONOMICS

Clio-Ellen Richards Club-Euterpean-Student Council

FLORENCE MERRITT

Dubuque, la.

HOME ECONOMICS

Osso Ii

FLORENCE MARSH

Decorah, Ia.

HOME ECONOMICS

Clio-Ellen Richards Club

VIVIAN MULLIN

Dubuque, la.

HOME ECONOMICS

Neo-Ellen Richards Club

VELMA IRENE ORRIS .

Cedar Falls, la.

HOME ECONOMICS

Shakespearean-Ellen
chestra

Richards

BERTHA PITMAN

Club-Or-

Salem, Ia.

HOME ECONOMICS

Clio

SOPHIA 0. RIES

Alden, Ia.

HOME ECONOMICS

Ellen Richards Club
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Iowa Falls, Ia.

MAY RUSS
HOME ECONOMICS

Zeta

ETHEL SADLER

Waterloo, Ia.

HOME ECONOMICS

Alpha

ALMA J. E. SCHEIDEMANN, Fort Dodge, Ia.
HOME ECONOMICS

Ellen Richards Club

Iowa Falls, Ia.

MABEL SCHUCK
HOME ECONOMICS

Ellen Richards Club

SARAH SCHULER

Laurens, Ia.

HOME ECONOMICS

Delphian

VERA A. SHULTZ

.

Jefferson, Ia.

HOME ECONOMICS

Ellen Richards Club

I<.OSELLA A. STINER

West Side, Ia.

HOME ECONOMICS

MABEL STRONG

.

Thurman, Ia.

HOME ECONOMICS

Delphian - Ellen
Volunteer Band
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Richards

Club -

Student

CLARICE L. SWEDLUND

Stratford, Ia.

HOME ECONOMICS

MADALINE WOLFORD

Crestline, Ohio

HOME ECONOMICS

Alpha-Ellen Richards Club

.

ANNA ARNOLD

Blakesburg, la.

RURAL

Iowa Club

HAZEL BUDLONG

.

.

Titonka, Ia.

RURAL

Iowa Club

BESSE B UTTS

Sheffield, la.
RURAL

LINNIE V. BUTTS

.

.

Bedford, Ia .

RURAL

lowa Club

MAE BYRNES

Hawarden, la.
RURAL

Iowa Club

MILLIE CHILD

.

Masonville, la .

RURAL

Iowa Club
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CARROLL COOKMAN

.

.

Aurora, Ia.

RURAL

ROENA CORBIN

Oelwein, Ia .
R URAL

Iowa Club

ALI CE CROSBY

Greene, Ia.
R U RAL

Iowa Club

MILDRED DAN N ATT

.

Princeton, Ia.

RURAL

Iowa Club

R UTH DE WITT

.

Tingley, Ia.

R U RA L

Iowa Club

CLA U DE C. DICKEY

.

.

Waterloo, Ia.

RURAL

Orio-Iowa Club

JOHANNA FINCK

Rock Rapids, Ia.
RURAL

JANET GILLESPIE

.

RURAL

lowa Club-Chor al
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.

Jerome, Ia.

HELEN GRANGER

.

Nashua, Ia.

RURAL

Iowa Club

..

LUCILE HALL

.

Whiting, Ia.

RURAL

Delphian

RUTH HEWITT

.

Waterloo, Ia.

.

Waterloo, Ia.

RURAL

Iowa Club

WARREN HEWITT
RURAL

BERTHA IVERSON

.

.

Elma, la.

RURAL

FREDA LANTZ

.

Mason City, la.

RURAL

HAZEL LARISON

Sheridan, Mo.
RURAL

ANNA C. LARSON

.

Moorhead, la.

RURAL

Iowa Club
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ANNA BELLE MARTIN

Bassett, Ia.

RURAL

Iowa Club

/

j

KATHRINE C. MOTT

.

Carlisle, Ia.

RURAL

Iowa Club

DAISY NEARHOOD

Mediapolis, Ia.

RURAL

Iowa Club

ESTHER L. OWENS

Dinsdale, Ia.

RURAL

Iowa Club

IRA PATTERSON

Emmerson, Ia.
RURAL

Iowa Club

HILDOR PETERSON

Chariton, Ia.

RURAL

IRMA PIFER

Gladbrook, Ia.
RURAL

Iowa Club

ROSE PIFER

Gladbrook, Ia.
RURAL

Iowa Club
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Waterloo, Ia.

DORRIS RAINBOW
RURAL

Elma, la.

VIOLET D. RILEY .
RURAL

Iowa Club

LAURA SCHMIDT

Delmar, Ia.

.
RURAL

Iowa Club

Cedar Falls, la.

VERA STOWE
RURAL

Iowa Club

MILDRED E. TARR .

Woodward, la.

RURAL

Iowa Club

Ruthven, la.

EDITH TAYLOR
RURAL

Iowa Club

Jerome, Ia.

ELSIE WHITE
RURAL

Iowa Club

EDNA B. LIEK

.

Dubuque, la.

CRITIC IN TRAINING

Clio
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MABEL G. ANDERS ON

.

Waterloo , la,

KINDERGA RTEN

Alpha

;

MARGU ERITE BECHTE L

Dubuque , Ia.

KINDERGA RTEN

Irving-S tudent Council

WINNIF RED CHERRY

.

Sioux Falls, S. D.

KINDERGA RTEN

Shakespe arean-Si oux

HELEN CLARKE

.

.

Dubuque, Ia.

KINDERGA RTEN

Shakespe arean

INA DEAL

Cedar Falls, Ia.
KINDERGA RTEN

MARIE A. DENTEL

.

Ackley, Ia.

KI N DERGA RTEN

ETHEL MAY EHLERS

Mason City, Ia.

KINDERGA RTEN

Zeta

ELSIE W. GRELL
KINDERGA RTEN
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Auburn, Ia.

ISABEL HOYMAN

Clarence, Ia.

KINDERGARTEN

Zeta

RUTH KENNEDY

Sioux Falls, S. D.

KINDERGARTEN

Shakespearean-Sioux

GENEVIEVE McKAY

Ida Grove, la.

KINDERGARTEN

Shakespearean

HANNAH D. MEINZER .

Ackley, Ia.

KINDERGARTEN

GRACE MILLER

Waterloo, Ia.

KINDERGARTEN

Clio

DONNA POTTER

Arthur, Ia.

KINDERGARTEN

Shakespearean

AGNES REID

Atlantic, Ia.
KIKDERGARTEN

OLIVE C. STAKE

New Hampton, Ia.

KINDERGARTEN

Eulalian
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HESTER STONE

Vinton, Ia.

KINDERGARTE N
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LEORA B. CLEMENS

Marshalltown, Ia.

PHYSICAL EDUCATIO N

Neo-T. C. Club-Camp Fire

ORA BELLE HICKS

Exira, Ia .

PHYSICAL ED U CATION

Eulalian

HELEN R. HINKSON

Stuart, Ia.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Clio-Woman 's Coe Debate-Y.
Cabinet

BESS HOWELL

vV.

C. A .

Sioux City, la .

PHYSICAL ED U CATION

Clio-T. C. Club-Camp Fire

MARSHALL H U ~TOON

Dubuqu e, la.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

MA DELINE NISBET

Cedar Falls, la.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Shakespearean-T. C. Club-Camp Fire

BERNICE SPEER

Iowa City, la.

PHYSICAL EDUCATIO N

Clio-T. C. Club-Camp Fire
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LULA E. SWIGARD

.

.

Sharpsburg, la.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Eulalian-Women's Debate, '16-T. C. Club
-Camp Fire

JACOBA VAN DELLEN

Hampton, la.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

,

Student Council-Clio-Camp Fire

WANDA C. ARNEY

.

Marshalltown, la.

Music

PUBLIC SCHOOL

Neo-Chairman of Y. W. C. A.-Music Committee

LUCILLE BENTLEY

Waterloo, la.

Music

PUBLIC SCHOOL

Alpha-Cecilian-Choral

GLADYS BIRD

Fort Dodge, Ia.

Music

PUBLIC SCHOOL

Chresto-Cecilian-Choral

MARJORIE BOSLEY

Earlham, Ia.

PUBLIC SCHOOL

Choral Council

Cecilian -

Music

English

HAZELLA DOWNING

.

PUBLIC SCHOOL

Club -

Student

Mason City, la.

Music

Ossoli-Choral-Cecilian

CHRISTIE KREUL
PUBLIC SCHOOL

Laurens, la.

Music

Choral
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VIOLA KRUEGER .
PUBLIC SCHOOL

Charles City, Ia.
Mus,c

Homerian

'

LUBA LAMB

.

.

PUBLIC SCHOOL

Rock Rapids, Ia.
Music

Zeta

GLEE LEMON
PUBLIC SCHOOL

Little Cedar, Ia.
Music

Euterpe an-Choral

CELIA N ATZKE
PUBLIC SCHOOL

Cedar Falls, Ia.
Music

Homerian

ELMA PRICKETT

Saint Charles, Ia .
Music
Homerian-Euterpean-Choral
PUBLIC SCHOOL

IDA SALYERS

Malvern, Ia.

PUBLIC SCHOOL

Mus,c

Choral-Cecilian

GLADYS SNYDER

Tipton, Ia.

PUBLIC SCHOOL

Music

Ch resto--Cecilian

CAROLYN SMITH

.

PUBLIC SCHOOL

Page One hundred tv.:en l y

Iowa Falls, Ia.
Mus,c

ELVA L. VOORHEES

Cedar Falls, la.

PUBLIC SCHOOL Music

Shakespearean-Cecilia n

MARGUERITE WALLACE,

Washington, la.

PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC

Alpha-Y. W. C. A. Cabinet

AMY BLOXHAM

Postville, la.

COMMERCIAL

Chresto

ALMA B. CAGLEY

Nashua, la.

COMMERCIAL

VERA CROVISIER

Webster City, la.

COMMERCIAL

MAE B. CUNNINGHAM .

Charles City, la.

COMMERCIAL

JOSEPHINE FEYEREISEN

.

Greene, la.

COMMERCIAL

LILLIAN LYNCH

Pawnee City, Neb.

COMMERCIAL
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MARIE G. SULLIVAN

..

~

IIJI
•

.

Cedar Falls, la.

COMMERCIAL

Ossoli

'.·

.:

'
BESSIE YOUNG

Denison, Ia.

COMMERCIAL

Ossoli

,I
WILL S. BROWN

.

.

Morning Sun, la.

MANUAL ARTS

Aristo-Baseball, '16, '17

HARL CLEMONS

.

•

New Providence, Ia.

MANUAL ARTS

Aristo-Band

MERL COOPER

Reinbeck, la.

MANUAL ARTS

Basketball, '17

LEO V. EBERSOLD

Cedar Falls, Ia.

MANUAL ARTS

Orio-Inter-Society Debate, '16

NATE FIELDS

.

.

Washi_n gton, la.

MANUAL ARTS

Aristo-Football, '15, '16-Minstrel Show, '16
-T. C. Club

CLARK G. GORMLEY

.

Crawfordsville, Ia.

MANUAL ARTS

Orio-Schoolmasters Club
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LLOYD C. GROVER

.

Cedar Falls, la.

MANUAL ARTS

Aristo

ANN HIATT

. Sidney, Ia.
MANUAL ARTS

Chresto

JAMES D. MABEE

New Providence, Ia.

MANUAL ARTS

Orio-Footbal l, ' 15, '16-Baseba ll, '15

SAMUEL MARSHALL

Morning Sun, la.

MANUAL ARTS

Orio-Inter-So ciety Debate, '16-Choral

CAL McELHINNE Y

Morning Sun, la.

MANUAL ARTS

Aristo

OSCAR F. VAN SANT

,va yland, Ta.

MANUAL ARTS

Orio

MARGARET ANNE HENDRICKS , Derby, Ia.
M. 01.
Chora l-Euterpean

JOHN GEORGE HERBSTER
M. 01.
Aristo-School masters Club

Milford, la.

Pag e One hundr ed /'l.1:e11ty-three

MABEL WILCOX

.

Alta, Ia.

PRIMARY

EDNA SORENSON

.

.

Algona, Ia.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

BESSE KEITH

.

Ida Grove, Ia.

HOME ECONOMICS

Shakespearean-Ellen Richards Club
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Music

s

EN I 0

R

B . A.

s

PRESIDENTS
S0PHUS C. JACOBSON
AUBREY C. GRUBB
ALICE O'CONNEil

Fall Term
Winter Term
Spring Term

THE SPIRIT OF THE CLASS
" History repeats itself.'' We must make exceptions
to this old proverb, when speaking of the Senior Class
of 1917.
Can you find a brighter, more energetic and more
ambitious group of young men and women on the
threshold of life-, just entering into that wonderful
work of instructing the youth of America? Can you
find a jollier set of young people who enjoy pure
wholesome fun? Can you find a more serious group
when the occasion demands it?
I answer in the
negative.
If you question the intellectual ability of the Senior
Class, glance over the Old Gold for 1917, compare it
with former issues, yes, even with other annuals of
wider fame; enter some of the advanced mathematics
classes and see how much you can digest in an hour;
stray, accidentally, into a class room and observe the
teaching of the dignified Senior.
Did I hear some one say that there is no social life in I. S. T. C?
Again the Seniors
have proved the proverb untrue. Visit once more the College Inn the night of the Watermelon feed. Return again to the home of the ghosts and goblins on Hallowe'en might. Play
it is leap year and watch the gallant young ladies, each escorting
one young man or more to the
Christmas p a rt y at Radell's.
Accompany us one clear brisk
December night, when the moon is
shedding beams of approval over
a crowd of boistrous, ca re-free,
fun-loving Seniors.
Yes, it is a
bob-party, but not a silent one.
Nor must you forget to attend ti1e
roller skating party, for that is the
place where we developed the
bumps on the heads.
Since there
is no social life at I. S. T. C.,
what can we call this?
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There is a time to be serious, not serious m the sense
"when a man gets serious;" but serious in the sense
is
that
word,
m which we often use the
of facing the problems of life,-of considering the most vital elements of life. This seriousBut life is not all fun and frolic.

ness is not lacking in our class.

"SEVENTEEN "
H's hard to write a line,
\ \'hen you have to make it rime,
And fill it full of stately dignity.
And it makes me wonder, wonderHow mighty bai·ds can Llunder
Into Raying little things that pmzle
me.
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It really iR sublime,
If l only had the time
To express in words of fervor what I
meanBut its theme is glory, glory.\. rich and wondrous story!
\Vith honor to the claRR of Reventecn !
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JUNIO RS
B . A.

"YOU KNOW"

'·Chuck" .Addington
" Maria" Brown
"Alma" Bettin
"Mel" Brown
"Curly" Condit
"Shats" Cooledge
''Sum1y" Cowan
'' Skinny" Cowan
"Loisie" Brownson
'·Peg" Cunningham
"Sil" Fell
" Fu lle1·" Fullerton
"Rub" Giltner
" Pearlie" Gray
" Stubb" Hilli e1·

"Jewel I'' Hanison
·' Lister" Har.el man
"Lane" J ongewaard
'"Dolly" Jenson
" Hattie" Maltees
'• Mil " Milberg
'· Stel" Maiden
"Kitty" Murphy
'"Lir." Myers
'·Dane,v" M;ver
" }Jin " Opfe1·
"' Squire" Knapp
'·Polly"' Penott
" H opp.r" Sage
'·Y" Rhearer

"Happy" Springman
'" Lou" Shephard
"BesR" Spencer
''Milly" Shank
"Hey" Shoemaker
"Shortie" Short
"Rev" Rendleton
"Chalk" 'l'hrockmortou
'·'.\laudie" 'l'hompson
"Sam" Wart man
'·Henry'· ,v1iitacre
"Jack" " Tinn
"June" " ' right
"Vern" Zarr
"Huld;r" 7,ilmer

"THE CLASS OF 1913"
If we were Freshmen, Sophomores or Seniors it would be easy to express all the spirit
and achievements of the class in a few short sentences. However, in trying to convey briefly
Although our class has always
an adequate conception of the Junior Class, words fail us.
been one of close comradeship, high ideal s and great accomplishments, under the guidance of
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SOPHOM
B. A.

~RE

s

" THE CLASS OF 1919"

\Ve, the class of 1919, consisting of about
ninety members, made our entrance at I. S.
T. C. in September, 1915.
As Freshmen we were widely represented
on the footba II squad, the baseball nine and
the track team. A h ! yes, dear reader (for
Freshmen), we were really quite important
as far as ath letics were concerned- besides
excelling a ll previous classes in the pursuit
and attainment of the elus ive "ones."

"BERK" AND CO.
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Among the social events of our first year,
those that are best remembered are the
"genera l mix" in t he fall, the various

" vVeeneie Roasts"; and then, perhaps, the "kid"
party where we, alas, irrevocably lost our newlyacquired dignity.
But now we are Sophomores, and our number
has dwindled to sixty. Some of our people have
seen fit to transfer to other courses, while others

OUR PRESIDENT, TOO!
have gone to different colleges and universities.
Oh, we are a very important class! Very few organizations of the school could successfully carry on
tJ,eir work without their Sophomore members. There
is the Y . M. C. A. cabinet which would be far from
complete without Hersey, Spafford and Faber, while

FALL PRESIDENT
it would be impossible for the Y. W.
C. A. cabinet to operate without its secretary, Rose Pip al. Then there is Merle
Brown who represents us in Delta Sigma
Rho; and Alva Gaarder, local and alumni editor for the " College Eye."
The success of our social events during
the year has largely been due to our
sponsor and his wife, Mr. and Mrs.
Berkstresser.

MINSTRELS
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FRESHMEN
B. A .

"1920"

TRUE ENOUGH.
Teacher: "How is Ceuti-al Amei-ica divided?"
Mr. Davis: "By earthquakes."
Teacher in Physics: "Problem. lf two men wei-e in the middle of a pond
of ice and there was no friction, how would they get off?"
l\1a1·ie Fei-guson: "Wait until it melts and swim out."
Question: "'Vhy is Miss Jones so poor?"
Am,wer: "Because lumber is so high."
Question: "But what has that to do with it?"
Answer: "She stood on Ferguson's porch so much she had to put a new
floor in."
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Grthur Lusk

Pres, /all krm

Orthur P. St_!_Ydflr

Pre.s. l11nter /erm
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Second Year Junior College

OFF LCERS
Fall Term
LAURA

FLORENCE
LAURA

Winter Term
Treasurer
Secretary
Treasurer

LEE
PEASE

LEE
MAUD

HOWELL

EMMA

F.

LAMBERT

" THE

J E3SE

President
Secretary
HAROLD ETREIM
Treasurer
Student Council Representative
Class Sponsor
WAL KER

META FRICKE

CLASS "

\ \'e, the Junior College Senior,:, came to ~-ou two year8 ago, glad iu the
thought of enter ing 'l'eaeheJ"R College, yet anxiou;; as to what that long time
here, might unfold for us! ~ow, at itR tlm,e, we rea lize that t hoRe two long
year:-; have been tun1ed ill to two ve1·y short one,:, filled with µleasm·e,:, a;; well
as work; joys as well as ti-oubles; friends hips, as well as friend ly oppositiou,
but the ~mnshine far exceedR the Rhadow, and we have emerged from the tltieke;;t
of the fight, fu ll y appreciating what it means to spend two year s at dea r old
I. S. 'l'. C. ; and 1·ead.v to go fo n n11·d to newer exµei-ienees, with a firme1· faith
in otu-Relves. the Junio 1· College ClaRR of '17.
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''A raid on

11

Ft. Sumt"r..

,.

\¾? must havg
somethinc5
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First Year Junior College

~

" THE CLASS "

Y\'e, the JJ,ncel of humanity known as the First Year Junior College Class
of Iowa State Tea<:hets College in the year of 191G-17, do not herein desil-c to
flaunt in the eyes of the world our great accomplishments. And goodly reaRon
have \Ye in taking such a stand, fot if we are so fortunate as to have achievements, we know them not and likely they know UR not. Om· great achievements ate yet to come.
,Ye ate not exadly F1·eRhmen, yet some folks claim we are as g1·een as
cucumbers; comddet ye the ways of the cucumber, he doeR hiR hest fighting
when he's doirn and once he's nl), he'R his own boRR.
" 'e are neither down nor up; we're rising. ,ve are hete to gathe1· a few
grains of golden knowledge. We putpose to alloy theRe with the Rtemet material of life and the1·eby to riRe Rtill higher.
If to IHl\'e wealth makeR it posRible to obtain m01·e wealth, if to heighten
one':-; plane make:-; p1·obable one'R advancement, then success pave:-; the way to
Rtill greater success. It is 8UCCERR. and succe:a;:a; of the higheRt deg1·ee. that
we, the Fin;t Yea1· Juni01· College, m·e sttiving to attain.
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The purpose of the Physical Education Department in orga111z111g and sustarnrng with
such zea I the Camp Fire work, is because a need for specially trained guardians is recognized
here as elsewhere. But rather than offering a theory course in Camp Fire, as is done in other
schools, our attempt has been to give the girls the opportunity to actually become members
of Camp Fires according to general regulations, and by being actively engaged in the winning
of honors and degrees, to receive real, practical experience in Camp Fire work, which we believe will serve as the most valuable method of training for future guardianship.
The Camp Fire movement is an "a ll-round-girl" project. There is no essential phase in
the girl's life which it does not touch. The social, the intellectual, the spiritual, the physical,
the work, the play sides of life a re each one made as important as the other; and with all the
many pleasures and duties as well, of the Camp Fire girl at home, at school, or at Camp Fire
meetings, there is interwoven an ever-present glimmer of the romantic even in the doing of
common-place things; there is an atmosphere of cheerful willingness to work hard,-an earnest
desire to be strong,-an increasing power to love much. The beautiful ceremonies tinged with
the out-of-doors and the primitive, express the simple, silent, yet deep and full meaning of
what Camp Fire should mean to every girl. The true American girl, perfect in type, will be
the outcome of the fulfillment of the vow which each Camp Fire Girl of America takes as she
becomes a member: " It is my desire to become a Camp Fire Girl and to obey the Law of the
Camp Fire; which is to seek beauty, give service, pursue knowledge, be truthworthy, hold on
to health, glorify work, be happy.
"This Law of the Fire I will strive to follow.''-Sacajawea.
" Work, Health, and Love is Wohelo."
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Miss Wild
Guardian
Braley
Hicks

Rait
Krause
Cool
Morris

Van Dellen
Arildson
Lee
Marsh

Hinkson
Speer
Barnes
Nisbet

Pipal
Swezey
Sweigard
Schnepf

Fluent
Morris
Bishop
Schmidt

Huntoon
Miss Nisbet
Guardian
Clayton

Miller
Krause
Miss White
Guardian

Mecham
Cole
Corcoran
Gallup

,-------,, "Camaralzamau and Badoura" '-

1 _ __,

ln place of the annual demonshation of Ph,rsical 'l'raining ,Yoi-k this ,reai·,
the Department presellted a spectacle that \\'as as unique as it was brilliant.
Miss Hussey took the A1·abian Nights story of Camaralz:amau and Badoma,
and wiili the assist·anc-e of Miss Hathes and Miss ,Vild, ananged it so that it
could be presented in the form of esthetic dancing and pantomine. The girls
of the department, under the direction and with the aid of Misses White,
Nisbet and Grantham, and also ,vith the suggestions by Miss Sha,re1·, of tile
Dramatic Department, perfected the presentation. The staging and properties
we1·e handled by the men of the department; and on Saturday evening, February 24th, there was presented in om· Auditorinm a spectade whieh was
eharacterized by several of the Faculty ns '·the most beautifnl and finished
production ever ,Yitnessed at the College.''
The sc-enes and cm;tumes were 01·ienta l. The properties, amounting to a
thom;and dollars in value loaned for t he ocl'asion, were all of oriental desigu
and finish, adding to the ridmess of the sc-enes.
As a departm·e from the tegul:u· annual demonstration, this pre1sentation
p1·oved to be ver~· popular. Requests fo1· its immediate 1·epetition had to be
declined on aeeount of the expensive prope1·ties and scener~-. 'l'he aim was to
show what could be done in the realm of aesthetic and interpretive daneing
and pantomine by a specialized group.
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Senior H ome Economics

HE

HE

HE

HE?
NO !

HOME ECONOMI CS!

Mr. N. in Hygiene: "What precaution
should people take who work around flour
with their teeth?"

" OH, VAGABONDS-"

Question: "What is a non-nutrit ious food?"
Student Teacher: " Something that fil ls you up, but
doe sn't do any good."

Miss H. to Marian in criticism : " Don't let your
sense of humor get the best of you ."
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Ruth I. (to an exceptionally large girl): "Leota,
just what is a lobster?"
Question in advanced cooking examination:
"V\lhat is the best method for binding material. in
vegetable soups? ''
Edith L.: ''With a string.''
Mr. N.: ''\l\1 hat are some conditions favorable
to the spreading of tuberculosis? "
Miss M.: "Being underfed and underclothed."
Mr. N.: "Trouble is, they are not alwa ys undercl othed ."
Lorena ( teaching a lesson on fish ) : " ls this a
scal y or a skinny fish?"

"REDDY"

( During the game of Teakettle with Mr.
Bond as doorkeeper. )
Mis s R. shouts: " Read,· ?''
Enter, Mr. Bond: "Wh~ said, 'Reddy'?"

Miss Meier asked for correct exclamatory
sentences in rhetoric class.
Bertha P. expressed her sentiments thus :
" \1/ e didn 't come here to be made fools of! "

Mae Rus s : " J t is a good thing my mother
read me fairy tale s when l was young, for it
helps me stretch my imagination in chemistry."

Brilliant H. E. Teacher g1v111g directions
to class on dressing chickens: " Now you may
all cut off your 'head,."
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Junior Home Economics

" THE CLASS "
Bailey, Mary
Barnes, Anna
Blair, Alta
Brady, M. Irene
Davis, Hazel Armina
Durst, Laura
Gauger, Hilda
Gutches, Neva D.
Hammond, Mae
Hansmeyer, Hilda
Hardaway, Marguerite
Harvey, Grace
Heetland, Remda
Hen rick, Verena
Hester, Vella A.
Hoffman, Winifred
Huddlestun, Mabel
Johnson, Anna J.
Kane, Gaye
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Kopriva, Blanche
Krafka, Pauline
Larson, Anna Marie
Lichtenheld, Hazel
McDonald, Eva Pearl
Neel, Lila
>licola, Minnie
Oldenburg, Esther
Pendleton, Lenora
Peters, Margaret
Peterson, Anna
Pickering, Edythe
Porter, Mary M.
Powell, Jessie Neill
Prall, Lola M.
Pratt, Elsie C.
Rehm, Lula A.
Royer, Hazel
Royer, Neva

Seaver, Vivian M.
Sessions, Olive
Sewell, Gladys V.
Shaffer, Gertrude G.
Shaffer, Lucille
Steck, Veda B.
Sullivan, Agnes
Swedlund, Clarice L.
Vincent, Gertrude
\V alker, Marjorie
Walleser, Elsie
Walton, Evelyn
Watson, Ruth V.
Wellendorf, Laura
Whitham, Matred
\,Voods, Bertha
Yeomans, Nina

PR I MARYI:

KINDERGARTEN
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Senior

THE POWERS
Miss RICE, Sponsor
CLASS OFFICERS

Fall Term
STELLA MAIDEN, President

Winter Term
IRENE BERG, President

ESTHER COBURN, Student Council Representative

' ROLL ''

MISS RICE, Sponsor
Edith Petty
Florence Price
Myrtle Redding
Myrtle Ristine
Alice Ross
Mamie Wright
Mildred Harold
Gretchen Mederis
Merl Brocksus
Ruth Bristley
Florence Russell
Edith Scofield
Mabel Schwartz
Dagmar Sperati
Blanche Steel
Laura Surckard
Florence Sylvester
Anna Feerink
Ruth Titus
Alma Treed
Edith Underwood
Grace "\Vadell
Inez Walker
Marian Walker
Clara Walters
Ella Waters
Ruth Watson
May Webster
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Fern Johnson
Ellen Erickson
Olive Morris
Ellen Juhl
Grace Karges
Alma Koster
Dorothy Lamb

Edith Wells
Marjorie White
Mabel Wilcox
Mildred Wilcox
Nona Williams
Wanda Willits
Nina Wilson
Alice Glew
Esther Groneweg
Ida M. Green
Allen Rita
Florence Anderson
Elsie Andrews
Loretta Armstrong
Alma Aspen
Alice Bailey
Irene Berg
Viven Biddleman
Lucille Burgen
Lucille Boyd
Ester Brockeschink
Lillian Brown
Edith Bryan
Florence Burd
Vera Caffall
Mabel Carlson
Olive Cartano
Lola Carter

Bernice Law
Marie Lichtenheld
Pearl Long
Mary Lovitt
Alorna M. Lowe
Emma Lucas
Mahalia McCullock

Doris Merrick
Marjorie Metcalf
Marguerite Mottet
Mae Nerving
Gertrude Noble
Gladys Norris
Elsie O'Hara

Bertha Charlson Margretta Gunderson Velma Hiatt
Dale Hunting
Pearl Childress Gertrude Van Deest
Jennie Jepson
Gladys Christie Augusta Nordstrum
Hilda Frey
Ester Colburn
Gertrude Ostrander
Cora Garrett
Anna Connelly Nettiebelle Robinson
Edna Gibbs
Grace Curry
Marie Herman
Marcia Daigneau
Ethel Boulden
Fern Johnson
Jane Ramsey
Lillie Day
Elizabeth Dew
Ethel Dull
Mabel Eberhart
Gretchen Egli
Murele Ehlers
Rhea Ford
Edith French
Lena Hoskinson
Kathryn Johnson
Lucille Bartlette
Grace Gilleth
Katinka Gjellefold
Hazel Goetry
Ira Green
Edna Gregorson
Irene Guetzloff
Mary Hathaway
"RUFUS''
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Mr. Newton: "Miss Swartz, you may rise. Discuss the use of lorgnetts.''
Miss Swartz: "Well, lorgnetts are just like other glasses, only they are not attached to
your face."
Mr. Newton: "Tell what you know about kissing, Miss Colburn.''
Mis1, Colburn: "It's a bad habit."
Mr. Newton: "Do you mean specifically or generally?"
Miss Colburn: "Both.''
Mr. Newton: "Well, it's easier to tell twenty what to do than to be one of the twenty to
do it, isn't it? Be seated!"
LOGICAL REASONING.
The question arose as to whether a certain dog was a hound or a bird dog.
The discussion was at its height when Miss Norris asked: "Bertha, how do you know it's a bird dog?"
Bertha (placing her hand on the dog' s shoulder joint ) : "Why, you can just feel the wings,
Miss Norris, it's a bird dog!"
HEARD ON THE "DINKEY."
Edith Bryan ( to the conductor) : "Why don't you make this train go faster?"
Conductor: "If you don't like it get off and walk.''
Edith: "I would, but they don't expect me until the train arrives."

IN SPELLI N G CLASS AT TRAINiNG SCHOOL.
Miss McCulloch: "How do you spell 'cardboard', Glen?''
Glen: "What do you ask me for, don't you know it yourself?"
Muree Ehlers: "What did you get on your lesson plan?"
Margrette Gunderson: "Fine.''
Muree: "It's a good thing it wasn't longer or she might have added '30 days.'''

I nspi rat'1ons
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1hg fruits ./ our labors

-Each girl brinS childr<?n
I

for hGr own class''

Mr. Walters: "What can you say of Rousseau as a man?"
Gretchen Egli: "Oh, you might call him an odd fellow."
Miss Scofield (calling the College Hill grocery ) : "Please send up one dozen cookies."
Grover: "Which ones, light or dark?"
Miss Scofield: "Oh, I'm the dark one."
An order is in at Dahl's for a cot to be delivered to the Playground Methods Class.
thy slumbers be peaceful, Miss Ford.

Let

Esther Brackschink frequents the Hospital and Pest House in order that she may contract
the scarlet fever again. She had a good time on her last vacation.
Dagmar Sperati, after presenting her song in music class, passed to her seat, with a
smiling face expecting a word of approval.
Miss Brown: "Miss Steak, - - " (mistake.
Dagmar's expression changed.
Questions may be interchangeable. After Miss Ramsay had completed her long siege of
questioning to her third grade class, one of the brilliant pupils ask: " Say, can you stick out
your tongue and touch your nose?"
Primary youngster in Training School: "Do you know how I always remember your name,
Miss Curry?"
Miss Curry: "No, tell me."
Youngster: "I always think of something I have to do just before I come to school in the
morning-comb my hair."
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improved method

W hen in the course of T. C. events, it seems necessary to raise the antique pedagogical beliefs and contrivances of past years, and estab lish a new regime, it becomes th e sacred duty of
every senior primary of the class of 1917 to mot ivate her aim toward th e perfecti on and establishing of an ideal institution of learning.
The Senior P'rimarys present to the worl d at large the first great conception of a modern
motivated pedagogica l Utopia.

ButIn All Probability
as Above

19 20
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Junior Primary

CLASS OFF ICE RS
FALL TERM OFFICERS
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer

Catherine Osia
Gladys Swift
Bernadette Shaney
Cla rise Lynch

WINTER TERM OFFICERS
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Student Council Representative

Sylvia Hoffman
Carol Martin
Marjorie White
Alice Hamilton
Wilma Miller

SEPTEMBER, 1916
Can you imagine the position we were in the day in September, 1916, when all we saw
were strange faces and unfamiliar surroundings half hidden by trunks?
All wore those
curious inquisitive expressions of the "freshie" which says so queriously, "What Next?"
At last came the long looked for day of enrollment, and although there was much confusion and exasperation, we became acquainted with many who later proved to be our classmates and friends. Still, these first hours did not bring forth all our experiences. The first
day in our classes was indeed a treat, and those following have been no less enjoyable.
Through the fall and winter months the members of this class became acquainted by social
functions, and in this way a strong spirit of unity was developed. Now, we are full y realizing our responsibilities, those numerous duties to society that are so strongly impressed upon
our minds by Miss McGovern.
At this time our enrollment is about two hundred, and we look forward to 191 8 when
this class, undiminished, will go into the world as sincere primary workers.
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Theresa Rower (in elocution): "He took the negro from the auction block.''
Miss Falker (interrupting her): "Hold on to that negro longer, Miss
Rower.''
Someone giving, 'l'he Man vVho ,veai-s 'l'he Button: "Sometimes in pafising along the street I met a man."
Ruth Foskett: "Really, wPll so do I-onc:e in a while."
Helen Douglas in order to send a
("aller home, threw a slipper down
stairs. The 1·esult was that Al took
the hint and the slipper and went
home.
~fay Yamey'f< illustration of deductive reaRoning in psychology.
"All men Rtudents at I. S. T. C.
ai·e SiRRieR.
'l'ltiR iR a man.
'rherefoi-e, it iR a sisr-;y.''

Helen McDonald ( at the Pink Poodle) : "Do you keep dates?"
Waiter (reaching for his hat): "Why, yes, I generally do, sit down."

A bunch of primary girl,; bought a cocoanut and decided to eat it one
'l'hey were pounding it and making a great deal of noise
Sunda~, evening.
.when the landlady came in.
Landlady ( cror-;r-;ly) : "Gii-lr,;, what are you pounding?"
ChriRsie (innocently): "'Vhy, a cocoanut."

Esma ,Va1·d (to gii-ls): "Say, do you think I better ask for late permir-;r-;ion ?"
Girls: "Have you a date?"
ERma: "No, but someone may ask me yet."
~fr. Chai-Jes (in ps~-c:holog,r) : "'\1hy wa:,,. there a question mai-k after
modesty?"
,Yilma Mille1·: "Because some people don't have it?"
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Senior Kindergarten~
OFFICERS 1916-17
]'resident

Secretcwy cind 'l'recis-ure1· .

HESTER S·.rONE
ETHEL EHLERS

Student Council Reprnsentative
l\fARGARW.r BECHTEL

Miss Atchison: "l<~rom what part of the
whale do we get a whale bone?"
Miss Reid: ''Why, from the tail, it's
kind of floppy."
Said the capable clever Miss Reid,
"For an answe1· l'm never in need,
But it isn't enuf,
Just to sit up and bluff,
You must reason it out, to succeed."
Mabel A. (in Music ClaRs) : "Oh, do sing something touching."
Elsie G.: "How's 'Face to Face-'"

Petition! Petition! Petition!
No matter what the condition.
Tbe faculty
May possibly
Heward yom· wild ambition.
Petition! Petition! Petition!
You'te afraid of opposition?
No cam·e for alan11It does no harmPetition ! Petition! Petition!

TWEEDLEDUM AND TWEEDLEDEE
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Junior

OFFlCERS
Pl'<'Siclent

E;-,i :\IA

GR.\'lSOK

SecTetary and '/'l'(' asw·er .
LEsT1rn K1,i\'o.,LL
Chairman of Soc-ial Comlllittee

::\f YRA

STOR.\R

THE ROLL
Nell Belz

Emma June Grayson

Violet Hockspire

Esther Birdsall

Edith Grassfield

Leslie Kendall

Mabel Diesing

Lorna Hartong

Stella Macrae

G ladys Moore

Ruth Stone

Florence Munger

Myra Storar

Mary Ormsby

Frances Severance

Ruth Pike

Edith Welsch

Marion Ridley

Mary Welsch

Gladys Saper

Gladys Wolfe
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Public School Music Seniors
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Ricks
Cheney
Willard
Lamb
Arney
Bentley
Wallace

~fo,s Hooper
Prickett
Schneider
Mr. Fullerton
Yoorhees
Mueller

"Natzke
Kreul
Kreuger
Hal,rers
Eveland
Bird

Sponsor, C. A.
Clas8-Presidcnt,
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FULLERTON

ELMA PRICKE'l"r

,Yesten·el t
:-;abin
Smith
Lemon
Bosley
Dmvning

AS W E KNOW THEM
Arney: "Which rural school do we go to tonight?"
Bentley: "They call us little people."
Bird : "But, I just have to read this letter from Iowa."
Bosley: "Everything I schedule for conflicts."
Cheney: "The Janitor gives me my criticism on my Boys Glee Club."
Bowning: "Those solo tests will be the death of me."
Eveland: "Oh, kid, l'v;e got something to tell you."
Hicks: "That traveling man guaranteed me a position."
Krueger: "My hair isn't red, it's brown like my dress."
Kruel: "Good night. No, I have to get my lesson plans written."
Lamb: "What are you going to teach today?"
Lemon: "Brown, meet me after choral."
Mueller: "I've got a car in ,vebster City."
Natzke: "vVell, will I ever get through."
Prickett: "Girls, let's have a business meeting while we are waiting for
C. A."
Sabin: "I just got back from Ames. I'm all in."
Salyers: "Tomorrow that youngster will get the worst shaking he ever
had."
Schneide1': "'l'hat liarn1ony is the best of my li:£e."
Sievers: "I'm just all in."
Smith: "I hope she won't call on me today."
Voorhees: "Did I hear him say something about Ames?"
Wallace: "Oh! girls, have you got your harmony?"
Westervelt: "Say kids listen."
" 7 illard: "I've had him for nine years."
1,

~1iss Hooper, one morning in relaxation claRs: "My, that was a good
squeeze, best one I've had yet."
Mr. Zechiel: "Anticipation iR the soul of ragtime."
M. " r·: "What did you do in your 6th grade teachinng today, V - - -?"
E. V.: "0 ! I finished Johnny."
Miss Hooper to method!'l class before a teRt: "Eve1·y one can write all she
knows on three sheets. Please take three sheetR, and write on the arm of your
chafrs."
C. N.: "Did you say Jim was here? What Jim?"
G. B.: "My Jim."
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Public School Music Juniors

Calendar:
Monday-Solos!
Wedn esday-Solos! !
F1·iday- 8olos ! ! !
? ,rho are the thtee mumbl er s?
Necessities of Public- School Mm.it :
Breathy tonef,, feet on tloo1·, k111ili11g e_yPR, no humming, books up. think
higb , child voice, sit tall.
A. B .:
C. P.:
A. B.:
C. P .:

" llow muth time do you spend on your lesson?''
''Oh, about half an hour, 1·aihoad time."
" Rail road time?"
"'\"eR, ktopR counted."
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Orchestral Department
11 It f • I I 1

I I I I I I II

....... ...........

• '"•ddi

COLLEG E SYMP H ONY ORCHESTRA
B.

,v.

MERRILL,

Conductor

Steele, Stauffacher, Blair, Geneva,
Harper
Second Yiolins: Cummins, Orris, Freeland, ·w ilcox, Haydn, Ray, Ambrose,
Strauser, ,vilmes, Timmons, Philo, Sprague
Yiolas: Humphrey, Graham, Rosenthal
Clarinets: Sheal'er, D. l'almer
'Cellos: Smith, Reed, Page
Bassoons: 2\fcCreary, Ahrends
Basses: ,Yilcox, Timmons
Horns: H. Palmer. Heed
Flutes: Bahl, Reed
Tnlm]Jets: Wartman, Lynch, P. Ray
Oboe: Kramer
Trombones: Popejoy, Hanner, J . Ray
Tymzmni: Keith
Tuba: ,vilcox
Drums: Timmons
Harv: ,Yilson
Hannowium: ,Yellman
Ffrst riolins: Condit, Knoop, Vorhees,
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THE BAND

'l'he College Band takes care of the students who have had some expetience in their Home Organizations ; and provides progressive study and
clean and healthful recreation for those desiring this kind of music.
The director is Mr. McCreary, conductor of the famous Cedar Falls Band.
Mr.
McCreary's success in this capacity-not only from a musical standpoint, but
from his ability to equip students for active service as band leaders-has won
him a wide reputation throughout the state.

Band of the Orange 'Iownship Consolidated School , one of the Consolidate Schools in Black Hawk County, co-operating with the Teachers College as a Rural Demonstration School, F. L. McC1•eary, Director.
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Commercial Department

TO M Y ABSENT STENOGRAPHER

With how sad steps, 0 Mayme,, I cliMB the stairs,
Andview mty office,nowa lone ly scenes
Oppresxed !, I sit medown at thy macghine
To do my corrwspindeNce, once thyca1,e/
I miss tHee$! not alon3 thAt thhoU wast FAir,
Butthat thou diddst achieve withjh joyous mien
'l'he ketters htst will driveme Mad i ween'5
The taslrn that nNw a lppk of strqngeness wearr.
even thuss two days, And Two dats m9re, I toil4d
And co Uld not c9nq8er,,howsoe ( er I 'l'ri3d' /
These a2fful diys hav all my 4fforts Foild,
While powwer of sqwlling is tome dinied/
Ahh,,donotwait till all my pqper8s spoi,ed- Come baxk, coME BQCK again,,to blessand gUideE8'.

Fre~hie: ""\Yhat's that up there?"
Senior: "Rh! Sot so loud! That's Alfred Sorenson."
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E. G. (in bookkeeping·): "Shall I write it in pen or ink?"
Mr. C.: "What is the distinctive thing about a red ink entry?''
A. T.: "It is always written in red ink."
Mr. C.: "What is a bill?"
G. W.: "It is a law not yet."
Shorty: "What made you jump when I came up, Peg'?"
Peg: "Oh, I jump at anything."
HER SPECIALTY.

J. F.: "ls there anything that you can do better than anyone else?"
B. Y.: "Yes, I can read my own shorthand notes."
THIS WAY 0U'J',

Stenographer: "I called to see if you have an opening· for me."
Kind ffimployer: "Yes, there's one right behind you. Shut it as you go
out."
The following problem was presented to a country lad: An article is
purchased for $9.50 and is sold for $6.75. Does the transaction show loss or
gain?"
The answer given after considerable reflection waR :_"A profit was shown
in the cents, but a loss in the dollars."
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Follow our tracks
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AMBITIONS

G1·over (Bolivar)
Gratke (Sam)
Brown (Bill)
Ebersold (Rip)
Yan Hant (Shady)
Mabee (Jim)
McElhinney (Mac)
Hiatt (Anne)
Holiday (Sleepy)
Cooper (Coop)
Clemons (Clem)
Gormley (Doc)
Fields (Snake)
~farRhall ( Sam
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To
'l'o
'l'o
To
To
'l'o
To
To
To
To
To
To
'l'o
To

become popular.
be able to talk more.
have only one girl.
be Glad- "s".
1alk to girls.
be a stage manager.
become an orator.
become dean of women.
rest in peace.
become registrar at 'l'. C.
become a poei.
Howell.
be six feet tall.
be a German.

Tllere was a young student from Chicago,
Who wanted to see our buzz ,;aw go;
He put down bis face very cloi,;:e to the place,
And tlle doctor said, "'Yl1ere did his jaw go?"

If you wish to know the ton-ect method of
dress for a school teache1·, ask the Senior
Manual Arts students, they know!
"OH, OH, OH, SAMMY!"

Prof. Brown: " \,That is a rip saw?"
Student: ". knife-like instrument full of nicks?''
0\

Freshman student (in woodwork class): "\-Vill this buzz saw sa,v through
this knot hold?"
Prof. Brown: "Maybe you had better cut the hole out first."
.-\nn M.: " Mr. Cleveland, l want some of that curly hair."
~fr. Cleveland: "Oh, you mean steel wool'?"

DONT'S.

Don't use a clliRle for a screw driver.
Don't ask for material
ticket.

without yom· meal

Don't use the glue for face cream.
Don't make additions to the announcement
w1·itten on the blackboard.
Don't Rtart anything you can't finish.
Don't wear sweaters while conducting chapel.
JAMES MABEE, ESQ.
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" Cheer. Cheer, the
Ga1~s aU hQre ~
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IN THE FUTURE.

"PREPAREDN ESS"

How sad is my heart as I drive through the
country,
And look on the schoolhouse that sits by the
road,
At the weeds, and the sumac, the deep~tangled
playground,
'Round the little, old schoolhouse that's warmed
by a stove.
Oh, those old warping doors and the desks that
stand night it,
And e' en the old blackboard that hangs on the
wall,
In that little old schoolhouse, that long abused
schoolhouse,
That schoolhouse that sits at the foot of the hill.

But how glad is my heart as I dream o'er
the future,
Of the farm lad and lassie that are going to
be.
No more shall they trudge o'er the long,
dusty highway,
To the little, old schoolhouse, that iii-lighted
schoolhouse,
That long suffering schoolhouse at the foot
of the hill.

The new model schoolhouse I hail as a treasure,
With lighting and heating, and plumbing intact.
There the children can learn, and there learning's a pleasure,
In that new modern schoolhouse, that well
equipped schoolhouse,
That present day schoolhouse that stands on
the hill.

POSED
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WHAT'S WHAT.
The last few years have witnessed a marked
forward movement in rural life problems. One of
the foremost of these movements has been toward
better rural schools. Formerly, many other states
have been in the lead, but Iowa is now rapidly increasing.
We have now two hundred sixteen consolidated
schools in the state and more are being organized
from time to time.
Of these schools, the one at
Spirit Lake is the finest and largest in the United
States.
Because of this progress, better teachers are a
\Vith this idea in view, I. S. T. C.
necessity.
established a new course called the Rural Education Diploma Course, for the special training of
teachers for consolidated schools, and for rural
school supervision.

We, the class of 1918, believe these words are
true: "The farm is the best home of the family:
the main source of national wealth: the foundation
of civilized society.'' Therefore we have chosen
this course which we believe will fit us for leadership in one of the largest fields of service,-namely,
that of bringing the fa rm into its own .
\Ve cannot but succeed under the leadership of
the members of the rural department, and under
the inspiration of our untiring sponsor, Professor
Campbell.

ML". Leighton (in Physiog1·apby

class):

"'l'he

cause of geysers is-Miss
Jump."

MAY, 1916
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Wearers Of The ~

FOOTBALL
E. Whitford
.,ff rn. Berry
Jam es )fa bee
John Winn

Nel:son Hersey
Hany Y-oung
Vern Rodel'ick
Nate :B'ields

Abram James
Clarence Brown
Cal ~fcElhinney
Chas. McKinstry

BASKETBALL
Art Dickinson
John Wright

' Russell Dickinson
Clement Letich

Earl Whitford
Ira Perry

BASEBALL
Art Dickinson
.Tames Mabee

E. F. Grossman
C. F. Way

P. Jorgensen
E. ·w nitford

TRACK
Nelson Hersey

--Zeke" Wright

Coi·bin Hemphill

ATHLETIC HOARD
Chas. H. Bailey, Chairman
Geo. H. Mount
Leslie I. Reed
J. Owen Penine
-~- r. Berkstresser
R. F. Seymour, Secretary
Capt. Rel'sey
Capt. Whitford
Capt. Young
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Football

CAPT. WHITFORD

'l'he seaPon of 1916 found the Teachers up
again,-t the hardeRt schedule for man:v years. In
Rpite of early season injuries and lack of sufficient cornpetition, the team battled through the
Hchedule making every game a hard fought encounter, lo,-ing everl strnggle until the laHt one,
when they were able to muster their full sti-ength
fo1' the fil'st time since the opening game with
Ames. Our closest tival, Ellsworth College, was
defeated in the annual ]'hanksgiving Day Game,
which showed the fighting spirit of the team.
Battling tlnough Pevernl losing struggle,-, the
•·Old Gold" team staged a "come-back" which was
very gratifying to its supporters.

SCHEDULE AND SCORES
T.
Sept. 30- Ames ........... . .............. l!)
'l'.
7-:;\forningside .................... :rn
Oct.
T.
Oct. 13-Dpper Iowa ................... ::n
T.
Oct. 21- Cornell ........................ :H
'l'.
~Ii
.......................
Dubuque
~7Oct.
T.
Nov. :~-Buena Vista ................... 7
:2
T. C.
NoY. 11- Dubuque Germans .. 30
'l'. C... 13
Nov. :30- JDllRwol'th .......... 0

C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.

... . . .. ... . .. ... 0
................ 7
................ 0
0
.... . .. ... . .. ... 7

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . =~

SUXMARY
THE AMES GAME

Thi,- waR om· fi1·Rt game with Ames in o,·er
ten years, and our Rhowing was more than
creditable. One of ''Mun " ·w hitford'R dropkicks struck the fop of the crosRbar, only to
One other
bound back into the field of play.
good opportunity to Rcore was thrown away beDirector Clyde \'iTiJ cauPe of inexperience.
liarn,- c1·edited our team with having given
Ame,- ''a g·ood hard tuRsle."
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LAFE YOUNG, Capt.-Elect.
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THE MORNING SIDE GAME

This was the opening home game before 1,500
The team battled hard against
spectators.
much superior material and James' touchdown
in the last half, resulting from a long forward
paRs from Fields, brought the rooters to t heir
feet in a storm of approval.
THE CORNELL GAME

't'hi8 game would have 1·esulted in a yietory
hut for the crippled condition of our team.
Hm·dl;v a sound man stepped on the field at
Mount Vernon to meet the Cornell team which
wa8 also nippled, but to a leRs extent.
"BILL" CASEY

.THE UPPER IOWA GAME

Here is where the slump began. 'fhe two former games had laid up half
the line and a large pe1·centage of the initiative and leadership, and in this
more or less nippled condition and in the enemy's ter-ritor-y, the result was
disastrous.
THE DUBUQUE GAME
Cronin'8 touchdown from a kick-off was somewhat di8heartenin g, but the
much-adver tised Dalton at la8t found a line through which he could not plun ge.
The loR8e8 of the season, however, were beginning to tell on the "OLD GOLD"
·
team, and thi8 game added one more to the list.
THE BUENA VISTA GAME

This game was the 8ubject of a prote8t, and
the Hawkeye Conference subsequentl y took
step:-; looking to the severance of Hunea Vi8ta
from the Conference for playing ineligible men.
't'heii- touehdown 1·esulted from a foi-wai-d pa;:R
caught out of boundis in the ei-o,Yd, and, being
allowed by the offieia lis, added another to our
string of lm,se8.

JEWELL, Yell Master
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THE TEAM, 1916

THE DUBUQUE GERMAN GAME
Our safety during the first two minutes was the only bright spot in
this game. After this it got dark, darker and "darkey." These were the Conference Champions.
THE ELLSWORTH GAME
This was the grand come back!
Mustering our full strength for the first time since September 30th, we
went up into the enemy's country and "brought home the bacon." This closed
a season that was successful from every standpoint, except that -o f scores.
'L'his closed the career of Captain Earl "W hitford who, for four years, has
beeu the mainstay of one wing of our line, and who has always been the "Old
Faithful." Steady, dependable, always giving his best, he closed his college
football days with a victory, handing the honors over to Harry Young who was
unanimously selected to direct the 1917 team.
May hie measure up to the
standard of service set by "Whit."
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Baske t

Ba 11

The 1917 season has been a surprise rn some respects.
The material, though scarce, was the best in the history of the
school, and everything pointed toward a second Conference
Championship. The schedule included many of the best teams
in the State preceding the Conference games and the team was
rapidly put into condition with the result that the strong
Waterloo Y. M. C. A. team was defeated 26-14, a very
creditable showing was made against Iowa and Ames, (the
latter game being nearly a victory), and Coe was defeated
both at Cedar Rapids and here.
The Coe contest at Cedar
Fal ls was the real climax of the season, the local team going
at top speed and holding their opponents to a game without a
field basket, 17-4. The Indiana University game was a great
attraction on the winter schedule.
The first .five Conference games were lost by narrow margins, indicating a close struggle each time. Three of these
were played away from home under conditions that will often
upset a basketball team. Notwithstanding this, the team showed
"BERK"
a strength at times that surpassed any team that had ever represented the Teachers College. The closing games with Central
and Upper Iowa, the latter being runners-up for the Conference championship, gave our student body another opportunity to see our team at their real pace, and resulted in two important victories, 35-18 and 28-16.
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The personnel of the team included the following:ART DICKINSON: Played his fourth year. Could work at either center, guard or forward.
been an important factor in the team, leading them through several battles.

Has

EARL WHITFORD: He also closed his basketball career. A steady and sure guard. Held Coe's
star Yuill scoreless in two thrilling struggles. As good a guard as there is in the state,
and semi-annually throws a basket himself.
CLEM LETICH: Upper Iowa's star of last year. A great addition to the scoring strength whether
playing at center or guard. Ought to be a great factor in next year's team.
Russ DICKINSON: Brother to "Iii" Arthur.
speed next year.
IRA PERRY : From our Training School.
be his big year, also.

A fast youngster, who ought to be going at top

With a deadly eye for baskets.

Next year ought to

THE SECOND TEAM
More prominence was given this year to the second team than ever before. These are the
men who battle the big team and keep them on edge. Opening the season with a 20-5 victory
over the Cedar Falls Tigers, they played the Nashua High School two games, Charles City
Y. M. C. A., Osage Seconds, La Porte City, Cedar Falls Cyclones, and a series of three games
with T. C. H. S., winning two out of three. They broke even with Nashua, being the only
team to defeat Nashua this year, and won from La Porte and Cyclones. Out of the schedule
of ten games, they won six. Several of these men will be heard from next year.

SECOND TEAM
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Bas e

COACH SEYMOUR

Ba 11

The 1916 baseball outlook was bright and the team developed rapidly into shape, winning the first two games against
Ellsworth and vVisconsin State Normal, 6-0 and 4-2. A good
showing was made against Iowa at Iowa City, and Dubuque
Germans were defeated 8-7, and the Dubuque (St. Joe) team
3-1.
This last game was the feature of the schedule.
At
Dubuque the next week, we dropped a game 7-3, but redeemed
ourselves the following day at Platteville, Wis., where we defeated the State Normal 2-0 in a great pitchers dual. Whitford, who started the game, was hit on his salary hand the
first time up to the bat and retired, giving way to Schmitt who
held the home team hitless through the remaining seven innings.
Then we treated the home fans to a real "ascension.''
Morningsid e was the cause and the score 12-0. It was just
like playing a league team. The next game was Upper Iowa
at Fayette and our showing was better than usual at that place.
The score, 4-2 against us.
This losing began to get on our
nerves and we dropped the next game to Ellsworth, a weaker
team, 4-0, and the Memorial Day game to Dubuque College,
13-0.
The last game of the season, Upper Iowa here, was

THE TEAM, 1916
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called at the last of the 4th inning with no scores made. Altogether, the team was a stronger
aggregation than we had had for some time, and this year they ought to go well together.
The prospects are bright, and T. C. should be well represented on the diamond in 1917.
The following schedule ought to give us an adequate standard by which to compare our
strength with those of the colleges of the State.
April 23-Dubuque at Cedar Falls.
April 26-Highland Park at Des Moines.
April 28-Ellsworth at Iowa Falls.
May

1-Dubuque at Dubuque.

May

5-Dubuque Germans at Cedar Falls.

May

8-Highland Park at Cedar Falls.

Ma y 11-Ames at Cedar Falls.
May 12-Dubuque Germans at Dubuque.
May 17-Ellsworth at Cedar Falls.
May 21-Upper Iowa at Fayette.
May

24-Upper Iowa at Cedar Falls.

The new diamond and arrangement of bleachers last season were a great help and assured
a better means of handling our spectators. A new batting cage was also a feature.

OUR RECORDS IN THE HAWKEYE CONFERENCE

'J'he Teachers College holds the Hawkeye Conference Records in the fol lowing events:100-yard Dash

101/5 Sec.

M. W. Sheffield

4 min. 331/5 Sec.

W. C. Schluter

HO-yard Dash

54 Sec.

W. C. Schluter

220-yard Low Hurdles

27 Sec.

C. Clapper

1 Mile Run
State Record is 4 Min., 35 Sec. )

½ Mile Run

I~I
~

Pole Vault

2 Min., 5% Sec.

,V. C. Schluter

10 Ft., 10 In.

Robert Fearing

v\7ith the addition to this y,e ar's sqnad of Clement Letich, the Conference
reco1·d-holder in the Discus, and the new men which inevitably show up in the
Spring Term, the Track prospects will warrant the best efforts of every man
out.

W1_,__-~-222'°2' -:r.,}'
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Track
The 1916 Track Team had to be constructed out of "whole cloth." Hardly any material
of former teams remained. Dickinson, broad jumper, and Wright, pole vaulter, were about
all that the Coach could see at the beginning of the season. Hersey and Johnson, hurdlers,
soon began to loom-up as point winners,-Hemphill, in the sprints, and Skovlin and \Vinn, in
the weights, and Brown, in the vault. Had it not been for the fact that the competition last
year was so much keener than ever before, this team wo uld have compared favorably with
former teams. As it was, we could hardly be seen in the whirlwind of breaking records at
the Hawkeye Conference Meet held at Dubuque, May 27th. Five of the Conference Records
were broken at this meet, and but for the fact that the track was new, and therefore soft,
nearly every track record would have been surpassed. Hersey and Johnson placed second and
third in the high hurdles, Hersey second in the low hurdles, Hemphill third the 220-yard dash,
Cooper second in the two mile run, Brown tied for first in the pole vault, and Wright tied for
third in the same event. Dubuque German College won the meet, and at their invitation, the
1917 meet will be held on their grounds.
0

The 1917 schedule will include the Home Meet, a dual meet with each of the Dubuque
Colleges and the Conference Meet. Nelson Hersey was elected Captain and will make a good
leader for the 1917 team.
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Dramatic

DRAMATIC CLUB

ELOCUTION AND DRAMATIC ART
1'he influence of the work of this department is growing yearly and spreading far throughout Iowa and many other states. There are now fonr teachers
in this work; Miss Bertha Martin, Miss Laura Falkler, Miss Hazel Strayer, aud
The work is based on principles that are practical for
Miss Ruth \\'right.
the teaching of literatme in the public schools. ·w ork in expression. pe1·haps
more than an~- other collegiate work, gives to the stndent a marked degree of
personal power and culture.
Each year this department conducts two contests whic:11 are open to all
studentR. The Oratorical-Declamatory occurs in the Fall, while the Dramatic
Priz,es are given to those receiving tbe
contest comes in the \Vinte1· term.
first three places in the contests, r,espectively; and the high grade of woi-k
which is done, is a manifestation of a wide interest on the part of the students.
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"A PAIR OF SIXES"

(Mid-Winter Pl ay)
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MACBETH CAST

CAST OF CHARACTER S
.
.
Duncan, King of Scotland
.
.
Donaldbain S His sons .
(
}Ialcolrn
th
Macbe 1Gene1·a ls of the Kin O''s Ann,r
e
Banquo \
Macduffl
Lenox rNoblemen of Scotland
ROf;S

j

Fleance, Son of Banquo
Seyton, an officer attending on Macbeth
A Sergeantl
A Porter r
A Servant J
A MeRsenger
."'1. Doctor
First Murderer
Second Murderer
Attendants
Lady Macbeth
Gentlewoman attending on Lady Macbeth
LadieR in Waiting
Fil"Rt Witch
Seeond \\'itch
Thii-d Witch
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Rex Haight
Shedd
· {Wm. Burney
SJ. H. Boatman
l Walter Koester
rJohn Winn
~ Paul James
LFern Sharp
Ervin Moser
n. L. ~!eyer

SJ esse

ErwiJ1 Sage
Ervin Moser
,vm. Burne,·
S. C. J acobso~
Vern Roderiek
SWm. Franklin
l James Porter
Ruth Egbert Imlay
frene Fox
.
!Charlotte Bockenlhien
1Anna Rani"en
lRuby ReeRe
Leona Short
Hallie Ward
Marion Cooley

MACBETH (Commencement, 1916)
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MACBETH (Commencement, 1916 )
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Deb ate and Ora tory

In debating, a disproportiona te amount of
emphasis is ordinarily
placed upon getting the
votes of the judges-win ning the decision.
It is
too often forgotten that
the skill a debater acqui res in using the Iibra ry, in formulating a
brief, rn selecting and
arranging material, 111
developing a clear and
forceful style, and in
hand Ii n g
refutation,this is of much greater
importance than the mere
winning of a decision.
Nevertheless , we are all
more or less interested in
the votes of the judges.
Out of a possible
grand tota 1 of fifty-six
points for the last four
years, Teachers College
has received 23 ½ .
In
Oratory our record is
even better than in debate. Since 1896, out of
a tot a 1 of twenty-one
interstate contests among
five states, the Teachers
College has won nine
first
places.
Percival
PROFESSO R JOHN BARNES
Hunt, now Professor of
Coach of Debate and Oratory
English in the State University of Iowa, brought us the first honors in 1897.
Macy Campbell, now on our faculty,
secured first place in 1905, and John J. Cherny, at present with the State Department
of Education, won first honors in 1906. Then, after a lapse of five years, the Teachers won
first
honors in six successive contests.
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Forensic League

Gladys Hess
Secretary

Helen Hinckson
Vice-President

Lulu Sweigard
Treasurer

Nelson Hersey
President

THE FORENSIC LEAGUE

'l'he F.01'ensic League is a new organization embracing the old Debating
League and the Oratorical Associati-on. It is composed of one representative
from each incorporated and each provisional literary society together with
four members of the :fJaculty: the heads of the English, Government, and
Econ,omics Departments, and the coach of Debating and Oratory.
'l'he League aims to foster effective debating and oratory, and has immediate supervision .of all contests pertaining to these lines of work. Financial
support is maintained by assessing each society on the basis of its membership.
In return, the League furnishes to each society tickets of admission good for
any or all forensic activities of a single term. It is generally conceded that
the new organization is an improvement OYer the former management, and, fol"
that reason, it is meeting with hearty approval and cotdial support of the
student body.
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SOPHUS C. JACOBSEN
Interstate Oratorical Representative
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Hinkson

Sweigard

Gregg

COE -TEACHERS DUAL DEBATE - M ay, 19 16
P1·oposition : "Resolved, that the United States should take immediate
:a;tevs to make her navy equal to any in the world."
Jlffirmative
Kegativc
Helen Hinkson
Marguerite Gregg
Ella Chamberlin
Lulu Sweigard
Olive Vine
Anna Capellan
DECISION
At Cedw· .Falls
At Cednr Rapids
Coe, 2
Coe, 0
'L'eache1·s, 1
Teachers, 3

Chamberlin
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Vine

Capellan

Briden

Porter

White

DRAKE DEBATE- March 9, 1917

Ques•t ion: "Resolved, t hat t he United States Government should own and
operate all railroads within the United States; constitutionality conceded."
1-l ffirmatfoe

K cgati ce

Earle Powers
J olm " ' inn
Fred Lyon

Hubert White
J olm Briden
James Porter
DECISION

.t lt Cedar Palls

i-lt Des Moines
Drake, 2

1'eache1·s, 0
Drake, 3

Lyon

'l'eachers. 1

Powers

vYinn
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McKitrick

Perrott

Peterson

Barnes

DELTA SIGMA RHO
1917

Lyon
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Sage

Jacobsen

Briden

Brown
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Publications

The College Eye

•

•

♦

Jacobsen

Gaarder

Roderick

THE COLLEGE EYE
Sophus C. Jacobsen, Eclito1·
Vern R. Roderick, Business 1llanage1·
Alva Gaarder, Alwmz.cie Editor
ADVISORY BOARD

Dr. Chas. H . M:eyerholz
Prof. S. A. Lynch
Prof. G. W. ·w aiters
Prof. R. W. Getchell
Prof. Ira S. Condit
Prof. Sara F. Rice
l'rof. Irving S. Hart
TO THE COLLEGE EYE
Throughout this year (as heretofore) Iowa State Teachers College has issued a weekly
newspaper-a paper that compares favorably w ith any other college organ in the Middle
West. Editoria ll y, this sheet has gone far toward interpreting student problems; it has been
a potent factor in advancing college inte rests and in shaping college opinion; it has given us,
always, the unbiased judgment of a careful observer. It has increased in circulation; it has
expanded in advertising; it has developed in scope. To the College Eye Staff of 1917 belongs
the credit of a h igh reputation sustained and of a complex work well done.
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The Old Gold

STAFF

Jack F. Sly
Lawrence 1\1. Jepson

,,

Editor

Business Mgr.

ADVISORY BOARD

Dr. Chades H. Meyerbolz
Miss Lillian V. Lambert
l\lr. R. L. Dickenson
Miss Hazel B. Sti-ayer

Our Thanks to You
The OLD GOLD is completed. For better or for worse it stands-the record of the
senior year of a college class. We have endeavored to make it representative-to show the life as you have lived it. We have done
the best that we could with what we had ,
and you are responsible for what we had.
We want to thank our supporters for all
that they did and for all that they intended
to do. There are, for instance, the sororities
and the fraternities. It's rather difficult to
talk concretely about things that don't exist;
but in spite of their widely reported nonentity, their activities, while unsanctioned by
"official recognition," hardly warrant their
relegation to the abstract. \,Vhether they be
what they are or what the faculty says that
they a re, is of Iittl e moment; the fact remains that they gave us a lot of snaps, and
we're duly grateful.
Then there are the department heads.
It was surely nice of them to write one
page each regarding the progress of their
various divisions. In spite of the fact that
January first was the last possible date to
receive these much-desired articles, March
first found a few delinquents stil l striving
to stretch last year's accomplishments into
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THE OLD GOLD O F FIC E
two hundred and fifty words.
On the whole, though, the section was only two months late
in going to the printers; so the next time, dear comrades, that you are harshly rebuked
for
having a term the3i s a week or two over due, just whi s per " department section" to your
ov erzealous instructor.
And then we have the organizatio ns-the classes, societie3 and numerous clubs that
make
our campus life. Outside of the fact that some of them broke forth into majestic verse
when
they shouldn't have broken forth .at all, the re , ults were very satisfactory.
And then there's Jorgenson and Sorenson-o ur old friends J. and S. Why, we couldn't
have operated without them. (If it hadn 't been for the Ossolis and their donkey we'd
have
been friends yet. ) "Jorge" would take a picture of anything we wanted and have it
read y for
us fifteen minutes after date; and if we didn't show sufficient signs of joy, "Jorge" would
tak e
the thing over until the OLD GOLD office was redolent with satisfaction. For all
kinds of
accommodat ions, " Jorge, " we take off our hats to you!
And this is about all that we have to say. There are others who have aided us muchthere are some who could have aided us more-but whatever thi s volume is, it is
a product
of those in the school who willingly took a little of a full day to make a year-book that
would
be a credit to their college.
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Aristos

INTER-SOCIETY DEBATERS

Ludeman

Sorenson

Meyer

Jorgenson

'l'he Aristo society stands for the progress and the highest possible development of its members. It has always i-ucceeded in placing a large number of men
in the different intercollegiate contests. Last yeair the society had eleven men
on the varsity football squad; and won the intersociety basketball champion1<hip for the third consecutive time, capturing a permanent title to the intersociety trophy. 'l"wo years ago, Willard Patty won for the Aristos the Mead
'l'rophy for excelling in oratoi·y. Last year the Aristos tied with the Philos
for the Sage 'l'rophy by placing five of the intercoJlegi,a te debaters. This year,
S. C. Jacobsen again captured the Mead T'rophy and represents the school in
the interstate contest.
However, in the sti-uggle for literar~· and athletic hon01·s, the S-O<.:ial side of
the society has not been neglected. Here much of the societies' success is due
to the loyalty and co-ope1,ation of the sister society, the "Shakes." 'rhe joint
initiation, the banquet, togethe1· with the "Shakes," and the joint social affairs
that ham been held from time to time, have been unique successes in every
respect.
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Page Two hundred twenty-one

0 r i o s
1893- 1917
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0 ri o s
1893- 19 17

CoLORS:

MOTTO: a Ever

White and Gold

onward, step by step"

OFFICERS
Sp1·vng Tenn, 1916

President

President
Winter, 1916-17

DAVID SCI-IMJ'l.'1'

F'aU, 1916
0. F.

C. L.

President

VAN SANT

GORMLEY

ORIO
Since its organization twenty-four years ago, Orio Society has been reaching ever upward.
In 1893, its organization made possible intersociety triangular contests. Basketball, baseball, track events, oratory and debating have been the chief forms of competition, and in all
of these we find that Orio has taken a place quite worthy of mention. At present, debating is
the activity of prominence at I. S. T. C. A summary of points up to date will show the part
Orio has taken in these triangular events. They are as follows: Orio 145, Philo 140, Aristo
120. This year we shall be represented by the four ablest debaters in the society, viz: Kent,
Halliday, Phillips and Motte. These men are determined to uphold our standard and we
firmly believe that they will do so with the backing they are due to receive from the society.
Clio, our sister society, deserves a large share of the credit for making our social events
such great successes. As your brothers, Clio, we wish you the acme of success and advancement throughout the years to come.
We predict for the future a still greater Orio society, a society that will mean more than
ever to its members, a society representative of all that is best in student life.

Phillips
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Kent

Motte

Halliday

Philos

INTERSOCIETY
DEBATE

1917
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SHAKE
ALPHA
CLIO
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Shake spear ean

PRESIDENTS

ALVA VOORHIES

EDNA GIBBS

HELENA JONGEWAARD
RUTH

Winter

Fall

Spring

MARY SHORT

VINCENT

SHAKE ROLL
Sylvia Peterson
R H ody Copley
G! A dys Braley
Bess K ieth
H Ei ena J ongewaard
Mary S hort
Donna P otter
Louis E Gibbs
Ju lia A nder so n
Ruth R owe
ElizabE th Jones
Avild A Buck
Hele N Knapp

Veda S teck
Gladys H ess
JuliA Bockenthien
Ruth K ennedy
Mab! E Clausen
MarS hal! Huntoon
Bernice P age
MaybelJE Golden
Ann A Copley
Flo R ence Burd
Ga! E Gardiner
Ele A nor Jones
lo N e HelJer
LoiS Davidson

E T hel Lennon
H elen Clarke
E! E anor Luse

Edi T h Welsh
H ulda Zilmar
GenevievE McKay
Jenni E Mitze
Pa N sy Ziekmeyer
Grace D ay
Winifred Cherry
1\1aR y O'Connor
Lois Br O nson
Bernice W eart
Margaret K N ight
Olive S essions

Elizabeth D Avis
Alice L ennon
Ve L ma Orris
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Grac E Wilson
Na N Martin
Ma D eline Nisbet
Alice O' Connor
Florence R ussel
Alva Vo O rhies
Henrietta W hitacre
Hele N Vandeveer
Mildred S hank
Edn A Gibbs
Margaret Mu! L arky
Kath lee n Mi L ler
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" SHAKE " CALENDAR
Sept. 21-Weinie Roast
Sept. 22-Volunteer Program
Japanese Tea
Sept. 29-Summer Program
6-Riley Program
Oct.
Shake-Aristo Party at Gym
Oct.
7-Shake Formal
Oct. 13-"T.C." Program
Oct. 20-Indian Summer Program
Oct. 2I-Formal Initiation
Shake-Aristo Dinner
Oct. 27-Hallowe'en
Nov. 3-Football Program
(Candy treat by pledges)
Nov. 4-Shake-Aristo Informal Initiation
Nov. IO-Science Program
(More candy from pledges)
Nov. 17-Foreign Program

Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mch.
Mch.

24-Thanksgiving Program
I-Book Program
8-Winter Program
IS-Magic Program
16-Shake-Aristo Christmas Party
5-Volunteer Program
12-Famous Women
I 5-Shake-Aristo Musicale
19-Teachers Program
26-Education Program
2-Winter Resort Program
( 'Ve had some more candy )
9-Popular Music Program
I6-Famous Men
23-George Washington Program
( Guest Day )
2-Newspaper Program
9-lrish Program

" OWL- OGY"
I'll not attempt with words preparative,
To mitigate this simple narrative,
Although 'twill stir your kind solicitude
To learn that, by some strong vicissitude,
Like many folks in quest of knowledge,
We ran direct to Teachers College,
And once inside these halls historical
Waxed eloquent and oratorical.

Said Sister Shakes, "You've lived too long rn College
Surrounded, ma'am, by ancient ologies.
You have exchanged professors numerous,
Now swap them off for something humorous."
I guess they'll miss their graduate Shakes,
,vhen things get muddled and all mixed,
And they've no handy book of reference,
\Ve've tried to keep them with all reverence.
So Sister Shakes we give without apology,
The Easy Chair presided by our "Owl-ogy,"
And maidens discreet in search of knowledge now,
Matriculate in this same circle of this college now.
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A 1 p ha
1877- 1917

Morro :

COLORS:

"Guard well life's beginning"
FLOWER:

Pink and White

Carnation

PRESIDENTS
MADELINE WOOLFORD

MABEL ANDERSON

VERA CAFFAL

ROSE PIPAL

ALPHA ROLL
Mabel Anderson
Helen Baily
Lucile Bently
Pearl Childress
Marjorie Cheney
Vera Caffal
Hope Foote
Rhea Ford
Margaret Fitzgerald
Eunice Lee
Lois Morris
Flosella McEnamy
Lizette Meltzer
C larine Muller
Rose Pipal
Emily Pipal
Ethel Sadler
Gladys Sabin

Madeline Woolford
Helen Willard
Marguerite Wallace
Mildred Wilcox
Olive Cooledge
Meda Gallagher
Blanche Ives
Dorothy Cooledge
Mary Artley
Marie Butterfield
Nellie Belz
Freda Brown
Betty Carr
Nora Dietel
Helen Grey
Ella Geneva
May Gibson
Mabel Huddleston

'"'

Lorna Hartong
Helen Keagy
Ruth Maag
Ruth Lash
Hazel Porter
Doris Palmer
Ruth Pike
Murrel Miller
Carrol Martin
Bernice Reynolds
Jean Souter
Vesta Rugge
Matred Whitham
Ruby Whitham
Ruth Wilson
Gretchen Madeiros
Alberta Woodring

CALENDAR
Alpha Tea
Alpha Reception
Alpha Formal Initiation
Alpha-Philo Informal Initiation
Alpha-Philo Christmas Party
Alpha Tea
Skating Party
Alpha Reception to Philos
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Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Dec.
Feb.
Feb.
Mch.

23
5

13
31
20
2
20
2

Morris Home
Radell Home
Alpha Hali
San Souci
Alpha-Philo Hall
Alpha Hall
Rink
Alpha Hall
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C 1i o
1886-1917

FLOWER:

COLORS: Yellow and ,Vhite
Chrysanthemum
Mmv.ro : "Lux et Veritas"
PRESIDENTS

Winter

Fall

Spring
HELEN HINKSON

LEONE SHORT

RUBY GILTNER

EDNA POLLOCK

J ACOBA

ORPHA MILLESON

VAN DELLAN

HONORARY MEMBERS
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and

Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.

Begeman
Condit
Merrill
Mount
McKitrick
Bond
Charles
Knoepfler
Perrine

Miss Roberts
Miss Duncan
Mr. and Mrs. Davis
Miss Atchison
Miss Buck
Miss Young
Miss Wild
Miss C hild s
Miss Carpenter

Miss Condit
Miss Liek
Mr. Dickenson
Mr. Sampson
Miss Wagonvoord
Miss Thompson
Miss E li zabeth Pearce
Miss Hearst
Miss Pierce

ROLL

J rene Berg
Katherine Berkstresser
Esther Birdsall
Sara Bishop
Maryeda Boyd
Helen Brown
Dorothy Condit
Ora Davidson
Mabel Eberhardt
Muree Ehlers
Ruth Fairbanks
June Fisher
Olive Gillies
Ruby Gi ltn er
Emma June Grason
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Marguerite Gregg
Esther Groneweg
Margretta Gunderson
Neva Gutches
Louise Hearst
Blanche Henak
Marian Henderson
Helen Hinkson
Bess Howell
Mae Howell
Hilda Jacobson
Dagny Jensen
Pearl Kent
Evelyn Kingdon
Helen Klingamen
Edith Liek

Lela Linder
Ste ll a Maiden
Florence Marsh
Helen McAlvin
Jessie Meechem
Lucille Milleson
Orpha Milleson
Grace Miller
Bertha Pitman
Elma Rothlisberger
Leone Short
Bernice Speer
Gladys Swift
Jacoba Van Dellan
Byrdena Wenger
Mina Wilson

Paqe Two hund1·ed thirty-nin e
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LEONA SHORT
Winner of First Place in Declamatory Contest

Inter- Collegiate
Debators
1917

I
HELEN HINKSON

MARGUERITE GREGG
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CLIO RECEPTION , 1916
Clio Society, founded in 18 86, has always striven to develop the social nature of her members and to maintain a high literary standard.
This year has added a most inspiring chapter to her already illustrious history. The year
opened with the return of a goodly number of old memb ers in whom the ideals of the society
were firmly imbedded.
It was with care and consideration that some of the new girls in
school were selected to fill the ranks, and as a result the hall has witnessed great co-operation
and good fellowship.
Our good times started with a reception given to prospective Clios, which was soon followed by an early breakfast up the river in company with the Orios. Several joint programs
with the Orios were given and enjoyed very much by all.
The ·'formal" given by the Clios was one of the most beautiful of .the season's entertainments. The gymnasium was prettily decorated in yellow and white, the large room partially
enclosed by streamers. Divans, pillows, and rugs gaYe a homelike air to the scene. At six
o'clock the guests sat down to a sumptious banquet. Later in the evening the Orios joined the
Clios, and the "formal" was concluded in a jolly and " informal " good time, as all Clio parties
are bound to be.
The zenith of the rush season was reached in the formal initiation held in Clio Hall,
when twenty-four young ladie s pledged themselves to sisterhood in the Cliosophic Society.
The impressive ceremony under the golden light of the Star and Crescent gave a charm of
deep solemnity, and made the occasion memorable for its beauty, dignity, and simplicity.
After this, the annual initiation banquet with the Orios was held at the Irving Hotel in
Waterloo.
But Clio good times did not stop with the end of the "rush" season. Every meeting held
a special pleasure. The surpri~es of candy, and fruit, and salad, together with the many unique programs, such as our Conversational Program, the Teachers Convention, the Home
Economics Program, and others, added life and zest to the work of the society.
Clio has lived up to her reputation in furnishing representatives in the activities of the
school. Four of her members have served on the Y. W. C. A. cabinet. Two took part in
the mid-winter play. Two were in the Woman's Debate with Coe College, and it was a Clio
girl who won first place in the Declamatory Contest.
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Neo
Eulalian
Delphian
Homerian
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Ne o
MOTTO:

" Nulla vestigia restrorsum"
FLOWER: Yell ow Rose

EMBLEM:

COLORS: Corn and Blue
Laurel Leaf

PRESIDENTS

Spring 1916
MAY CONNOR
LUCY WINTER

Fall 1916
IVY HUNT
MARIAN WALLACE

Winter 1917
MARIAN SHERIDAN
ALMA A~PEN

HONORARY MEMBERS
Prof. and Mrs. E. J. Cable
Prof. and Mrs. C. A. Fullerton
Prof. and Mrs. John R. Frampton
Miss
Miss Sara F. Rice
Miss
Mis~ Beatrice E. Wilbur
Miss
Miss Frances Dearborn
Miss
Mr. Lowell E. M. vVelles
Miss
Miss Gladys Hooper
Miss
Miss Harriet Case
Mr. Ernest Zechiel

Dr. and Mrs. W. L. Hearst
Dr. and Mrs. Wesley Wiler
Prof. and Mrs Stone
Monica R. Wild
Elizabeth Platner
Jennie Hutchinson
Irene Piper
Clara Nolte
Elizabeth Pierce

NEO ROLL
Leora Clemens
Anna Hoover
Anne Masters
Dale Hunting
Ola Kaffenberger
Vivian Muller
Bess Davis
Mary Sheridan
Kathryn Murphy
Helen Fullerton
Eva Hicks
Florence Sullivan
Wanda Arney
Katherine Osia
Melinda Castin
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Alma Aspen
Marian Wallace
Mildred Ross
Blanche Squirer
Lorna Bishop
Marian Oathout
Esther Oldenberg
Mayme Schnepf
Gladys Sechler
Mildred Mott
Marjorie Walker
Mabelle Desing
Hilda Frey
Ruth Fullerton
Grace Williams

Bernice Eastman
Agnes McKay
Cuma Mabie
Dena Gillin
Shirley Wild
Minnie Opfer
Genevieve Wilson
Ivy Hunt
Lucy Winter
Genevieve Staudt
Hallie Ward
Esther Gregson
Harriet Santee
Alma Langhout
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NEOTROPH IAN
When the first meeting of the Neotrophian society was called last fall,
many familiar faces were missing. What would we do? Why, :find new girls
to take their places, of course. 'l'his was accomplished during the first few
weeks of the fall term amid a rush of parties, frolics and teas, all of which
came to a climax in a beautiful initiation ceremony at "Neo" hall and a very
informal initiation at Willard Hall.
A few weeks later the new girls, wishing to have their turn at being
hostesses, g,ave the old girls a mysterious invitation which proved to mean a
delightful little luncheon. Since then we have had many jolly times.
But you must not think that "Neo" means nothing but fun and society.
We have worked hard and learned many things about expression, literatur,e,
art, and music; and through it all we are forming some of the dearest and
most helpful friendships of our college days. In a school like ours we are apt
to have many acquaintances, but few real friends. In "Neo" we are making
genuine friendships that will be a help and inspiration through life,-friendships that will help us to remember our motto: "Nulla Vestigia Restrorsum."

Too

MANY.

Miss B.: "What? vVere you out after ten last night?"
Katherine M.: "No, Miss Broeksmit, I was only after one."
" OH , COLLEGE DAYS- "

Little bits of wisdom,
Little words of wit,
Anything the Neo's say,
Ts sm·e to make a hit.

" NEO "

T'he college days
Have their df'lights;
But can't compare
With College nights.
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1st Neo (stand ing near Latin room): "What's that noise in there?"
2nd Neo: "Why don't you know? That's the ponies."
Florence S.: "You talk too much."
Alma A.: "You're next."
"Where is the best school in U. S. A?"
Ira: "Ames." (He goes to school there. )
There was a young lady named Hoover,
And nothing on earth could e'er move 'er.
She knew what she thought,
And her mind it was sot,
She defied anyone to disprove 'er.

Doc:
Ruth
Dr.:
Ruth

There was a young lady named Mott,
Had a voice and I'm sure it's no blot
To say she could sing,
To beat anything,
This lovely yo ung creature named Mott.

AFTER A PLEASANT EVENING'S COASTING.
"Does your foot still pain you?"
F.: "N-o."
"Does your head ache much?"
F. (tu rning to nurse) : "I guess not. Does it nurse?"

1st Neo: "Why sister dear, did you take a shower?"
2nd Neo: "Why, is one missing?"
Vivian M.: "I hear that the daintest muslins are made from the fiber of the banana tree."
Anne M.: "Then they ought to be easy to slip on." ·
N. B.: "The regular meeting of the Neotrophian Society will commence at 3 :30 Friday
and continue until further notice." ( Some Meeting!)
EPITAPH.
A lady named Hunt lies here,
Let us pause to drop a tear,
'Twas Math that killed the lovely daughter,
Condit's Calculus finally got 'er.

NEO SIDE SHOW ATTRACTIONS .
Shortest Neo-Mary Sheridan.
Thinnest Neo-Katherine Osia.
Most Serious Neu-Marion Oathout.
Biggest Neo-Bess Davis.
Noisiest Neo-Hilda Frey.

A BIT OF NEW ADVICE.
"You can't drive a nail with a sponge no matter how much yo u soak it."
Turn failure into victory,
Don't let your courage fade,
And if you get a lemon,
Just make some lemon-ade.
WHAT THEY ARE STARRING IN.
Hanky Panky-Florence Sullivan.
Girl of the Golden West-"Tanda Arney.
Little Women-Dale Hunting, Blanche Squire.
Common Law-The Faculty.
Man Hater-Marian Wallace.
My Lady of the Slipper-Eva Hicks.
Slim Princess-Lucy Winter.
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Eulalian
COLORS:

Green and White

EMBLEM:

FLOWERS:

Crescent and Feather
Morro:

MASCOT:

Smilax and Marguerite

Homer, the White Elephant

"The higher we rise the grander the view"

PRESIDENTS
Spring Term 1916
OLIVE VINE
GRACE HILLIER

Fall Term 1916
FLORENCE KITCHEN
ANNA NORBERG

/¥inter Term 1917
SYLVIA LUKENBILL
MYRL RISTINE

HONORARY MEMBERS
Mr. Lynch

Miss Duncan

Miss Schuneman

Miss Nisbet

Miss Martin

Miss Askey

Mr. Mitchell

Mr. Getchell

Miss Burton

Mr. Peterson

Mr. Meyerholz

Miss Charleton

Miss Tagert

ROLL
Verna Auten

Grace Hillier

Leona Meier

Ena Auten

Florence Hood

Lottie McPherson

Georgia Allen

Violet Hockspeier

Mary Parkhouse

Gladys Barnes

Maude Howell

Lenora Pendelton

Grace Barnes

Ferne Johnson

Florence Price

Edith Cole

Acksa Kingdon

Beulah Rowe

Hazel Cole

Gaye Kane

Myrl Risting

Beulah Dodge
Grace Erickson

Nellie Kluse

Olive Stake

Florence Kitchen

Lula Sweigard

Estel Hale

Florence Lee

Marie Harrison

Sylvia Lukenbill

Adelaide Thein
Ruth Titus

Ora Belle Hicks

Kathleen Morris

Mary Welch

Elsie Walleser
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Delphian

COLORS :

FLOWER:

Purple and White
MOTTO :

White Carnation

" Fit Via Vi"

PRESIDENTS
DORIS MAHANKE

ALVA GAARDER

BESS WILLIAMS

DOROTHY HOUTS

CAROLYN KEMMAN

MARGUERITE MOTTET

HONORARY MEMBERS
Mr. and Mrs. Mount

Mr. and Mrs. Campbell

Mr. Samson

Mr. and Mrs. Fagan

Mr. and Mrs. Barnes

Miss Pearce

ROLL
,

Alice Beanblossom

Alva Gaarder

Lucille Bell

Grace Harvey

Lucille Bingen

Lucille Hall

Gladys Sewell

Florence Black

Julia Harrison

Lola Carter

Ethel Howard

Vivian Shearer
Sina Spiker

Iris Crawford

Carolyn Kemman

Bess Spencer

Gladys Christie

Myrth · Koto

Edith Sweet

Bertha Logsden

Ethel Schilling

\111 innifred

Curray

Edna Smith
Mabel Strong

Marguerite Mottet

Stella Tenold

Lillis Day

Margaret McKercher

Alma Erickson

Edna Mil ler

Bess Williams
Meta v\Tarner

Alice Fowler
Ruth Foskett

Mabel Miller
Adelphia Mitchell

Joy Wilcutt

Meta Fricke

Beulah North

Gladys Parker

Mary Gilmore

Sara Schuler

Gertrude Reynolds

Hazel Curran

Iva Walker
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Conductor: "Your fare,
Miss.''
Pretty Delphian: •'Oh!
do you think so?"

OH,

GIRLS!

Ethel Howard mails poi'<lt-cards without addressing them and tlten sits
down and sighs for a hook and line with which to fislt them out again.

So:1rnw1-rnam

lN FRA:srCR,

MAYim?

Mr. Paul: '·Miss Logsden, where is Egypt?"
Bertha: "Why, I think it's somewhel'e iu South Amel'ica."

LtH:ille Bingen iR absent minded.
Listen to this as the title of a talk
fot a Valentine program :-Thanksgiving cuRtoms in - - !"

Mal'garite Mottel, upon taking the
chair as pl'ei,.dcle11t: "\Ye will now
dispense for a shod l'ecess."

Lola Cat·ter·: "May 1 be excused?
I want to make a train."
\'oite: "\That are you going to
make it out of"?"
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Homerian

COLORS: Delft Blue and White
MOTTO: "We seek the best"
El\lBLEM: Lyre and Laurel vVreath
FLOWERS : Sweet Pea and Fern
MASCO'.r: ,vhite Horse
PRESIDENTS
Spring 1916
HELEN VIETHS
MABEL HARKIN

F'all 1916

CELIA N ATZKE
REBECCA TA'l'E
lV inter 1917

ELLEN ROBB
MERNA MORSE
FACULTY MEMBERS
Pres. and Mrs. H. H. Seerley
Mr. and Mrs. W . W. Gist
Mr. and Mrs. R. X McKitrick
Mr. G. W. Samson

Miss
Miss
Miss
Mrs.

Mai·garet Oliver
Anna Wild
Anna G. Childs
Potter

.AC'l.'IVE MEMBERS
Laura Bailey
Irene Burk
Olive Cartano
Dora Corcoran
:Neva Gallup
Callie Gabrielson
Justine Granner
Hilda Ganger
)farie Herman
l\fary Hathaway
Viola Kreuger
Meta Leftivich

Pearle Long
Bei-nic-e Law
Lol'a Lee
)[el'na Morse
Huth Misbach
('elia -Xatzke
Gertl"ude Noble
Elma Pri<:kett
:\Ierle Packard
Bernice R,avelin
Alice Ross
Hazel Hichai·dson

Ellen Robb
Ruth Sheldon
,\.lice Swickard
Relrna Schumann
Mahle 'rurner
Hehec:a Tate
Mabel 'l"anner
Mae "'ehster
Elsie Wild
Ve1·a Wi11terowd
Verna Zan
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REBECCA'S SOLILOQUY

Last month, I was a consistent feministand so ''advanced." Simply wild about Suf, frage and ,Voman's Work and all that-but
since He was here M Easter time, I don't
P,eem to care about anything "worth while"
- not even the Vote. I just want someone to
come home at six o'clock every evening, and
fill the house with bayrum and tobacco
smoke,· and put the screens on in the spring,
and the cat out at night, and fix the mdiator
and " look at the furnace," and bully the
cook and say, "There, thei,e ! Never mind!
I
Let its husband do its thinking for it."
want somebody to tell me how the country
ought to be run and-but then, Mrs. YValker
f'ays school teachers should be discreet - .·o-- - - OPTIMISM.

Gertrude Noble: "Oh dear! My arms are so tired carrying these story
books around."
Pearl Long: "Just smile, kid, and be glad you aren't an octapus."

IN

DEEP

w ATER.

Mr. Walker: "Who are you going with tonight, Miss Herman?"
Marie: "E'er-really, I can't remember the name."

FACT.

Merna Morse (anxiously calling the meeting promptly on time): "Let's
call roll quickly before all the girls get h'e re so we can collect money for fines."

COMPROMISE.

Pres•i dent: "We Clan't seem to be able to agree as to whether we shall put
Mr. Seerley's picture on our mascot, the white horse on the frontespiece of
our section of the annual."
Metta Leftivich (innocently) : "Miss President, I make a motion that we
compromise and put Mr. Seerley on horseback."
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Homerianisms
For anv matter of Law "ask the Zarr."
Mae ,,,.: "Couldn't do it for laughing."
Hilda G.: "Oh, I'm all enthused."
Bernice H.: "Our Musical Genius."
Iren B.: "Om· 'Dutch' Girl."
Jm,tine G.: ·'A good Rubstantial Homerian girl in more ,vays than one.''
Huth M.: "Our Militant Suffragist.
Laura B. was talking to one of the training school children and questioning her as to her prog1·ess.
The little girl proudly infmmed her that Miss
P1·ickett had taught her to "punchate." "vVell, dear," said Laura, "and how
is it done?" "You see," explained the child, "when you write Hark! you put
a hatpin after it; and when you ask a question, you put a buttonhook."
"Swez" and "Lee," after a prolonged discussion about getting new roommates for the next year, decided to room tog·ether, as they refused to give up
their present room.
COMPLll\fEK'l'ARY '?
Lora Lee ( to critic) : "Did I give that all right'?"
Ruth Sheldon: "Yes, but for pity's sake stand so that your feet will at
least know they are neighbors."

MAY, 1916
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CHRESTO
ZETA
IRVING

OSSOLI
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Chres to
1901- 1917

COLORS:

FLOWER:
Cream and Wine
MOTJ.'O: "Ich Dien"

Red Rose

PRESIDEN'l'S
lVinter Term
MAHALA McCuLLOCE
JEAN ROBINSON

Fall Term
GLADYS BIRD
GRACE M. CURRY
HONORARY MEMBERS
Miss
Miss
Miss
2\fiss
Miss

Mr. and Mrs. Berkstresser
Mr. and Mrs. Stone
Mr. and Mrs. Walters
l\fr. Merchant
Miss Johnson

Scofield
Carpenter
Correll
Burton
White
ROLL

Gladys Bird
Ethel Baldy
Lucille Bartlett
Amy Bloxham
Esther Brown
Edith Bryan
Sophia Busch
Zella Chamberlain
Bertha Charlson
Coretta Cool
Sarah Cummings
Grace Curry
Emma Drummond
Zylpha Erskein
Lois Fitzgerald
Martha Fullerton
Iva Giles
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Esther Hanson
A.nn Hiatt
Yelma Hiatt
Martha Hiatt
Evelyn Hintz
Grace Karges
Edna Lage
Ella Lage
hene Lewis
Ora Mackland
Lelia ~farsh
Mahala McCulloch
Heleu McDonald
Elba Miller
Irene I'arna
l )orothy Pockels
::\fary Porter

Jean Robinson
Alice Robinson
'l'hetesa Rahower
Gladys Schneider
Iva Schlatter
Celia Spencer
Ruth Smith
Ruth Sweezy
Beulah 'l'aylor
Myrtle Tyler
Lucille ,Vatson
Lanra YVellendorf
Wanda Willits
Marguerite YiTorrell
June Yi'right
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PROPHECY
Many years have passed away since the happy days I spent in Iowa State
Teachers College. Well do I remember the Chresto girls of 1!}16-HH7 and my
recent journeys have brought me in touch with many of them once more. Last
year we spent in traveling by aeroplane to vm·ious
points of interest. Om first desire was to visit the
dear old college. You can well imagine om delight
in finding quite a numbe1· of our old sotiety members in that tity.
I must tell you how royally we were entertained
in the President's cottage. The P1·esident's name
will not interest you, of tom·se, until I tell you that
the President's wife is our own well known Gladys
B. Glad.rs seemed as happy and as eltee1·fnl as ever,
even though her ambitions to become a great mu sician were dianged to other channels.
Lois, Myrtle and Jean were also located in that
city and had positions on the faculty. 'J:he girls told
us about Zella, you remember Zella w,a s ,a lways fond
of nature study. She is now located in Minnesota, having a position as coworker in a plant mythology company.
The next portion of our journey foulld us in a small Dakota town where
we wei·e forced to stop for repairs. Tn the dining room of the hotel we noticed
a very familiar looking face opposite us.
We deeided that this person was
Esther and made ourselves known to her. After some rather delicate questioning we learned that Esther still retained the name of "B"-being engaged in
her chosen profession as Primary Critic in that town. "\Ve spent the evening
with Esther, talking over old times. She gave us this clipping takPn from a
Washington, D. C., paper. "Miss Helen Mc, one of the prominent club women
of this cit~·, has made a very excellent contribution to the :@m,hion "\Yorld. She
has perfected a lovely hose made from straw which is sure to become a valuable
substitute for the once popular silk va1,iety."
From that town we had a wonderful flight acroRI'! the mountains to the
lovelJ· little vmage of Hanford in northern Oalifornia. 'L'he chief atti-,action
ln eonnection with this
of that country is the open air theatre at Hanfo1·d.
theatre is a training sehool for actresses. "\Ve found Leila, Corntta, Evelyn
and Elba doing very effective work ns profe.<;sors in the department of
Aesthetie dancing.
A trip thrnugh California is not complete, however, " ·ithout a Rojoum at
Long Beach.
How many friends one meets in such a place!
Among
the early arrivals last season were l~mma D. and famil~·- "\Vhat a surprise it
was to learn that Emma ever reached the point where Rhe could confine he1·
affections to one man.
One afternoon we went to San Franeiseo to ineet a great oeenn line1· from
the East. "\Ye wei-e so happy to be the fit·st to greet Ruth, Bertha and Bdythe,
our missionaries who were just 1-eturning from China.

-1
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I must not forget, however, to mention the charming stenographer. Grace
G. is her name, and she and her faithful "Oliver" are well known to all the
bwa;iness ti,an~ients at our hotel.
In the early Rpring we continued our journey into the southland. As we
were sailing over the large area of Texas ranches, we decided to stop at one
very ptospe1·om, looking ranch home. Much to our surprise, Ora M. greeted
us when we knocked at the door. 0£ course we did not inquire, but we were
very desirom; to know '•if ia:lte accepted the first man who asked her." vVe remernbe1·ed that was one of her numerous tllreats during college da~•s.
'''e could only spend the night at this hospitable ranch home, so the next
morning found us well on om· wa;v to New Orleans. w ·e arrived there in time
to attend the "fashion sllow·' of the season. Much to our surprise the Laage
siste1·s furniRhed the prize-winning millinery. Later we visited their hat shop
in an exclusive part of the city. ~fartha and Ann, we learned, contributed
freely to the suc:cesR of this show.
Another long flight b1·ought us to the city of Chicago. We were entertained at the home of Sophia B. Her husband is ,a prominent doctor. They
Sophia gave us rnry
are very hap1J<ily situated in a lovely lakeside home.
pleasing information about 'l'here1-1a R. and Irene L. Both are well known and
popular fiction writers.
Z;vlphi a is applying her Ruperior knowledge of home economics on the
pt1ai rieR of Illinois.
,Ve made a hasty flight ac:ross the country to Nm-v York. 'l'here we found
G1·ace C., Amy B., and \\'a nda ,Y., th1>ee of the most popular movie actresses
in the c:ity. Grace told us that Gladys S. had been spending the best part of
her life in the Red Cross Service in France.
\Ye 1·etumed home late in the fall. 'l'he only imdnesR connected with our
trip was the fact that we were unable to hear from everyone of our old g·irls.
'\\'e have eve1·.v 1·ea,:on to believe, however, that " ·berever they are, they are
R. S., 1917.
living UJ• to tlte true ideals o fthe Chrestos.
1
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SHADES OF CAESAR!

Pupil asked to transl,ate ''Haec in
Galliam est importatus."
Pupil: "Rike into Gaul-it's important."
Lelia: "l dreamed last night I was
in heaven."
Uoretta: "Did you see me there?"
Lelia: "Yes, that's why 1 knew I
was dreaming."
One stormy night Irene was entering "Spec" from Ft. Dodge. Looking out "Spec" said: "Awful night- not fit to turn a dog out into."
Irene (holding open the door): "Goodnight, 'Spec.'"
Miss Strayer (in elocution class): "Interptet 'Concord, roused, forgot her
old baptisirnal name.' "
Helen Mc: "Why, Concord was full of Baptists.''

Busn,ESS IS Bus1KESS.

Lelia: "Can a man tell when a woman loves him?"
Chuck: "He can, but he ought not to."
"W,e do all our cooking by electricity here."
''Take this egg out and give it another shod::."

H. ~f. entet·ed one of the grocery sto1·es on c-ollege hill and ,asked the proprietor if she might use the telephone. He, in gracious manner, directed her
to the desired instrument. 'Ille pe1·son on the other end of the line asking R.
where she was, l'ec-eived the rep]~-. "Oh, I'm up hel'e in a dinky little grocery
store.''
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Zeta
Cor,oRs:

Rose and Gtay
FLOWER: Pink Hm,,e

MOTTO:

MASCO'!' : Black Cat
"We seek the truth"

PRESIDENTS
Fall

Spring

VERA JOHNSO?\
MARIE HOWE

MARCIA DAIG~EAU
ELSIE NARBOR

Winter
MARJORIE METCALF
MAMIE WRIGH'l'

Critic

Mrss CARPENTmR
HONORARY MEMBERS

Dr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs.
l\fr. and Mrs.
l\fr. and Mrs.
l\fr. and Mrs.

Gist
Condit
Newton
Perrine
Hersey

Mt. and Mrs. ~1cKitrkk
l\fr. and Mrs. Davis

~frs. '" al ker
Miss Buck
Miss Falkler

Miss Call
Miss Young
~J iss Roberts
Miss Hoskin
Mr. Salter

ACTIVE MEMBERS
Florence Andet·son ........ Primghar
Elizabeth Rell ..... ... ,Yest Branch
Esther B 1·ockschink ....... Peterson
Dorothy Brown . ... . . .. ... Grinnell
Ma,· Cole ................... Pella
Mai-cia Daigneau . . . . . Austin, Minn.
Phil Duggan . ... ........ . Dubuque
Edna ]~m,tman ....... Austin, Minn.
Ethel Ehlers ........... ~fason City
Sylvia Hoffman ....... " Test Branch
Isabel Hayman .. ..... ... . Clarence
Marie Howe ............ " Test Union
Amy Johnson .............. Lisbon
Louise Johnson ....... AuRtin, Miun.
Dorothy Lamb . .... . .. . Rock Rapids

Luba Lamb ........... Rock Rapids
J o.r Mahachek ..... ... Austin, Minn.

Frances McLaughlin ...... Anamosa
Marjorie Metcalf ......... Primghar
Pearl Miller .. ... ....... Cedar Falls
Elsie Narbor ........... Shellsburg
Mary Ormsby ......... Cedar Rapids
Elsie Pratt ........... West Liberty
Ruth Pritchard ...... Buffalo Center
l\fae Russ ..... .. ... ..... Iowa Falls
Eleanor Sweeney ......... Peterson
)farie " 'hitehouse. Sioux Falls, S. D.
~larjorie White ............ Marcus
Mamie Wright . ....... .... ... Salix
Leall Wyant ............ Shellsburg
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ZETA HAPPEN INGS
FALL TERM, 1916
Sept., 3rd week-Back again-Back again-Back to Society for me.
The first week of school.
Sept., +th week-A jolly Zeta picnic on a foggy Saturday morning and the exhilarating sight
of Charlie Chaplin's twin.
Coffee and Fagan are synoymous terms.
"Rushing" reception at the Cafeteria.
Oct., 1st week-Inform al Reception where lVIiss Carpenter's advice was, that the only way
to get a man at T. C. was to expend $1.50 and buy a "School Man" which could be
carried convenient! v under one a rm.
Oct., 2nd week-Plans for formal banquet started.
Wiseacres appointed to plan torture for new members.
Oct., 3 rrl week-lnitiati on,-with victims sea red stiff.
Oct., 4th week-The formal banquet at the Russell-Lamso n Hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. Lynch and Mrs. Condit were our guests and they added clever toasts and
good spirits to our company.
Nov., 1st week-Bills paid by the fines collected.
Nov., 2nd week-\Ve start to have pictures taken for annual.
Nov., 3rd week-Picture taking still agitated.
Nov., 4th week-"Annua l" committee appointed early.
Pictures! The early bi rd gets the. worms! Note: The proofs are the worms.
Dec., 1st week-X-mas Program planned.
Pictures! On, on! Ye slow and bashful Zetas.
WINTER TERM 1916-17.
Dec., 2nd week-Xmas party with the chief interest around a grab-box full of-well, for
one thing-a jar of balm, a family remedy for all Zeta ills.
Dec., 3rd week-"Our dear teachers" give us a Xmas vacation.
Dec., 4th week-Santa brings a husband to Loretta Arnold, a 1916 Zeta.
Jan., 1st week-Resolut ions: Have a II our pictures taken in time for the annual.
Jan., 2nd week-New members give an "imposing" grand march followed by the serving of
refreshments.
Jan., 3rd week-A big fine is imposed on timid members who fail to have pictures taken.
Sylvia Hoffman and Marjorie \Vhite join the Zetas.
Jan., 4th week-Zetas learn of the art of good house keeping.
Afternoon tea.
Zeta pin changed to a jeweled Z.
SPRING TERM 1916
Mch., 4th week-Misses \Vylam and Whitman take the membership pledge.
Apr., 1st week-Honora ry members give royal entertainment to the members at the Black Hawk.
Amy Johnson and May Cole become members.
Apr., 2nd week-Decide we need parliamentary drill.
Apr., 3rd week-Parliam entary drill postponed.
Apr., 4th week-Delega te chosen to go to Iowa City.
May, 1st week-Annual bill came in-cheerfully ( ?) paid.
Started work on float.
May, 2nd week-Parliam entary drill finally held.
May, 3rd week-May Festival held-Ethel Dickinson was the "Spirit of Fair Play." For two
years the Zetas have had first honors on May Day.
May, 4th week-Election of officers.
Great plans for Society Day.
June, 1st week-Annual Spring banquet in Cafeteria.
Society Day-several dollars taken into the treasury.
Home again! Home again!
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Renior Zeta: ··])id you evel' take chlol'Ofol'm ?"
F1·ei:;h Zeta: "~o, ,~,ho teaches H?"
Father: " Mary, what does this sixty mean on yom· exam. paper?"
~fal'y 0.: "T think that was the temperatlll'e of the room."
Ruth P.: ''I thought 1 told you to come up after supper."
Mae R.: ·'Pardon me! but that's just what I came after."
" If your shoes R(]neak, don't let that \\·orry you.
eve1·y one ought to have music in his soul."

LrLLUN

Shakespeare Rays that

Wnrn1.\N-Cedal' Rapids- July 7, Hl16.

LOIS LANU\YOR'L'IIY-Cedar Rapids-Aug. D, 1!)16.
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Irving
IRVING
They gave us the name of Irving,
For the Fathet· of ou r Literature,
\Yho wrote many tales of ad , entu r e,
Of Brom Bones and Kathl'ina demure.
7

A little Dutch girl was Kiatrina,
And she was so quaint and so fair,
That we took the " Du tch Gil-I " for our
mascot,
Y\'ith blue eyes and fair golden hail'.
THE IRVING GAVEL
The gavel used in the Irving Hall has a history worth preserving. As soon as the hall
was dedicated an attempt was made to secure a piece of wood from Sunnyside where Irving
had Ii sed . Of course the intention was to have a gavel made that would have some hi storical
intere,t. All attempts in that line failed, but the matter was not dropped. Mr. Gist had two
former students living in ::>iew York City who became much interested in the undertaking.
Their names are Mr. and Mrs. G. D. Curtis. They knew no one in Tarrytown, but through
a friend they finally were brought in touch with the Cemetery Association there.
When
the president of the association learned what was wanted, he had a beautiful gavel
made from a Beech tree that had stood on t~ grave of vVashington Irving in the famous
cemeten- kno"·n as Sleepy Hollow at Tarrytown. The society appreciates the efforts of those
who w~re able to secure this historical gavel, and hopes to hand it down through future
g:ene r a :ions.
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IRVING
COLORS:

Delft Blue and White
)!AscoT: Dutch Girl

FLOWER:

Mo1'TO: "True Blue
White Tulip

PRESIDENTS
HELEN HADDOCK
VERA )!EYER
ANNIE LOGERBEAM
LOUISE
ALFF
ES'J'I-IER COLBURN

"T

HONORARY MEMBERS
President and Mrs. Seerley
l\Ir. and Mrs. Gist
)Ir. and :Mrs. Perrine
Mr. Merchant

Mr. Samson
Miss Oliver
Miss Monica Wild
1\fr. and M1·s. "'alte1·s

ROLL
l\Iarguerite Bechtel ...... . Dubuque
Esther Coburn .......... Clear Lake
Helen Goodneow .. . .... Battle Ci-eek
Helen Haddock .......... Greenfield
}[erle Huston ........... Greenfield
Edna Rice .............. Greenfie 1d
Edna Mulhurn .......... Greenfield
Irma Ilemphill .......... Plymouth
. \nne Kramer ............. Remsen
Edna Sorensen ............ Algona
Grnce ·wadell . ....... l\Iarshalltown
Louise ,Yollf ......... . ... Dubuque
}Iaude Hutchenson ......... Algona
l~lizabeth "'eave1· ............ Algona
1%-de Schmidt ......... Battle Creek
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Edna Huber .... ......... .. Tipton
Delia Gaetz ................ Algona
}fargaret Whiting .. Rochester, Minn.
Annabel Otzan .......... Plymouth
Ruth Locke .. ...... Flandreau, S. D.
Fem Forrest .......... Central City
}laude High .. ..... .. . .. . Janesville
Xeva }fasterrnan . . ........ Spencer
Edith Schofield .......... Griswold
Alice Hamilton .......... Griswold
.-\.nna Larson . .. . .... Marshalltown
Lena Hoskinson ........... Corning
lda l\Ie?ers .................. Olive
\ 'elma ·w elsh ............. Fairfield
Flmence Holden ........ Janesville
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:\fr. Davis (at lib1·ary): "Please write the call number on the slip, MiRs
Mulhurn."

MiRs Mulhurn (an unsophisticated young Freshman smiling Rweetly at
him l : '·Here it is, 1021 ,Ym,t 2:!nd."
There waR a maid named Annabelle,
Who had a secret she would not tell,
A nice man came,
She took his name;
And 110w of a wedding they tel I.
Girls at Morning ,·vatch ( as "Bunia;" rusheia; down to Y. ,v. rooms at 7 :45
A. :\I.): "Oh, here's Edna! Awfully glad you came. Were just going to start
the meeting now."
"Bum;": "Oh, I can't stay, just came to get a Heria;hey bar fo1· breakfast."
Edna Huber: "If I don't quit getting RO fat the only thing I'll be able to
buy readymade to fit me will be a handkerchief."
Al Faber (to a Maude Hutchinia;on who was raising a book to sh-ike him
for teasing her) : "What would you do if you should knock my head off"?"
:\faude: "'Yby, I'd just put another block on."
AT SocrnTY.
A Member: "MiRR PreRident, what in the world a1·e ,rn going to have for
the annual. I've worn my brain to a frazzle and I juia;t can't think of a Ringle
thing."
Helen Haddock (from the rear ia;eat, reasia;m·ingly) : "Oh, I'm going to
luwe my picture taken for it."
HEARD IN TUE H.\LL.

·'ER' ': '·Gee, but she's cute."
'"Bunia;'': "I'm juia;i. wild about her.

Rhe'R just nn old peach.''

:\faud: "Oh, keep Rtill about leRson plnns- Romeone is ahrn:rn taking the
jo,r out of life."
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Osso li
COLORS:

Green and White
FLOWER: Carnation

MOTTO:

"Be to the best thou know est ever true"
MASCOT: Donkey

PRESIDENTS
Spring Term
Fall Term
MERLE THOMPSON
ELLEN PARKER
MARY HEAD
BESSIE YOUNG
Winter Term
ESTHER EARNEST
loA MAE GREEN
FACULTY MEMBERS
Miss Scofield
Mr. and Mrs. Lynch
Mr. and Mrs. Getchell
Mr. and Mrs. Stone
Miss Carpenter
Mr. and Mrs. Barnes

Mr. and Mrs. Davis
Mr. and Mrs. Mount
Mr. and Mrs. Gist
Miss Roberts
Miss Oliver
Miss Martin

Mr. and Mrs. Fagan
Mr. Salter
Miss Letty Walsh
Mr. and Mrs. Bond
Miss Hoskins
Miss Lambert

ROLL OF ACTIVE MEMBERS
Irene Brady ............. ....... Anamosa
Marie Brown ............. ......... Slater
Mary Cronin ............. ..... Clarksville
Blanche Cole ............. ...... Stanwood
Minetta Clawson ............. . Cedar Falls
Elizabeth Dew ............. ..... Reinbeck
Mable Dobbe ............. ........ Huxley
Laura Durst ............. ....... Danbury
Esther Earnest ............. ....... Remsen
Sylvia Fell ............. ..... Chicago, Ill.
Mary Lovitt ............. ........... Coin
Margaret Peters .............. .. Ft. Dodge
Clara Paulson .............. .. Graettinger
Ellen Parker ............. .......... Webb
Marie Quinn ............. .......... Britt
Mary Rielly ............. ..... Rock Valley
May Varney ............. ........ Dickens
Bessie Young ............. ....... Denison
Anne Tiedens ............. ..... Aplington
Christie Kreul ............. ...... Laurens
Lois Husband ............. ..... Waucoma

TUNE:
0, Ossoli ! 0, Ossoli !
We love and cherish thee;
Our green and white,
Stand for the right,
Of might and unity.

Petra Refs land ............. . Sioux Rapids
Marie Sullivan .............. . Cedar Falls
Bess Vetter ............. ... Grand Mound
Lucy Powers ............. ......... Cresco
Lillian Leamer ......... . ....... Le Claire
Florence Merritt .............. ... Dubuque
Alma Koster ............. ..... Gladbrook
Augusta Wilmes ............. ... Reinbeck
Dorothy Klay ......... . ...... Rock Valley
Gertrude Hynes .............. Cedar Falls
Marguerite Sullivan ............ Clermont
Zeta Hesselman ............. ... Dyersv'ille
Hazella Mae Downing ......... Mason City
Ivy Clayton ............. ........ Corydon
Kathryn Murray ............. ....... Britt
Grace Terhune ............. ... Ida Grove
Ida Mae Green .. .. . . .......... Middleton
Emma Wilmes ............. ..... Reinbeck
Harriet Maltas ............. ..... De Witt
Myrtle Alverson ............. .... Batavia
Freda Lantz ......... . ........ Mason City

"America the Beautiful"
CHORUS:

0, Ossoli ! 0, Ossoli !
From thee we'll ne'er depart;
We've crowned thy name,
With wealth and fame,
May our followers do their part.
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Si

Mo'1"_ro:

OU X

COLORS:

"Raski Rasuli" (to bind close)
EMBLEM:

FLOWER:

Bow and Arrow

Red and White

Red Rose

BIG CHIEFS
Svring

CLARA CARY

l 1'all

Winter 1917

HUTH KENNEDY

KA'l'HRYN JOHNSON

HONORARY MEMBERS
Mr. Merchant

Mr. and Mrs. Lowe

Miss Wild

ROLL
Rita Allen ................. Owe.ii
Alma Aspen ............ \Yenonah
Loretta Armstrong ...... ,Yakonda
Flo Barnes ............... Kela tall
Winifred Cheny ......... WaReeka
Iris Crawford ......... \Vee-yah-pa
Grace Cuny .......... Teepeetonka
Verena Henrich ........... Romona
Hilda JacobRon ........ Omineec-hn
Kathryn J olmson ... Osewana-Gutcha
Ruth Kenned? ..... Wah-wah-Ta_ysee
Florence Laxon ...... Ogallalla Fire
Ruth Locke ............. Eagle Foot
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Ethelynn Murner ....... Inkpaduta
ERther Murner .......... Mineyata
ElRie O'Hara ......... Shawondasee
Mabel Pultz ............... Lokota
Gertrude Reynolds ....... :'.\Tekuwika
Olive Sessions ............ M.indota
Florence Sj·lvester ..... Minnec-otah
Ruth 'l'itus ............. Soagetaha
M'ai-ie 'l'ooker ............... Tonka
Jva \\"alker ............ . Omdicheca
Agnes McCay .. .. .......... Atokad
~Iary Wold ............. :Kepahiom
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THE SIOUX
Exultant, far across the western plain,
The Sioux, once ranging free, has ceased
to roam.
The changeless stars look from familiar
skies,
O'er well-loved haunts the same sun doth
arise,
But strangers, children of an alien race
Defile hi s ancient home.

By Cedar's tranquill stream their cities roar,
Upon its crested hills their temples stand,
Where gathered from beyond the sinking
£Un,

The daughters of the great Dacotahs come,
To seek the stranger's wisdom and hi,
lore,
A small but peerless band.

And nobly there they strove to make a name,
Their work was crowned, their worth and power grew;
And as the silent years, with stately sweep,
Emerge and wheel again into the deep,
Each brings an added tribute to the name,
And glory to the Sioux.

J. S. W.
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ORGANIZATION

In the fall of 191G, one of the ambitions of the earnest enthusiasts of
Home Economics was realized in the formation of the Ellen Richards Club.
'l'hrough the efforts of our Home Economics faculty, the club has been successful from the very beginning, and the future looks even more promising, since
the work with which it is connected is a comparatively new and rapidly advancing subject.
The club was named in honor of Mrs. Bllen Richards, who did so much
for the advancement of the work in which this club is interested. Its purpose
is to bring together once a month the members of the Home Economics divisions for an instructive and social hour. 'l'he broader questions concerning
the bettering of conditions in the community, and in the school, may be brought
up at these meetings where more time can be given to them than in the classes.
The social hour of the clnb enables the girls to be brought together in
closer friendship and better understanding.
It is the sincere desire of the
charter members that its future success and work will be worthy its name.
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L. Schaffer
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G. Shaffer
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Brookins
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Schoolmasters
THE SCHOOLMASTERS CLUB

'l'he Schoolmasters Club is an 01·ganizattion of men in Teachers College, fonned
in the early par1: of the year 1915-16. During its more than a year of existence, it has
proved it-s real value in the life of the college.
The purpose of the Club includes :-(1)
'fhe promotion of a spirit of fellowship among its members, both while in school and
in later life; (2) 'l'he stimulation of a greater deYelopment of professional spirit, and
re<:ognition of the attractive features of
teaching as a profession; (3) 'fhe gaining of
a deeper insight into the problems and progressing ideals of education, th1·ough add1·e~ses and research work; (4) The promotion and upholding of the best interests of
'l'eachers College in eve1·y legitimate way.
The active membership of the club consists of not to exceed twenty-five young men
PRESIDENT SEERLEY
of the upper-clai-s students, chosen on the
basis of their character, personality, scholarship, insight into educational
principles, and promise of future success in the field of educational work. The
honorary membership consists of a number of faculty men elected by the active
mernbe1·s.
'fhe Club holds monthly meetings, usually at the Cafeteria, where the men
enjoy a dinn~r togethe1·, followed b,v an address given by a local speaker or
rnmeone from abroad 1·ecognized as an authority on some phase of educational
This address stimulates a discussion valuable both for the ideas
thought.
lwought out and for the acquaintance and fellowship growing out of it.
At the annual meeting of the Iowa State 'l'eacbers Association, in Des
::\foines, a banquet is held at which former and present active members have
an opportunity to get together and interchange views and recount experiences.
A.t the p1·esent time there is an effort on foot to nationalize the movement to form similar clubs in all institutions such as Iowa State Teachers
A committee of our Club has for some months been in corresCollege.
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Meyerholz

Hodsdon

Jepson

Reid

Briden

Spafford

Walters

pondence with other state teachers' colleges, and favorable replies have come
from many of them. The prospects now seem favorable to the effecting of this
national organization. If it is done, our Schoolmasters Club will deserve the
credit for making the first mov,e in the establishment of a national honor
fraternity perhaps destined to be as important in its sphere as Phi Betta Kappa
and Phi Delta Kappa are in their 1,espective fields.

Charles

Paul

Perrott

Mount

Sly

Herbster

\Vinn
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Speer

Walker

Stone

Buffum

\Vi Ison
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Condit

Perrine

Hart

Ward

McKitrick

Van Routon

Shedd

Gormly

Jacobsen

McGlade

Sampson

Stout

Burns

Iowa

Club

To Professor Macy Campbell
Head of the Department of Rural Education,
this section is dedicated.

'fhe fundamental pl'oblem of country life in Iowa is the p1·oblern of kee}Jing a standai·d people upon our farms . 'l'o solve Iowa's great 1·m·al life JJi·oblern attention must be directed to the upbuilding of rural communities.
As the whole farm problem is lai·gely a matter of educatio11, the rural
school teacher may have a large share in initiating rural social progress. 'l'o
foster among rural teach,e1·s this larger vision of their work, the Iowa Club
was founded .
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White

Berry
Prof. Campbell
Prof. Fullerton
Pieffer
Granger
Prof. Eells
Prof. Hart
Cordes
Graham
Franklin
Sorenson
Prof. McGlade
Prof. Fesenbeck
McMillian
Prof. Van Houten
Eder
Prof. McKitrick
PRESIDENTS

Fall Term

fVinter Term

WM. BERRY

WM.

FRANKLIN

EXECUTl VE COMMITTEE
FACULTY MEMBERS

Prof. Campell
Prof. McGlade

Prof. Van Houten
Prof. McKitrick

Prof. Eells
Prof. Fu llerton

Prof. Fesenbeck
Prof. Hart

STUDENT MEMBERS

Fall Term
Helen Granger
William Cordes
Fred Schmidt
Lawrence Taylor

Winter Term
Glen McMillian
Helen Granger
\Vm. Cordes

STUDENT COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVE

Pearl Kent

THE IOWA CLUB
One of the most active organizations of I. S. T. C. is the Iowa Club, the purpose of which
is to make a special study of rural conditions and increase interest in the same. Rea lizing
the importance of improvement of rural life conditions those specializing in this kind of work
are using this means of securing information that cannot be obtained in textbooks.
The membership is composed of students and faculty of the Department of Rural Education, .with any others who may be interested in rural problems.
Meetings are held every
two weeks, devoted to singing community songs, to debates, and addresses on rural work. Discussions are held on such subjects as, How to develope a community spirit, Rural school and
church problems, Outdoor sports, Agricultural problems, How to improve conditions for women
of the farm, etc. In short, the great purpose of the club is to help make Iowa a better, more
up-to-date place in which to live.
At least once each term an evening is spent in a social way, in which games, suitable for
playing in country communities are indulged in.
This helps the students to get acqua inted.
Since members of the club come from all parts of the state, it furnishes a splendid opportunity
for a study of state-wide conditions.
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LEADERS IN IOWA CLUB ACTIVITIES,
SPRING, 1916
IOWA CLUB SONG
CHORUS

Or, Rural Teachers all are we,
A-working all the day, sir,
That we may teach the young idea
To shoot the proper way, sir.

Oh, Iowa's the finest state,
I. S. T. C.'s the College,
The Rural Teachers' course the course
For those who're seeking knowledge.

We have a club we all enjoy,
\Ve've named it for our state, sir.
Iowa Club's the place for work,
You'll rarely find us late, sir.
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English

President
1 ·ice-Prnsidcnt

B. FALKLER
J onN BAnNrns

LAURA

Club

Secl'etary-'l'rcasurer HALLIE SV.\RD
Repoi·tcr
DELIL.\I-:I HA YU"N

OFFICERS
'l'he EngliRh Club is an organization of the Iowa State 'l'eachen; College
and has been in existence f01· the past six years, l\Iiss Lillian Lambert, Profef'so1· of English, being its first president. 'l'he mernbe1·ship is eompol"ed of
the faeulty membets of the English depai·tment and of the students who have
taken not less than four terms of eollege English and who have attained a
high deg1·ee of excellence in English work.
'fhe English Club reeeived its fhst impuh-e from P1·ofef.sor S .. \. L~·nch,
the head of the English Depm·tment, who in co-operation with the teadien, of
English, phrnned the dub with a puqJose. 'L'his 1rn1·110,e iR threefold; to come
info doRer 11e1·sonal and soeial relations with the Rtudents who are spetializ- .
ing in English; to arom.;e in them ,e fficient effmt; and to c1·eate in all stude11ts
a desire to u:-;e correct English. 'fo this end the pnigrams given once every
month, inclnde three features; the scholastic, the profes:-;ional and the entertaining. During each year the programs have been kept 11p fo the :-;tandard,
and have been inspil"ing and helpful.
The influence of the English Club is g1·adually beeorning appm·ent in the
English depm·tment anrl it is hoped that it may live and grow beHer each ,rear,
aceomplishing the purpose for which it was eRtablis:hed.
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Classical

Club

OFFIUEHS
Florence .Ma1·y Kikhen .... Prrsident
Helen Baile.,· ........ ric-c-1-'l'Csid ent
Leona B. Meiel' ............ Secretary

THE CLASSICAL CLUB

The Claf$sical Club has fo1· its object tlie promotion of clm.;sical scholar-ship in tlte Teachers College. Its meetings during the year rnrn-17 have been
of spe<:inl inte1·est. 'L'lte p1·og1·n111s have consisted of papers on the character
and cai·eer of Julius Caesal' and addresses on other subjects connected 1Yith
classical studies.
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Social Science Club
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Sullivan
Leininger

Springman
McKay

NEUMAN CATHOLIC ASSOCIATION
O'Toole
Quinn
Lynch
Altman
Martin
Welsh

Downing
Henrich

Byrnes
Brady

The Newman Society comprises the Catholic Students enrolled at Iowa State Teachers
College. It is one of the live organizations of the school, and has for its aim the spiritual uplift of its members and the creation of a feeling of sociability and goodwill among them.
During the fall term, Miss Nellie Sheehy was sent as a delegate to the Catholic Students
Association of America which met at Kearney, Nebraska; and upon her return we were glad
to hear that the convention had accepted our invitation to hold its next annual meeting here.
\,Ve are, therefore, anticipating our next year's work with considerable pleasure.
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Student

Council

Self-government is the highest aim of tlemocracy. It is the expreRsion of
political and administrative intelligence. An attempt at self-govemment is a
manifestation of the ,villingncss to share in the responsibility fot good character and conduct, and to try, by RyRtematic effort, to bring about such conditions as 1·efiect these traits.
'L'he Student Council of the Iowa State 'read1e1·s College was organized
dm·ing the fall tel"m of 1!)16. It is composed of student representatives from
the various claRRes,- eac-h claRs in the institution being represented by one
delegate. The following office1·,; we1·e chosen by the student delegates fot the
yeat 1!}16-1917:-l'reRident, Jesse Shedd; Vice-President, Chas. F. Perrott;
Secretai·y, ,Tacoba Van Dellen; Treas1ffer, Nelson Hersey.
The aim of the Student Council is to formulate student opinion and give
it memrn of expression.
Its purpose is co-operation with the Ptesident and
Faculty in the better govemment of the college. The Council conRiders problemR of di1scipline and student welfate, and reports its findings to the Class
Sponsors, who in turn make 1·eeommendations to the Pre1sident and Faculty.
A Rpil'it of co-ope1·ation is developing that manifests itself in greater student
interest, and in more active student participation in the affairs of the College.
Higher Rtandards in the conduct of student activities are being adrncatedf aud
ate meeting with student appl'Oval.
It is proving to be a'means through
whic-h students may give expteRRion to their opinions conceming the government and control of student entetprises.
CHARLES H . .MEYERHOLZ.

I
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VOLUNTEER

EDITH SWEET, B.A., 1916
Now teacher in the Normal School
of Jubbulpore, India

MEMBERS
Hernite ~adin
lna Gom·ley
Emily Pipal
Lora Lee
Lama Hailey
~fabel Htrong
Edith ~,met
F1·ances Shamliaugh
Florente Bake1·
HONORARY MEMBERS
Pi-ofessor and Mrs. J. W. Charles
Victoria Merchiva
The Student Volunteer Band has held
meetings every week in which time was given
to the stud,r of the lives of missionaries. The
Y. ,Y. C. A. has tonrlucted four mission
stud.,· tlas,s es with Professors ~fount,
Chai-Jes, and Dickinson and Miss ~1cCague
as teachei-s.
'l'hese classes have been intense!~· inte1•esting and influential.
Four
~fo,sionai·ies haYe visited among the students
this year. l~ight students attended the Student Missionary Conference at Cote College,
Febnrn1·y 23-25.

Ravlin
Pi pal
Merchiva
Bailey
Professor Charles
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BAND

Gourley
Lee
Mrs. Charles

Strong

Y. W . C. A .

Y. W. C. A. CABINET
Riggs
Hinkson
Mitchell
Wickersheim
Hunt

E. Pipal
Giltner
R. Pipal
Aspen
Hillier
Wallace
J ongewaard
Van Dell an
Kramer

ADVISORY BOARD
l\fiss
Miss
~Iiss
~fo,1-,
l\Iiss

Mrs.
l\frs.
l\Irs.
l\Irs~frs.

Patt
Oliver
Lambert
Aitchison
Call

Walker
Fullerton
Hosti·op
Nuhn
,Yright

OFFICERS

President
Vice-President
Secretary
T1·easnrer
Miss MARGARE'L' H. Mc0AGUE
~fyrtle Rigg . .... Religious ::\footings
Adelphia Mitchell ...... Missionary
l\Iai·guerite vVallace .... Bible Study
Anna Kramer ............ Publicity
Helen Hinkson ............. Social

HELENA ,JOKGEW.\ARD
ALMA A.SPEK
Rosm PrPAL
RUBY GII/l'NER

Chair'man of Deprirt111 ents
Grnce Hillier ........... .. Fin anC'e
Jaeoba Van Dellen . .... ~IemlJel'ship
Thelma ,vickersheim .. Soeial Service
rvy Hunt ............. Employment
Emily Pi pal ..... Student Voluntee1·
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Y.W.C.A .

The association this year has grown not only in
membership, which has passed the six hundred mark,
but it has also grown in the scope of its work. The
student employment bureau, formerly handled by the
Dean of \\' omen, has this year been managed by the
association; and the Student Volunteer Band is
formally affiliated through the membership of one
volunteer on the association cabinet.

MISS MARGARET H. McCAGUE,
Secretary of the Y. W. C. A.

The outstanding feature which made this growth
possible was the great finance campaign held during
October. At the opening of the Fall term, the Young
Men and Young Women ' s Associations of the college
decided to raise, in one joint campaign, the fund s
necessary for the carrying on of the work of both
associations for the year. By abandoning the membership fee, no man or woman would be kept out of
the association for financial reasons. The Y. vV. C. A.
had previously felt that too much time and energy
had · to be spent in raising funds.

Ten teams, each composed of two faculty members and eight students had charge of the
.canvas. Thursday evening, October 19th, a mass meeting was addressed by Miss Lynch and
Miss Dodge, Secretaries from Minneapolis, and by the faculty finance chairman of both
associations, and the campaign was on. The rivalry between the teams was intense, but good
natured. A rainbow poster in the main hall announced the progress of each team toward the
goal. The climax of the excitement was reached on Saturday night when over seven hundred
people sat down to a membership banquet to listen to final reports. Such enthusiasm as was
attained that night has seldom been seen in any group here. With slogans, yells and songs
the teams urged each other on to raise their pledges until the whole amount might be subAlmost the entire sum, (includ in g $2,100, to cover local, office and committee exscribed.
penses, the salary of the Y. W. secretary and $475 pledged to national and foreign work )
was pledged before the meeting closed and the associations feel that other ends besides the
raising of the budget were reached.
The association has been very fortunate in having as General Secretary, Miss Margaret
H. McCague, from the Northwestern University. She came to us from the City Associations
in Decatur, Illinois. She is an inspiration to every girl in schoo l in a ll lines of work-religious, socia l and extension. Her efficient work and attractive personality have made the
association one of the most helpful places to the girls in the school.
All of the meetings have been of special interest. Daily morning watch meetings are
Regular midweek meetings are held in the Auditorium on
held in the association rooms.
Wednesday even ings from 6 :20 to 7 :00 o'clock. Joint meetings of the Y. M. and Y. W. C. A.
are held on Sunday evenings. Among the good meetings were a series conducted by the four
year college classes; a series on Normal Living, a vesper service given by the College Orchestra, under the direction of Prof. Merrill, a Christmas Pageant; and a series on nonChristian Religion by Prof. \Vright. The devotional committee, as far as possible, works in
co-operation with the Cedar Falls Churches in corre lati on of meetings, subjects for discussion
and announcements .
The Missionary Committee has supported a child in the Lee School in India, has taken
charge of the Mission Study classes of which there are four, and has endeavored to arouse
enthusiasm in missions. One of the most noted speakers this year has been Miss Ruth Paxon,
National Student Secretary of China. She gave a number of addresses and did a great deal
of good in a rousing interest in the work abroad.
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There are thirteen bib! :' clas~es for college women, in the various churches. In the fall
of '16 the membership and bible study committees canvassed every house on the hill, asking
the girls to affiliate themselves with the Y. W. C. A. and some bible study class.
We have had a very successful second
cabinet which has helped the first cabinet
in its work.
They have made a study of
the Association through the handbook.
Their principal social feature of the year
was the representation of "The Christmas
Study," a series of six tableaux, with readings from Ben Hur.

In November, 1916, the Cedar Falls
High School became affiliated with the Student Organization here. One of our cabinet members is a member of their permanent board and meets with them weekly.
The social service department entered into various lines of activities. They have charge
of the association rest lines of activities. They have charge of the association rest-rooms, of
the flower fund and the employment bureau. Several Clubs were organized in Cedar City
and Oak Ridge. Occasional visits were made to the Old People's Horne and a Christmas
party given to the children at Cedar City.
The social committee has had a very active year. Last spring, they gave a birthday party
on the campus for all girls whose birthdays came between the months of January and June.
The Y. M. and Y. W. C. A. had a picnic supper together and plans for the year were d~scussed. The advisory board entertained the cabinet at an elaborate supper at Mrs. Walkers'
home. Beginning the Fall Term of 1916, trains were met, tea was served on registration day
and two get-acquainted parties were given in the gymnasium. One was a children's party
for all new girls and over 700 girls gathered to play children's games. The old girls choose
a costume party, too, and came the next week to an old maid's party. While the weather permitted every Saturday morning at 6 :30, from forty to seventy energetic girls laden with breakfasts started on a long hike. Tea is served every Wednesday afternoon in the association
rooms. Another party was given from all those whose birthdays come in the months from
September to February, folk games and taffy
pulling were the main features.
The publicity committee has never failed
in having weekly posters for all meetings
and special posters for all special occasions.
During the summer of 1916 the association had for the first time a salaried
secretary and regular membership.
The
summer school people were greatly influence by the enthusiastic secretary, Miss
Ware.
The school was represented by
eighteen delegates to the Lake Geneva Conference.
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Y. M. C. A.

Grubb, President
Sage

Hersey

Lyon

Berry
Faber
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Spafford

Perrott

Stout
Hodgson

Grubb

GOSPEL TEAMS -

Snyder
Reed

Shedd
Spafford

19 16

Lugo
Balkum

Hersey
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DELEGATlON TO GENEVA, 1916

GENEVA
Lake Geneva is a beautiful body of water in the southeastern pa rt of Wisconsin and about
ninety miles from Chicago. This place has been the rendezvous of the young men of the colleges and univenities of the Middle West for twenty-five years.
Practically every school in
this part of the country sends a delegation to Geneva to attend the annual conference that is
held for ten days, usually about the middle of June.

J. S. T. C. has always been well represented at the conference. Last year, it had the distinguished honor of not only having the largest delegation from Iowa, but also from the nine
or ten states of the Northern Middle vVest.
Unless one has been to Geneva, it is difficult to conceive the many good things that await
him. You come in contact with such men as Brewer Eddy, John R. Mott, Robert E. Speer,
Bishop McDowell, "Dad" Elliot and many others.
These men have national and some an
international reputation in their chosen work.
What is the purpose of Geneva? you mak ask. The ultimate aim of the conference is to
bring up before the college men of the country the mighty problems concerning their own life
work and how they can best invest their lives. Any man who has been to Geneva will tell
you that a challenge was given out to him while there.
Teachers College had thirty-three representatives last spring and no one can ever tell
where their influence will end. These men are now scattered in every walk of life sowing
the inspirations which they received at Geneva. The Geneva experience is very helpful for
men who go out on gospel teams, because they received so many new thoughts and ideas while
there.
Every man should look forward to attend at least one conference during his college
career in order to given him a broader outlook on life. We are sincere when we say, "A
bigger delegation to Geneva this year."
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.\nd now the Feature Section!
Say,
folks, there isn't much to it after allyou didn't give us enough material to
make a real firRt-class affair-but what
there is must be properly dedicated, so
here we are:
To
ing,
what
their

our advertisers! Those long-sufferpatient individuals who made us
we a1·e and incident,a lly improved
own 1n-ospects-

To J. Scott ,veller, who spent many
hours writing "ditties" to make ornate
the pages of this sectionTo Mr. Bangs, our janitor, who so carefully looked after the hygenic conditions
of our office during the days of turmoil
and strife-'fo the Cafeteria that makes
in line twenty minutes before
and to the Pink Poodle that
wait tltfrt,r minute,; and then
eat-

us stand
we eatmakes us
we don 't

To the,;e we dedicate this section.
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The first day of our career
Within this college sphere,
\Ve stand,
\,Ve stand,
\Ve stand,
\Ve stand in line.
( They count us by the score)
At one end-a little door
Through which we passBut first-we stand in line.

Sometimes it doth appear
That we are drawing near,
But still
We stand,
We stand,
We stand in line.
Yet some of us survive
To spend our little five
And then we're gladBut first-we stan d in line.
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The Pink Pug Dog
I went to the Poodle at sevenI sat in one of the stalls.
I was the1·e lJcfore anyone started to dineBnt l waited and \\·aited and wailed for
11,ine~
Cuti! thei-e was nothing left on the sign.
Oh, I sat- in the Poodle-and \Yaited1 "·as still the1·e at 12 :44.
~ly brain becarne rife ,dth carbolic intent11 was not uutil then that I got up and
,vent! f l 'd stayed any longe1·, I'd been paying
rent.
\Ylten 1 sat- in the Poodle-and waited.

On With The Dance Reason?
'l'erpsichore is in ill 1'epute !
'Phere irm't any. It's just a case of a badly
""arped eoncept of ''waltz," which radiates
white lights, popping corks and eho1·us gil-ls
in an iniquitous " ·hirl iltrough ilte troubled minds of our beloved faculty.
It presupposes a previmrn, present and snlH,eqnent damnation of mankind'l'he dance is evil-we
we a1·e all bad and yearn to make onrselves worse.
ieach it in our school. Mmdc, sulJlime~ rh~' tlun, me1·el_v an auditory enjoy"
rnent. Fair postulates my dear, deni· professor; but, alas, '"Ihe1·e a1·e mo1·e
things in heaven and em·th than ai·e d1·eamed of in )'Om· philosophy.''

Oh, Chal'loite faii- and debonaii-,
You r-ay that you are fancy freeThat all you seek is justice Rtem,
With naught to do with chivalry.

*

~-

~·❖

*

Hn1- if it-'s jtrntice that you crave,
O. eome to me! 0, eome to me!
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*

Mr. McKitrick: "vVhat is the lesson, Mr. Jewell?"
Mr. Jewell : "The lesson?"
Mr. UcKitrick: "Yes, the lesson."
l\fr. Jewell: '·You see, sir, it was jm,t this wayI wasn't here the othe1· day,
And so I thought 'twould lrnl'dly pay
To bother with-."
l\fr. McKitrick: "To bother with-."
)fr. Jmvell: "'l'o botber with the lesson."

l\fr. Jewell: "\Ybat is my gn1ding, sir, this te1·111 ?"
l\fr. McKitrick: "Your grading?"

)fr. Je,vell: '·Yes, my grading."
l\fr. McKitrick: ''You see, sil-, it was just this wayYou were not here the other day,
And Ro I thought 'twould hardly pay
To bother with-."
l\h. Jewell: "To bother with-."
l\fr. M:cKih-ick: '''l'o bother with your grading."

Erwin Owen here we see
In his very best,
Erwin always dreRse,- thns
On the day of rest.
:Xow he stands befm·e tlte wall,
Seems quite happ:v, too.
Hut-we hope ihe firing squad
fa just outside ihe view.
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" W oof''
Now, this is a pictui,e of ,voofA wonderful, wonderful dog!
That he's here at all-that's proofA wonderful, wonderful dog!!
He stands for all that's good(He's the whole darn decalog.)
You say he's the worst-! Sh-h-h-Safety
Fil'st-!
-'- WONDERFUL, WOKDERFUL DOG!!!

ln thi:- spate we had a BEAU'l'IFUL
picture. (It was turned in by the Sioux.J
'l'he only trouble was, the Advismy Board
1·efused to pass it; the engravets refrn,ed to
engrave it; and the printers reful'led to print
it. Ho,yeve1·, we :-till have it on exhibition
at the OLD GOLD office: and we :-hall be
glad to show it to anyone interested in true

art.
Dear Editor:
I have the choice between a $10,000 position in St. Paul, ot a
in Tennessee. V,Thich had I bett,er take?

$1,:rno

"\YHIT."

Deat· "Whit":
" re know the girl.

You'd better go to Tennessee.
EDITOR.
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job

A DAY AND A NIGHT
A day and a night in the Training SchoolA day and a night of woe!
His mind went wild, and he talked as a child;
And his ravings rambled soNo, dear, I haven't it written.
Excuse? I've nothing to say.
Sure, meet me at the Pug DogEnough, waiter-take it away!
You say that it's after midnight?
Give me that toy balloonNo, they never had a lesson.
My kingdom for a tune!
Why don't they turn the lights on?
We're dancing out here alone.
Who said "Madam Walker"?
Heavens, girlie! Let's go home!
A day and a night in the Train ing SchoolA day and a night of woe!
His mind went wild, and he talked as a child;
And his ravings rambled so.

I'm done boys! Done with rosy lips-With jet-black eyes--with finger tips
That tremble at the furtive phrase
Of love---and one short moment's praise
,v1tere e'e1· the game, it's all tlte same,\. final 1mrnslt- and lots of blame-A flood of teai-s--a passing sorrowI'm done boys! Done !-until tomonow.
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We didn't intend to publish this picture.
How in Heaven's name did that cat ever get
in there! It wasn't there when we received
the photo-it wasn't there when we checked
i-he proof.
Ten thous,a nd furies!
It must
have been those infamous engravers!!! But
how did they know the joke, that's what we
can't understand. Oonsider this pictm·e as
deleted, dear reader, and don't tell anyone
about it.

This is the law of the Office, and ever they
make it plain:All changes of schedule are useless no matter how strong and how sane;
We're busy with two thousand schedules, so
exceptions must therefore be rare;
Your grounds and your cause may be perfect, but for compromise-what do we
ca re?
To Freshmen no favors are granted, their
doom is to work, not to boss-

Petitions to Faculty, useless, unless you can
stea I them across ;
The grim-visaged spectres who rule here
a re blessed with sharp tongues of cold
steel;
Our orders a re instantly mastered and deaf
are our ears to appeal.
Beware lest our favor should fail you, and
recommendation grow less;
The power is ours to guide to your downfall or to your success.

G. H.

Dear Editor:
This is a picture of Ann and me. I am sweet sixteen and Ann is seventeen. Don't you think this is
I like the lea~es in the backa pretty picture?
g1·ound.
HALLIE.

Dem Hallie:
The leaves are great.

So are you and Ann.
EDITOR.
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This represents two-thirds of the
Anglo-Saxon Class.

If the other third is as good-well

SOME CLASS!

Dear Editor :
Will you please write a shott article expreRsin g :yom· opinion of our registration system?
C. S. COREY, Registrar.
Dear Mr. Co1·ey:
I'll do it, if you'll pay my fine.
EDITOR.

MISS MARTIN

( a la Kipling )

Y\'e've seen 'em coach theatricals before,
A.n' some of 'em was good an' some was not;
,ve've seen a couple hund1·ed less or more;
But Miss Martin wa s the finest of the lot.
Slie makes 'em work in farce or pantomime;
She never seems to pause an' take a 1·est.
She'R like a young tornado 'ad the time,
An' makes each actor do 'is bloomin' best.
So 'ere's to you Miss Martin, when you're ravin' down the
aisle,
Teachin' Hallie Ward hysterics, teachin' Envin 'ow to
smile,
"·hen you're rushin' towai·d the foot lights, an' the errin'
ones turn pale,
,Yith .rnur arms gyratin' roun ' you like a windmill in the
gale.
You make a 'uge comm otion, but to yon we hand the Bays
And lift our 'atR, :MiRs l\fa1·tin, for you do produce the
plays.
J. S. W.
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AGRICUI./rURE
Name the breeds of cattle.
Van Sant: "Hereford, Augur,
Bull Dueham."

Yes, 1;.,., from
Missouri -4!\i,.d
this ;s "::1'
n-,ule-

Prof: "What are the parts of a
horse's harness."
Shedd: "Collar, tugs, and
trousers."

Colo"el Lockh~.t-No.87'143bS
c,..,.Ss

M1s501o1,-i-VV',sconsi,-,

(N•~ Heod .f fhe He,,/ "' lo

.,..,~.J

Prof: " Describe the proper
method of getting down off of a
horse."
Oainan: "A-ah! we always
picked that off of geese."

How do you distinguish the common breeds of chickens?
Farlow: "By their eyes and 'wiaddles.' "
What shows quality of a cow?
McElhinne:r: " A gentle look out in the eye."
What are the essentials of a good cow?
Wilson: " Broad rudder, lean eye and a wide mussle."
Name a breed of r,e d hogs.
Brown: "Dm·oc, New Jersey."
What is a hot house lamb?
Herbster: "One raised in a green house."
What is baby beef?
Holliday: "Beef for the babies."
What is the loin?
Ebersold: " Loin is the choice meat !Jack of the porter house."
Characteri~e the white leghom.
Cooper: "White leghol'n iR a dairy or ,egg type of poultry."
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Iowa State Teac hers College
CEDAR FALLS , IOWA

The Forty-Second Year Opens September 12, 1917
FOUR TWELVE- WEEK TERMS A YEAR

Continu ous Session

No Loss of Time

ClaRses begin and c:laRses graduate each term. Four Year
College Course can be completed in three calendar years by con1-in nous attendanc e. The program of studies gives special training fo1· all kindR of public Rc-hool service from the Kinde1·ga rten
and the Rural 'l'eacher to the Principal and the Superinte ndent.
Beginning with the opening of the Summer Term, June 6,
Ull 7, with the co-operati on and diJ-ection of the State Department of Public lnRtructio n, a One Year CourRe for Normal Training lligb School Critics will be maintaine d. This will be an exduRive com·se not obtainable elsewhere.
Yrith the co-operati on of the Orange 'l'o,Ynship and the
Hudson Consolida ted Schools, special training in consolidat ed
school work has been permanen tly eRtablish ed-comse s not obtainable elsewhere .
Dormitory privileges of a first-class character for women, on
an ec-onomic plan. A high gTade of Rupervision of a student's
None but suc-cessful
daily work, guarantee ing efficient results.
for informati on
,vrite
e.
attendanc
in
students continued
wanted.
HOMER H. SEELEY, Pi-esident.
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DRY GOODS CO.

HUGHES

Quality Store
Dry Goods

Ready to Wear Draperies
Floor Coverings
TWO STORES
219-21 Main Street

COLLEGE HILL

NoT Quin,, MAY.

Mr. Getchell: "Of what value is e(he1·?"
May Shull: "It is used for chlo1·ofo1·mi11g."

"For it's always
fail- weather
\Yhen good fellow1s
get together- .·,
HIS AVOCATION
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QRGANIZED in 1884, incorporated in 1900 and
improved every year for 33
years.

Fully Accredited by the
National Association of Accredited Commercial Schools
and recognized throughout the
Commercial School world as

More than a business College---An Educational Institution.

Waterloo Business College
Almon F. Gates, A. M., Pres.

Waterloo
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Iowa

Nemo Cor sets, Royal Society
'l'hreads, Henderson Corsets, College Princess Dresses, McCallum
Sil k Hose, Kayser Silk Gloves
INSURE YOURSELF
against fire by stopping a,t the
finest Hotel in Iowa

Strictly Modern ancl Fire Proof

HORTON & HOLDEN
HOTEL CO.

At Cedar Falls-the city of pavement
and beautiful lawns and homes. A
clean church going people that will
welcome you to Cedar Falls with a
he arty handshake.

PROPRIETORS

HOPKINS BROS.

Our Spring Catalogue

including all

Outdoor Sports
will be maile~ to you u pon request

GOLF

TENNIS
BASEBALL

TRACK

Any spod you are interested in.
·w rite us for our special prices
to Schools

HOPKINS BROS. CO.
618 Locust St
DES MOINES, IOWA

SPORT I NG

GOOD

HE, HE, HE-
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Light Occupations Around I. S. T. C.
{Deedi'ns

the stuffed
an·, mals 1n the Library
museum

SEE

THE
CEDAR FALLS
NATIONAL
BANI(
Cordially invites the Students to
make om· Bank Your Bank
during your stay in

CEDAR FALLS
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WILLARD &
ALEXANDER
FOR

SOCIETY BRAND
SUITS

MANHATTAN
SHIRTS
STETSON HATS
SPALDING
SWEATERS

SHOES FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Never before has this store had such
a wide and beautiful selection of
styles in boots and pumps for discriminating women.
These styles represent the exclusive
product of some of the best known
makes in the country.
Students, make this store your headquarters, you are always welcome.
All mail orders given our prompt attention.
aaa to E.

BOYSON SHOE STORE
213 Main Street,

~

Cedar Falls, Iowa

At Yo u r S e r v i c e
The Barrigar store has tried to serve
you well and serve you as a friend.
We hope that when you leave school
you will think well enough of us to
mention our names to your friends
who are to come.
Send us your
orders for school supplies.

THE
BARRIGAR
STORE
The only existing picture of "J ep" unencumbered.
(This is rather mean, "J ep," but you said
yourse lf that the feature section must be devoted to unu sual things.)

YOU WILL LIKE

THE BLACI( HAWI( HOTEL
J. W. GEMMILL, Prop.

CEDAR FALLS,

IOWA
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See l(IRI ( First
COLLEGE MEN!
Are the best dressed class of young men in the country to-day. They
demand the distinctive and advanced in clothes.
We hope to see you in the live store any day. You are always
welcome~yo u are never obliged to buy

l(UPPENHEIMER CLOTHES
" Thr' Xuvp enh ei111 cr House in Ceclar Falls"

OLE SON'S

EVERYTHING
FOR YOUR OWN HOME
OFFICE OR INSTITUT ION
can be best supplied by Davidsons-D es
Moines-from immense stocks which assure
prompt shipment (free delivery anywhere
in Iowa), low prices and thorough satisfaction in every transaction.
Furniture
Floor Coverings
Draperies, Domestic
Science Equipment
Pianos, Victrolas

or anything we are in a
position to provide.

Deferred
Payments
Estimates
on Request

DAVIDSONS
1

~1i~1~~~u~~
DES MOI NES, IOWA

-

.,.,,,,,,,,.,, ... ,,.-

MOORE DRUG CO.
PALM GARDEN DRUG STORE
316 W. 4th St.

WATERLOO, IOWA
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Stroebel Music House
225 East 5th Street WATERLOO, IOWA
Phone 15

Everything in Sheet Music, l\fusic
Teacher 's S up p 1 i es, Yictor
Victrolas and Victor R ecords,
Stringed
Ukuleles and
Instruments

all

Pactory Distributoi·s for th e

Conove1·, Cable, Kiugsbm·y and
, v ellington Pianos, and Solo
Carola i;; lnne1· Player Pianos

TO THE WELL-KNOWN GODDESS
O h, godd ess of th e Lesso n P la n,
P r o piti o u s o r ge of ev il,
Gr ant me t he va ntage of t hy
mi ghtI have to wo rk t o ni g ht, ton ig h t,
Te n t h ousand p la ns I h ave to
w ri te0, sour ce of all upheaval !

Th o u o r acl e of a ll t ha t' s bad,
S te rn h a rbin ge r o f t r o ubl e,
vV h e n thin gs a r e as th ey o ught to
be,
i\J ay I ju st li ve t o see, to see,Th e C ri t ic w ri t in g p lans for me,
i\ [ y woes ! i\I y woes! You d o ubl e!

College Fraternity Jewelry
Society Badges
Class Rings

Catalog liletil ed upon request

AND

SUPPLIES
Our stock is the largest and most
complete in the State of Iowa

BURR-PATTERSON
& COMPANY
78!)-7!)1 W oodwai-d A Ye.

DE"rRO [T, )llCHlG.'1.~

Everythin Q· Photographic
One trial will convince you that our
FINISHING is unequaled

GIVE U S A TRIAL

DES MOINES PHOTO
MATERIALS CO.
Ec\SfMAN KODAK CO .v lPANY

517 W. Locust
DES MOINES, IOWA
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THE PINK POODLE
Serves
DAINTY LUNCHES
REAL MEALS
ICE CREAM

CANDIES

We try to give
You
the best there is
for a
reasonable price

Good P r i n tin g Pa ys
You wouldn't think of appearing at a hop in old clothes. Would
;rou? Certainly not. Then why tolerate messy printing,
,,.hen a smaH additional cost will assure the best
quality? 1'hat's the kind we specialize
in. Drop in.

THE DAILY RECORD
113-15 West Third Street
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CEDAR FALLS, IOWA

PUMPS

FIRST CLASS REPAIR SHOP
RUBBER S

Cor rect Styl es
at th e

Lead er
The Home of Good Sh oes

319 l\1Arn STREET

CEDAR FALLS,

row A

BACK T O T H E F ARM
An "Agr" egation, not a side show;
but "men only" is the phase that gave
us "notoriety," and caused the l\1arguerites" to linger at the "Ilome Ee"
dooi·_
On cold frosty mornings this gang
of the "sterner sex" would go forth,
warmed by the approving smiles of the
"gentler sex" to judge all manner of
four-footed beastR.

CO RO NA
The P ersonal Wri ting M achine

Do you r,ealiw what a personal

writing machine could

do

for

you?
You write letters which you want

to look businesslike .

You prob-

ably also write manuscript s-plans
- proposals or 1·eporiR. Eventually
you have them typed- why not in
the fil·Rt place?

For information write to B. F . SW ANSON CO.
417 Locust St.

DES MOINES,

row A
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BAN CROFTS
BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS
For every occasion
Of highest quality
At reasonable prices
Our $1.00 assorted box is of
exceptional value. Prepaid anywhere.
Why not send one home?

The Flower Shop
Between 2nd and 3rd, on Main

Bancrofts Greenhouse
12th and Tremont

"0ll, SAY, JACK-"
Prof. Getchell: "W hat is the formula for borax?"
John Winn: "Na2 07."
Prof. Getchell: "Incorrect, Na2 B4 07."
J. W.: "'Well, isn't Na2 before 07?"

For Good Tailoring

ISRAEL'S

Talk To

W. A.

BEATTY

324 Main Street
Phone 267

We are now showing the
Newest Styles in Clothing
and Furnishings for

Men

and Young Men
Pressing and Dry Cleaning

H. N. ISRAEL

A Specialty

CEDAR FALLS, IOWA
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THE
WINGATE
COMPANY

CHASE'S JEWELRY STORE
311

MAIN

STREET

is the logical place to select
pleasing Commencement
Gifts

COSTUMERS

OF

Im.AnL\.TIC PRODUCTIONS

Large and varied stock
Dependable quality
Reasonable price

F"'..NCY Dimss p ARTIES

Our College Hill Branch
2120 College Street
is for yom: convenience

M.\.KE-UP

MASQUERADE BALLS

WlGS, BE.\.RDS, MASKS,
COLLEGIA'rE GOWNS

H. L. CHASE & CO.

DES MOINES

Jewelers
CEDAR FALLS

IOWA

Phone Wal nut 5971

IOWA

Visit Iowa's Finest and Best Equipped

DRY GOODS

STORE

The newest al ways in

COATS, SUITS, DRESSES, WAISTS, FURS,
SILKS, DRESS GOODS, WASH GOODS, SHOES,
MILLINERY, GLOVES, HOISERY, ETC., ETC.
Use oiir rnst room and free grip check service

201-09 E. 4th Street

WATERLOO, IOWA
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High Class Uniforms
for Bands
Are )Manufactured b y

The
HendersonAmes Co.
KALA~1AZOO,
MICH.
They made the
Iowa State
Teachets College Band
Uniforms
Send for their
catalog No. 250
and cloth
samples.
They will give
you good values
at right prices.

" HOBEAUX "

LADIES NEW EIGHT INCH
BLACK_ I(ID LACE BOOTS
ALL
SIZES

EXCEPTIONAL
VALUES

$3.50

U. T. I(. SHOE CO.
IOWA

WATERLOO,
We sell everything in the line of

DRUGS, KODAKS AND SUPPLIES
AND COLLEGE TEXT BOOKS

S. E. GREEN
COLLEGE DRUG AND BOOK STORE
23rd & Normal Street

)
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J. & S. Stu dio
JORGENSEN

SORENSEN

The Photographers

.l
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Chas. Sherwood
& Sons

SCANE'S

Florist

High Class

Whelesale and Retail

Clothes Shops

Growers

Cut Flowers
STORE

E. 4th ST.

Both Sides the River

WATERLOO,

Phone 380-432

w ATERLOO, row A

IOWA

MAIL ORDERS
We save you postage and our prices are guaranteed
as low as the lowest
Send us your orders for:

Books, School Supplies, Wool Sweaters
and Athletic Goods of all kinds
1Ve guarantee quick delivei·y and cntii·e satisfaction

CROSS & COMPANY
CEDAR FALLS, IOWA
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Is there anyone who doesn't know the log cabin? Three miles up
the Cedar it stands, surrounded by forest, by river-by reminiscence. It
is the scene of camp fires, innumerable-of picnics, unforgotten. l t is
the goal of the moonlit journey of a summer's night-it is the first sign
of return from a long evening's paddle in the north. "Oh, far be the
day that we shall not remember" this somber survivor of a high romance.

QUALITY

SERVICE
Phone 2670

Gallo way Bros. & Co.
N. H. LOOMIS, Mgr.

Russell Lamson Bldg.
CU'r FLOWERS, PLANTS
PARTY, RECEPTION

PALMS

AND

Waterloo , Iowa
AND

SEEDS

BANQUET WORK A SPECL\.TY

FERNS
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LILLEY
UNIFORMS
For Colleges,
Bands and all
Military Organizations are
standard
They possess
more style and
give better servic than any
other make of
uniform.
Write for catalog

BEWARE!
Oh, but my little maiden, to the
dance you must not go-'Tis a den of black iniquity.
leads to deepest woe !

It

'L'he faculty,
With alacrity,

,vm

send you home, and so

My littl e maiden, shun the light
fantm,tic toe!

THE
M.C.LILLEY
&

co.

Columbus, Ohio

HEADQUARTERS
FOR
The Bradley Famous Semi-Moist Water Colors, Kindergarten
Furnitm~e, Materials and Books,, Art, Drawing and Elementary
Manual Training Supplies, Ad'hezo (sticks like glue), Haphia,
Reed and other Handwork Materials, "Montessori Method Materials," Brown's Famous Pictures.
Specify above in your fall requisition

THO:VlAS CHARLES COMPANY
N. W. Agents of Milton Bradley Co.
207 North Michigan A venue

CHICAGO

Easleys

Clothes
WEST WATERLOO
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COLLEGE

•
HILL STUDIO

PORTRAITS, KODAK FINISHING AND ENLARGING
FOR SERVICE
MAIL YOUR KODAK FILMS
'l'O

BROWN
2208 College St.

&

PORTER
Cedar Falls, Iowa

THE IRVING TEA ROOM AND CAFE
FOR BETTER EATS, BETTER ICE
CREAM, BETTER CONFECTIONERY
BETTER

LUNCHEONETTES

AN D

SANDWICHES.
'fry it and be convinced. Ptices right and 1·easonable.
Bc8t Place in Toicn.

EARL PITRIS, Mgr.

C. L. KINGSLEY, Prop.

WATERLOO, IOWA

Manual Training and Sewing Lessons For The Grades
Only an inspection of these lessons can convey an idea of the
elaborate cai·e taken in t heir production
Sa 111ple copies upon rnquest
H E A DQUARTERS F OR MANUAL T RAINING AND DOMESTIC
SCIENCE E QUI P MENTS, LUMBER A ND GENERA L
SHOP SUPPLIES

EVERETT FRAIN COMPANY
3942 \iVabash Avenue
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CHICAGO

'lheOnly Grand Prize
(Hi¾heslAward)
• i.r
oiven to
.....
•
"'
D1c
1onanes
" ,
1

aHhePanama•
Pacific Exposition
was granlecllo

.
·

1

'

::__"_

WEBSTER'S
NEW INTERNATIONAL
For Superiority of Educational Merit.
T his n er.o creation answers with /i,na l authority all kinds of puzzling questions such
as "How is Przemysl pronounced?" "Where
is Flanders'!'' ''Whatis a continuous voyage?''
"What is a howitzer?" "Whatiswhitecoalf"
and thousands of others.
More than 400,000 Vocabulary Terms. 30,uOO
Geographical Subjects. 12,000 Biographical
Entries. Over 6000 Illustrations. 2700 Pages.
The only dictionary with the divided page-a
stroke of genius.
REGULAR and
INDIA-PAPER
EDITIONS.
Write for specimen pages, illustrations, etc.
Free, a set of
Pocket Maps if
you name this
paper.

G. & C.
MERRIAM CO.,

FLOWERS FOR
ALL OCCASIONS
A specialty made in
TABLE DECORATION S AND
CORSAGES FOR BANQUETS
PARTIES AND RECEPTIONS

l(EM BLE
FLORAL
COlVIPANY
C'ome1· J efferRon and 'l'hfrd Sts.

'IL\.TERLOO, IOWA

Springfield, Mass,

We Have Capacity
Our work and service is second to non e. We solicit
criticism and give our person al attention to
dissatisfied Laundry Patrons

CEDAR FALLS
LAUNDRY CO.
P h on e 257

GEO. M. FOX, Mgr.
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Citizens Savings Bani~
THE STUDEN'l'S' HEADQUARTERS
OFFICERS
W. N. Nostrop, President
H . H. Silliman, Vice-President
J. Ervin Evans, Cashier
Wm. C. Nuhn, Ass't. Cashier
J. H. Byers, Ass't. Cashier
Berdine Severin, Teller
C. D. Oxford, Teller

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $125,000.00
DEPOSIT YOUR SURPLUS MONEY HERE

ART

When in Doubt
Eat At

ID4r (!tnllrgr lJttn
MEALS

LUNCHES

FRUITS

BANQUE'l'S
Short 01·de1·s at all hoiirs

CANDIES

ICE CREAM

We'll Endeavor to Please You

C. D. SUMMERHAYS, Prop.
Phone 3890

Oh, al't!
Oh, art!!
Oh, l>eautiful, beautiful art!!!
Oft' I wonder
How in thunder
.'i_rtists can so greatly plunder.
A fusRy brush·"- dab of paintAnd things appear just what they
ain't.
Thon Guilded Saint!
'I hou Prince of Fable!
A man's a stick-without a label.
Jene comprends-I am not ableOh, art!
Oh, ai·t ! !
Oh, beautiful, beautiful art!!!

Exclusive Ideas
in our

I\ I illinery

Art Needle

of

Work
Department
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Distinction

IRVING HOTEL BLOCK

WATERLOO.

IOWA

A,VARD S .

Silver Loving Cup "Sweepstakes " Iowa. Gold Medal "Prize ,Vinners Class"
Iowa. Gold Medal "Draped Fine Art Miniatures" Iowa. Silver Loving
Cup
(open to World's competition) St. Paul. First Class Gold Medal, Pictorial
High Class, Minneapolis. Awarded full-page space in Rotogravure Section ,
The Minneapo li s Sunday T ribune, Oct. 3, 1915-Prize winning p icture: Daisy
Girl. Wo ll ensak Loving Cup, open to all entri es, Wollensak Class, Des Moines

Studio of

E. WILL ARD SPUR R
WATERLO O

M aker of

IOWA

Fine Art Photographs in Platinum, Carbon, Bagdad-Parc hment, and
High Grade Water-Colors , Vandyke-Sep ia-Portraits, Oil Portraits done
truly Free-Hand and guaranteed to please the most fastidious.

FRAMES

0

F

M

O

S

T

choice Designs, Hand Carved in Gold and Silver. The finest LINE OF
LEATHER BOOKS and FRAMES FOR THE FINE SEPIA
CARBON or PLATINUM , and the most up to the MINUTE STYLES
in FOLDERS- MOUNTING S and ART PROOFS that are shown this
side of the Eastern Cities. I claim to Produce the Most Artistic Photography in this Country.

OUR

STUD IO

I S

EQUI PPED

with the Finest Instruments, Scenes, and the greatest Exhibit of Prize
Winning Pictures shown in any Studio in the North West, 21 HIGH
PRIZES, and ACTIVE LIFE MEMBER of the FEDERATI ON of
AMERICAN ARTISTS, Washington, D. C.

Whipple's Great Little Book
How To Study Effectively

IS

THE

BOOK

For All Students,-H igh School and
Normal.
If your Board orders a
quantity of copies for you, it will help
your students get a better start next
fall.

THE CEDAR FALLS
DRUG COMPANY

By the way, don't forget your old
friend, J E A N M I T C H E L L ' S
SCHOOL. Send a copy as a present
to some friend who has not read the
book.
Wishing you the best of success in
your teaching next fall, we are

323 MAIN STREE T

Very truly yours,

Public School Publishing Co.
Bloomingto n

Illinois
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WATERLOO
"He profits most, who serves best"
is a motto t hat is worth while

It is the object of this store to serve this community so
well that there will be no question about
the ultimate reward

GENERAL

DRY

GOODS

READY TO WEAR GARMENTS
for Misses and Children are the lines that this store deals in
We respectfully invite a share of your patronage

Paul ·Davis
Dry Goods Company
Mail or Phone Orders will receive prompt and careful ,a ttention
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SATISFACTION
If you will take the trouble to call at our studio, examine our
samples (many of them pictures of your friends), learn our prices,
and note the attractive finishes, we are confident we can please
you. 'fhere is a standard of quality behind photographs beai-ing
our sigTiature that cannot be ,em,ily over-estimated. Prompt attention and never fai li ng coiwtesy.
Phone 1866

W. G. OLSEN
BL\ CK H L\ WK STUDIO
WEST WAT ERLOO, IOWA

Holy ~mokes--Scotty ! !

IJranry
lire illreams
BRICK

BULK
SOUFFLES

SHERBETS

FRAPPES

STANBERY HAT AND
KOSMETIC SHOP
320 Main Street
Chic Millinery at all seasons from
the best markets
All kinds of work in Manicuring,
Shampooing, etc.

Give us a call

ROADMAN
MILLINERY
Main 320

l'hone 48

Holland
Dairy
Cotnpany

BUCHANAN
\ \1

atei-loo

, FOR

GLASSES

LENSl~S GROUND
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MAKE

NO

MISTAKE

It always costs time and money
When your clothes need a cleaner's attention ·
Send them to a n expert cleaner

The Mitze Cleaning and Dye Works
122 Main Street

CEDAR FALLS,

row A

lVe guarantee odorless cleaning, p1'01npt service
ancl satisfaction
We pay retu rn postage on all work received by parcel post

Have Yo u Called at

OUR NEW STORE
105 E. 4th Street
YVe are 1·eady and
anxious to show
you a complete
li ne of spor ting
goods-Baseba ll ,
Golf,
T e n n i ~,
'l' rac k, Fishin g
Tackle, etc.
Agents fo1· t h e
Ne\\· Edison DiRl·
P h onograph.

E.W.COBURN
&SON

THE OFFICE FORCE

UNDER Y. W. C. A.
Phone 716

DRUGS

KODAKS

WATTERS DRUG CO.
315 MAlN STREET Solicit Your Patronage
ST A'IIONERY
BOOKS
VICTROLAS.
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Tal~e a l(odal~ With You
You do not get the fu]J pleasure out of your trip unless
you take a Kodak with you
Whether it is of your college days, or a trip to your
Uncle John's, a Kodak will tell the story accuratelybetter than any other method
Enjoy the pleasures of Kodalcilng

LET US SHOW YOU KO D AKS

HAMIL TON CAMERA
882 Bridge Street

See Gus. Nykoist before you buy
your Suit.

SHOP

Waterloo, Iow a

Olympia Candy
Company

First Class
Tailoring
Satisfaction Guaranteed

\Ve make the finest line of homemade candies in the city
Order your ice cream and sherbets
here, for your socials and
banquets
We Serve You Right

MAIN

STREET

BETWEEN 2d & 3d

Odd Fellows Temple
401 Main Street

J
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Baldwin & Shearn
GROCERIES, NOTIONS AND STATIONERY
Bakery Goods Fresh Daily

2111 COLLEGE STREET

THE BEST THAT THERE IS IN THE MOVIES
YOU SEE AT

Paramount, Metro and Triangle Pictures

MATINEE EVERY SATURDAY

John S. Borresen
Cedar Falls

Iowa

HIGH GRADE

COMMERCIAL
PRINTING

Have me print you r Recommendations
"SINGLSTROK" 'L'YPEWRITER LE'L'TERS A SPECIALTY
Special attention given to mail orders

Prompt delive1 ·y wnd satisfaction guaranteed
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illrhar l!Jallry i&rntaurant
EAST

THIRD

Picni c Lun ch es
Our Specialty

STRE E T

If you want a well-cooked meal, stop with us when downtown

A. W. HANSON, Prop.

THE FAILURE
(a la Kipling)
I've taught in the w ilds of Burma( I t was heat and bugs ga lore!)
I've clo n e my t ime in that heathen clime
F 1·om Korea to S in gapore.

I worked for the love of the teaching,
(Eve n a s I was taught)
Thro ugh t h e fog and the clamp with the
myst ic lamp

F r om Ho nko ng to the Go lde n Gate,

I we n t-and accomp lished naught.

F r om 'Frisco to the sea,
From Ha rl em He ights to the London

I s trove-but my str ife was a fai lure.

L ights,
'Twas a ll of a piece to me.

1 did n 't k now "l\1:atter" from "Method"-

IDqe Jfetffer <nn.

I erred in my work with man! had

110

Lesson P lan.

A. E. FREIER, Prop.

Distinctive Wearing Apparel

LEADING

For Women

DRUGGIS'fS

wqe ~mart ~qnp

BOOKSTORE
JEWELERS
EDISON DIAMOND
DISC PHONOGRAPJIS

303 MAIN STREET
Cedar Falls
Iowa

214 E. FOURTH ST.
Waterloo
Iowa
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The Golden Rule
Gift Shop
112 East 4th St.
WATERLOO

Burn's Cafe

Specializes in

GIFT

GOODS
.

316 Main Street

BOOKS
DOLLS
FRENCH IVORY TOYS

Hand-carved Standard "Photo
Frames'' and Picture Frames
of Quality
Sheet pictures by the old masters
Water Colors, Genuine Platinums,
Artotypes, Carbons, Photograver and Messotones

Short Orders at all houi·s
Special Attention Given to
Student Parties

Gravure Mezzotones

llntque Qlleanern
W A'L'ERLOO STANDS FOR

SATISFACTION
IN

French Dry and
Steam Cleaning
Fancy Dyeing
Let our local agent call for your
goods, he also delivers tl,lem
BEFORE THE REFORMATION
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t

Spies Bros.

27 East Monroe St.
At Wabash Avenue
CHICAGO

D ealers i n

mtamon~!I
jj fal. C1'8

of

MountingR, ClaRR and Fra t ernity Pin R and RingR, Commen cement
AnnouneementR and Stationer y

THE TRITZ STUDIO
w

A

T

E

R

L

0

0

Photos of the Better Kind
We thank you in advance for your patronage which
we here solicit

Our Location is at 316-18 W. 4th St.
Near the Union Depot, West Side

HILL TRANSFE R CO.
PROMPTNESS IN DELIVERY
HEAVY WORK OF ALL KINDS
GOOD WAREHOUSE
Phone 354 Reed
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Each Volume 9x12 Inches
Full Baby
Seal Keratol
Binding

The Most Helpful Set of Books Ever Prepared for Teachers
Compiled and Edited by Walter J . Beecher and Grace B. Faxon of the Editorial
Staff of Norme l Instructor-Primary Plans in Collaboration With many of the Foremos t Educators

Practical Methods, Aids and Devices for Teachers

roansg-~!?t n.fe"Jpaa~~~g tfea~~1er!
for a practical up-to-date reference work which would kee p them co nstantl y supplied
with new ideas and suggestions for carry ing on the daily work of the school room. Th e
chief ambition of th e publishers has been to make it a work of the greatest possible value
and usefulness to t e achers in grade a nd rural schools and Lo offer it at a price so reasonable and on terms so easy that any teache1· cou ld procure it.
Thousands of sets of these books have already been sold and we hear nothing but
e xpressions of approval from those who J,ave purchased them. Th ey have b ee n e nd orsed
in the highest terms by a very la rge number of Superintendents, Principals of Training
Schools and others prominent in educat ional work.
Proper equ ipm ent is esse ntial to s u ccess Ill any lin e of work.
The teacher who Is
equipped with Pructlcul !Uethods, Aids uud Devices for 'l'euchers will be abl e to apply her
training to the best possible advantage and to develop her work along the same broad
lines followed by the l ead ing et.lucators of the country. The young teacher who is just
starting in her profession will be espec ially hen e fitted by these books, for they will e nabl e
her to meet and successfully overcome the difficulties of her first year's work.
of Pruetlcul Methods, Aids uu,1 Devices for 'l'euchers in combination

THE PRICE

,vith

Nor ,nul Tnstruct·or-:Prhuury Pluns, one year,

is $6.00, payable

in six monthly installments. A discount of 50c is allowed for cash.
making the net cash price $5,50 .
You may exam in e these books and also obtain sample cop ies of Normal InstructorPrimary Plans by call ing at the office of .T. S. Latta, Inc., Cedar Falls, Iowa, or, if
this is not convenient, drop us a card and we will tell you about our S1,,.clnl On
AtJ[H"0\1 ttl OJter.

F. A. OWEN PUBLISHING COMPANY, DANSVILLE, N. V.

512 PAGES

More Than 500 Illustrations
Page Thr ee hundred sixty-six

EACH BOOK
WEIGHS 3 Les.

~

~

'-~~

PHELPS GLASSES
$2.50 to $4.50

WHY PAY TEN?
Our very complete optical equipment and years of experience
assure you the very best of optical service.
We are
permanently located in our own building. We
are on a side street and our expense is so
small we are able to givce better
glasses for less money.
We gi·ind lenses and duplicate any lense on short notice

PHONE 1153

518 JEFFERSON ST.

WATERLOO, IOWA
WEST SIDE

OXFORD HOTEL
E1U'opean Plarn

BOYSI
SHOI

co

Hot and cold water in every room
J. C. PATTERSON, Prop.

DOES YOUR LAUNDRY
WORK SATISFY
Let irn do it for yoii

STAR LAUNDRY
507 Main St.

Phone 867

Eyes Tested
Lenses Ground

Glasses

BUCHA N AN
WATERLOO
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Jlaia IDI,ratrr
!
g

8
~

§
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IDqr (!Tqun. 1!;. 1£ll tntt <nn.
THE COLL EGE ENGR AVIN G HOUS E
Comm enceme nt Inv
Class Day Progra ms
Class Pins
PHI LAD ELP HIA ,

CO AL

The' re poor little lads who've lost th e ir
way,
Rah!

R ah!

Great possibilitie s gone astray.
Rah!

R ah!

Phone 553

R ah !

NORMAL HILL
COAL COMPANY

Brawn a nd muscle out o n a spree
Damn ed from here to e tern ity,
(Goel ha' mercy o n such as HE),
Rah!

Rah!

A.

The Home of Good

THE RAH! RAH! BOY

Rah!

p

J. M. DEMPS TER

R a h!

J. S. W.

21st and Main Streets

ANNOUN CEMENT TO TEACHE RS

J.

OF
S. Latta, Inc.,

Cedar Falls, Iowa

We are glad to announce a change in the managemen of J. S. Latta, Inc.
Thi s change took place January 18th, 1917. The concern i s tn ow
and controlled by J. S. Latta, president; J. E. Cundy, vice-presid ent, andowned
F. 0. J·ackson ,
secretary and treasurer.
Messrs. Latta, Cundy and Jackson own and control one of the best eq uipp ed
school supply houses in the United States. During the fall months
they have the
assi stance of at least thirty cl erks and a night shift is usually
added. This new
m anagement is prepared to supply the needs of teachers and schools
.
Indeed, no teacher can afford to neglect th e se r vice that can be hadeverywhere
from J. S.
Latta, In c ., Cedar Falls, I owa.
Write for fre e catalo g.
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===PR INTIN G===
PROGRAMS, ANNOUNCEMENT S, CONSTITUTIONS , MENU
CARDS, STA'l'IONERY, WINDOW CARDS
and all other Kinds of Job Printing

DANNEVIRK E PRINTING CO.
Fil-st Class 1V ork

Prompt Service

DR. PERCY P. WOOD

SABINS'
EDUCATI ONAL
EXCHAN GE
INC.
FOUNDED

1893

Starts on its TWEN'l'Y-FIFTH
year with every pr,o mise of greater
success than ever. Good positions
for good applicants. We cover all
the ·w estern States.

Specialist in
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
DISEASES

LENSES FITTED
Over Citizens Security Bank
PHONES :
Office 837
Residence 916

DR. A. S. HANSON
O ve r Citizen's Savings Bank

Office Practice Specialist in
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
DISEASES
LENSES FITTED
P H O NES :
O ffic e 368

Residence 17

Write for plans.

Pacific Teachers Agency

Manha ttan Building
Des Moines,
Iowa

Established 1899
If you are seeking a position to teach
in the Northwest, Alaska or Hawaii,
write for our Nineteenth Year Book.
We can help you.

F. H. HUNTWORTH, Mgr.
535 New York Block

Seattle, Wash.

GRA D UA TI ON G IFT S
BOOKS AND STATIONERY
COLUMBIA GRAFONOLAS AND RECORDS
TENNIS GOODS
FINE CANDIES

Try the Refreslvments at our Fountain

HIEBER DRUG CO.
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N O T I C E
Students teaching this coming
season remember that we supplied
the Emblems and Rings for your
Class in the Towa State 'feache1·s
College.

In addition to Class Jewelry,
we cilso 111anufcictiire high,.grcide
Social and Commencement 8tatione1·y.
If you have been entirely saii:sfied, recommend us to your future
classes and when in need of any
of our pl'Oducts, write for sa mple::;
and quotations.

Albert Teachers' Agency
Established 1885
Graduates of th e Iowa State Teachers
College have our special attention.
O ur

booklet

"TEAC H IN G

AS

A

B USIN E SS" tells a lot about your
business and a little about ours.
Sent Free

623 Wabash Avenue

CHICAGO

ILL.

IONIC EMBLEM COMPANY, Inc.
Manufacturing Jewelers and S tationers

Rochester

New York

•
Art

Style

Service

We specialize in high class photogr aphy and
appropr iate class photo g ifts
Vi-sit our studfo when in TVaterloo

Jterrr ~rnunh JJrlnnr ~tuhtn
508 W. 4th St.

Waterloo, Iowa
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Tennis

Baseball

Golf

Your Next Out Of Doors Sports
Ashland, "\,Tright & Ditson, Bancroft Tennis Rackets
Crawford McGregor Golf Goods
GOLF BALLS, B..--\. SEBALLS, TENNIS BALLS
The best buy from the markets
1-'racticC' yow· strnl..es on our main floor-indoor golf

GUY W. CAMPBELL®, CO.
Waterloo, Iowa

ATTENTION

MEN

The

College Hill Barber Shop

I. S. T. C. BARBER SHOP

OFFICE HOURS:

R. CARROLL, Barber

When y ou're downtown and
want a GOOD shave

2216 College St.
7 :30 A. M. to 7 :30 P. M . ex cept
Saturdays 7 :30 to 11 P . M.

C. C. LEWIS, Prop.

The

g o to

College Hill Shoe Shop

PETE MILLERS'

Expert Repairing

( Bas ement of Citiz ens Savings)

OHRIS. ANDERSON, Prop.

WYTH-LAMB SHOE COMPANY

SHOES That Fit - Wear - Satisfy
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Let's Get
Better
Acquainted
~'!.

~··

~

We'd like to ~eet, pe1·sornilly, every lumber buyer in this community and shake hands with him.
Of cour,;e, we cannot go
around the country and call upon each individual.
'l'he only
thing we can do is to invite you to call upon us.
Fil-st time you happen to want a few boai·ds or a bill of
lumber or building material of any kind, make it a point to see
us about it. ,ve will make it well wo1·th your while in a money
way.
Yours for q11aiity and service.

TOWNSEND ® MERRILL CO .

.,

JUST LOOK AT US
We're what the staff of this
mar - ve - lo - us book taught
for two terms.

JOHNSON & WYTH COMP ANY, Inc.
Fine Cutlery and Hardware
Plumbing and Heating
CEDAR FALLS

IOWA
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D. E. MOON ENGRAVING COMPANY
Printers of" Moon Qualitv" Products.

Printers, Engravers, Creators, Designers.

Sorority and Fraternity Dyes, Stationery and Stamping, Invitations, Programs for all occasions. Consult us for
anything of a printed or engmving nature.

illnmmrurrmrut lJuuttatioun a §prrtalty
Call or Write Us
Coi1,rtesy, Qual'ity and S ervice
702 Mulberry Street
DES MOINES, IOWA

If you would develop in a boy the highest appreciation of
art in woodcraft give him tools to work with that are
masterpieces of mechanical workmanship and d esign.
American \\Toodwotking
Machines are such tools.
They are conceived and
built on a high plane. It
it a pleasure, therefore, to
operate them, fo 1· they do
beautifully and accurately
the " ·otk the.r a1·e intended to do.
Have you a copy of the
Amei-ican catalog of in tustrial machines f o r
manual training schools?
If not, let us send you one.
Perhaps you would like
one for each of your stuMany · teachers
dents.
throughout the country
a1°e using our catalog in their classes because of the information
it contains of interest to their boys. No charge is made fot the
book.

American Wood Working Machinery Co.

Rochester, N. Y.
I SELL, RENT
or EXCHANGE

The
Dahl Furniture Co.
402 Main Street

College Hill

property, also
Iowa, Minnesota
and North Dakota
farms

List Your Property

G. F. WILSON
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Get our special price on Your Complete Annual

HammersmithKortmeyer Co.

Engravers-Printe rs
Largest Publishers of High Quality

Complete College Annuals
in

the

United

Milvvaukee,

States

Wis.
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DR. W. L. HEARST, M.D.

DR. LILLIE A. ARNETT

l'HYSIUJAN -"-ND SUHGEO~

ODD FIDLLOW UUILDIXG

OPPOSITE THE BANKS

Phone :1:17

DR. F. N. MEAD
l'llYSlCL"-N AND SURGEON

Drs. PARISH and PARISH

ODD l<'J•;LLOW UUlLDl.'\G

Phones:

l>EN'l'IS'l'S
ODD FELLOW BUILDIXG

Hei,;i den ce 8tl

Oflke 80

C. W. Knickerbocker, M.D.

DR. G. B. WATERMAN
DEN'rIST

l,lwnc 2-',0
OFFll'l,

Ccdat Falb,, la.

College Hill

DR. E.

J.

THIERMAN

onm

<at.\11.\.\IS 8'1'()1()-;

Ccdm· Falls, Lowa

DR. CARL B. MILLER

l'Jl\"t,;J('I .\X .\XI> t,;CfWEON

DKK'l' I H'l'

ODD !•'ELLO\\' IH I I LDL\'G

onm

Phones:

Hes. 7:3J Hed.

Office 7-!G

DR.

J.

H. VAN DYKE

l'Jfft,;ICL\:X _\ND SD{CEO:\

Oflke :n11/:3 Main St.
!'hones:

Otlice 118
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Hesidcn<.:e 2Jl

Phone JG

CJ'l'IZENS 8 .\j\'l(

Ref'. 744 Red.

DR. W. E. DEBE
High Gl'adc Dental '\\'or!.;

229½ W. 2Hlt St.

Y{ATERLOO, IOWA

B a r t 1e t t e H a 11 C a f e t e r i a
1

EXCELLENT SERVICE AND CONVENIENT
APPOINTMENTS FOR PARTIES,
BANQUETS AND DINNERS
U nexcelled Cafeteria Service

THIS IS MEANT
TO BE ROUGH

E. R. Moore Compan)I
Makers of

COLLEGIATE CAPS, GOWNS AND HOODS
Judical, Clerical, Baptismal and Choir Gowns
Originators of

MOORE'S OFFICIAL HIGH SCHOOL CAP
AND GOWN
Renting of Caps and Gowns to Graduating Classes a Specialty

932 to 938 Dakin Street

CHICAGO
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HAWKEYE PORTLAND CEMENT
IOWA'S STANDARD BRAND

ALWAYS DEPENDABLE

Hawkeye Portland Cement Company
Des Moines, Iowa
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LOOK FOR US
BAN CROFTS

'l'e1m i,- Oood,-

l'e1111 a n (,-

BaReh n 11 Hood,-

Canoes

l<'oo t bn 11 :,;

l'addl e:,;

F ishing 'l'atkl c

Gnus

l'oe ket K11i ves

Ph onogniph :,;

Bicycles

BANCROFT'S
SPORTING
GOODS
Iowa

Cedar Falls

GO TO

BENDIX BROWN
Tailor Shop
For Good, Reliable Clothing
Uorn et 2nd an d Main Streets

STEPHEN LANE FOLGER, Inc.
MANUF AUTUR fN G J E\Vl~Ll~RS

Club, College Pins and Rings
NEW YORK
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Keep Abreast of Progress

.

1n

Education

Inform yo u rse lf as to t he latest deve lo1rn1e n ts in ch ild stu dy, in t h e bra n ch
of wo rk you are teach ing, in the cause of edu cation, ge n era lly.

Something for Every Teacher
The Child: His Thinking, Feeling and Doing. li my Ta1111 er, Lect ur e r in
Chi ldren's J n st itute, Cla r k Un ive r s ity . R ev ised edi tio n ..... . .. . ........ $1.25
Ideals and Democracy. llr th1tr J-1. Ch am ber lain ,
Fo rm e r D ea n a nd P res ident of Throop Polytech ni c ln stitute, Pasad ena, Cal. ............ . ..... 1.00
Vocational Guidance. J. II dam s Puffer, Teac h er , \!\Tr ite r, Lec tur e r . . ... .. ... 1.25
Common Sense Didactics. /J e11ry Sabin ........... . ... . . . ....... .. .. . .. . .... 1.00
Evolution of Dodd. Will iam 1/ actv ley S mith ... . .......... ... .... .. .... .. . . . . .75
Growing a Life. Char les Eva11s,
P res id e n t of the State No rm a l Sch ool,
Oklahoma . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00
Education for Citizenship. Geo rg e K erscl, enstein er.
Head of t h e fa m ous
Cont inuation Sch ools, i\ru n ic h . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .75
Method in History. W illia m II. Ma re, of Syrac use U ni vers ity . . . . ....... .. 1.00
The Teaching of Geography in Elementary Schools. D odg e-Kir cheney . . .. . . • 1.00
Globes and Maps in Elementary Schools. Leo n 0 . Wisweu, School L ibra ri es
lnspector, )/ew York State Ed u cat ion De part m en t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .SO
Five Messages to Teache rs of Primary Reading. Ne ttie Sacti;y er F1t11k .. . . . . . 1.00
Teachers' Story-Teller's B ook. O' Grady-Thro op ...... . . ........... .. .. . .. . . 1.00
H and-Locm Weaving. Rev ised ed ition . Matti e P hipps Todd.
Ha lf-to n es.. .90
Industrial W ork for Public Schools.
H ol/011 -R olli ns .. ............ ... .. . . . . . . . 90
Se n d fo r book let- "Teac he r s' L ib ra r y Se ri es ." free.

Rand, McNally C& Company
NEW YORK

CHICAGO

Louis A. Wangler
Will sat isfy
P a r ticular Customers

for

Stationery of Distinction
Al so

Pnr K odak Film Deveio11ing
Fi nishing and Jfromide
E n largement s of Distinct ion
GIVE US A T RI AL

Here is another view of Owen.
This was taken after a week in
the trenches on the Somme front

Page T hr ee hu ndr ed eighty

Mail us your n ext film
You will be surprised at the
r esults
Ve lox pl"int .<i by exp erts

Flowers

Cut

On almost every occasion Cut-Flowers are appropriate. They carry
felicitations to a bride, congratulations to a graduate, sympathy and love
to the bereaved. The one feature which distinguishes the correct thing
from the commonplace is the quality of the flowers.

Fresh and Altogether Lovely
are our cut-flowers at all times.
Our supply of Roses, Carnations,
Violets and all other beautiful things of their kind, is full and complete.

Con;age1:, for Hanquet1:, aud Part ies, Brides· Bouquets, \Veddiug
D eco1·atious and Funer al J)eRigus
specialties with us, and we give to everything the needed "touch" and
quality which makes all our work just right.
Special attention to out-of-town orders

IOWA FLORAL CO.
DES MOINES, IOWA

209-211 Walnut St.

A Big, Reliable, Dependable Company that owes iu success to ma king customers and keeping them,
Uoexcelled facilitiC"s for manufacturing and :in efficient organization I nable us to emphasize

QUALITY

VALUE

SERVICE

CLASS PINS; RINGS , COMMENCEMENT INVITATIONS , ENGR \VED STATIONERY

3rd Addition 1913 • 2nd Addition 1908 • Original Plant 1896 • 1st Addition 1905 • 4th Addition 1916
A picture story of 20 years of success and sitll growing.

It Will Be Worth Your While To Investigate Before< Placing Your Ord<rs
Samples and Estimates on request

BASTIAN BROS. CO.

188 BASTIAN BLDG.

ROCHESTER, N . Y.
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